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NAACP CALLS JAN. 1 'FREEDOM SUNDAY
MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS
VOL. XI—No. 9
THE
Tri-State Defender
"The South's Independent Weekly"
l 
Jan. 1 -Freedom Sunday
NAACP To Push 
'61 Bias Fight
The National Association For The Advancement
Of Colored People of Memphis has declared Sunday,
January 1, 1961 as "Freedom Sunday" and has plan-
ned a gigantic mass meeting to be held at Mt. Ver-
non Baptist church, 547 Mississippi blvd., starting at
3:15 p. m. Rev. J. L. Netters
is the host pastor.
Slated to speak to what the
NAACP hopes will be an over-
flowing crowd is Bishop J. 0.
Patterson of the Pentecostal
Temple Church Of God In
Christ.
Rev. H. C. Nabrit, head of
the Freedom Committee, an or-
ganization made up of 100 per-
sons designated to lead the free-
dom fight, said that all who are
planning to attend should be on
time as the program will begin
gathered at the NAACP office,
picked up segregation protest
signs and then marched down
Main street. Jesse H. Turner,
newly elected president of the
Memphis Branch NAACP a n d
Rev. H. C. Nabrit led the
march.
Other members of the NAA-
CP directly concerned with the
picketing efforts downtown said
that the new year will bring
in renewed vigor in the fight to
break down segregated lunch
promptly at 3:15 p. m. , counters at the large downtown
Also scheduled to appear on department stores.
the program are four of Mem- In the march downtown Dec.
phis' outstanding choirs and 25, the marchers kept out of
many of the city's most promin- the way of people on the side-
eat citizens, walks, staying well out of their
On Christmas day at 2 p. m. way. The march lasted for
a large group of Negro citizens about an hour.
by NAT D. WILLIAMS  I
RACIAL OUTLOOK FOR '61
Almost at the very end of
1960 outgoing President Dwight
Eisenhower finally delivered a
statement on the racial situa-
tion in the United States that
should have been delivered in
the -"Year Faubus 1959." Per-
haps, as may the the wont of'
a real soldier, he felt impelled
to deliver a parting shot be-
fore leaving the field of battle
. . a parting shot at a real
enemy of democracy.
Mr. Eisenhower said, "By
looking into the mirror of our
conscience, we see blots and
bletnishes that mar the picture
of a nation of people who de-
voutly believed that they were
treated in the image of their
Creator." Obviously, he was
making a left-handed reference
to the disgusting and depres-
sing "1960 Battle of New Or-
eleans," relative to 'integratingthe public schools of Louisiana.
T h e President's stet e-
ment is good for a
springboard of thinking about
what the new year may por-
tend in the area of race rela-
tions in this country. A new
President is taking office. The
question of integration still pos-
es a grave issue in the field of
domestic tranquility. The "cold
war" is evidently growing alter
nately "colder" and approach-
ing "hotter." And Negroes in
the United States still want the
rights, privileges, and oppor-
tunities to which they are en-
titled as American citizens.
WHAT ABOUT '61!
So, the logical question aris-
es. "What can the Negro ex-
pect in the matter of his aspira-
tions for 19617"
There are a lot of factors in-
volved. They are economic,
political, social, religious, and
• psychological.
In the last election, Negroes
generally placed their political
best on the in-coming John F.
Kennedy Administration. They
expect the new President to be
more direct in his handling of
racial issues and the question
of integration.
The outlook is that Mr. Ken
nedy will be hampered by the
same political forces. . . con-
servative Republicans a n d
Southern Democratic reaction-
aries that hamstrung President
Eisenhower. As a younger
num Mr. Kennedy may. say
more things to the liking of Ne-
groes. But politically speaking
real results will be based or.
the Negro's political power at
the ballot box. In areas where
Negroes vote with interest and
numbers, there will be gains in
rights. In areas where they
can't or don't vote significant-
ly, there will be a lot of wring-
ing and twisting, ducking and
dodging as heretofore.
Economically speakin g,
there's a recession going on in
the nation. Millions of persons
are out of work. Negroes, tra-
ditionally, the last .to be hired
and the first to be fired, are
very much in evidence among
the unemployed. They will feel
the ''hard times" squeeze more
keenly than most of the popu-
lation. This will mean much to
the leaders of the sit-in's and
other protest movements.
BEGGARS NOT CHOOSERS
In the first place a hungry
man can't do too much choos-
ing and demanding. Beggars
newer could be choosers. What
does that mean to the Negro's
drive for full citizenship?
It means that the protest
leaders will have to figure out
ways and means in 1961 to give
the right guidance to people
who are faced with a choice
between their bellies and their
rights. It's a hard choice. . .
unless backed up by the funds
of those who are more fortun-
ately placed. It seems that
more Negroes with funds will
have to chip in in 1961. . . to
keep the sit-iners on the firing
line.
On the psychological front,
there is a general atmosphere
which most likely will • carry
over from 1960 into 1961 in race
relations. And that is an at-
mosphere of uncertainty and
apprehension as white folk in-
creasingly realize that Negroes
must be respected. . .. and as
Negroes recognize the responsi-
bilities that go with being re.i
sPected. The white folk in 1961
will increasingly begin to judge
Negroes on the basis of worth
as individuals . . . and Negro-
es will increasingly realize that
the old head-scratching, loud
laughing, jive technique of
Uncle Tom is less and less im-
pressive with their white fel-
low citizens.
In short, 1961 should be an
interesting and productive year
in race relations. Now, watchu-
bet
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FREEDOM MARCHERS
REV. H. C. NABRIT, left,
head of the Freedom Commit-
tee of NAACP, leads a group
of Negroes, young and old,
down Main at., past tbc
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square last Sunday, Christmas
day. The march was to let
Meniphians and the city fath-
ers know that the NAACP
was sticking by Its guns in the
fight to break down segrega-
Find People
Clam Up About
[of ties Case
Lt. R. G. McElroy of the Hom-
icide Division said that he is
having difficulty getting people
of the Binghampton area to talk
about 17-year-old Irlean. Yvonne
Lofties, whose body was found
stuffed under a vacant house
early this month.
Lieutenant McElroy said that
his department is searching day
and night for leads concerning
the brutal slaying of the girl.
The youth's body had several
stab wounds in it. She had also
been struck across the head.
Reports say that young Miss
Lofties was well-known through-
out the neighborhood and seve-
ral witnesses said they saw her
walking down Tillman towed
Summer on the fatal morning
that she disappeared.
However, the Lieutenant said,
people of the area have shown
a reluctance to talk about the
girl.
Finds Goodwill
On Africa Tour
BOSTON — (UPI) — Ed-
ward T. (Ted) Kennedy, young-
est brother of President-elect
John F. Kennedy, returned
home last week from a three-
week tour of Africa and said
he had no idea what his future
assignment would be.
Kennedy did not deny a re-
port that he would be interest-
ed in a job as an assistant
district attorney in Boston, but
said he had "no plans what-
ever" to run for Congress in
Massachusetts, as has been
rumored in recent weeks.
He said his immediate sched-
ule called only for a talk with
his brother about the African
situation.
Kennedy reported that he
had found "a tremendous
amount of good will toward the
United States and toward Presi-
dent-elect Kennedy" during his
visit to 10 African nations.
He said he made the tour
with a U. S. Senate Relations
subcommittee investigating Af-
rican problems with a view to-
ward future legislation in the
foreign policy area.
tion bars to Memphis. Follow-
ing Rev. Nabrit is Rev. D.
Warner Browning, number
four in the line is the Vice
President of the Memphis
Branch NAACP, Dr. Vasco A.
Smith. The marchers left the
NAACP headquarters at 2 p.
in. and marched for about a
half bow down Main street.
from Beale street. (Withers
photo)
Holiday Tragedy Jackson 'No
'Oh My God' Woman Buy Campaign
Gasps: Husband Killed le% Effective
James Hugh McGlaun, 49, of
1978 Boyle rd. was killed in-
stantly at 2:45 a. m. Sunday by
a hit-and-run driver as he at-
tempted to cross the end of the
Memphis and Arkansas bridge
on the Arkansas side.
A witness told the Defender
that Mr. McGlaun had just got-
ten out of his eastbound auto-
mobile to cross the highway to
purchase some fireworks for his
nephew. The witness said she
saw the victim stumble as he
crossed the neutral strip but
thought nothing of it. After he
had sufficient time to make his
purchase and return, the wit-
ness, Mrs. Clyde McGlaun, wife
of Mr. McGlaun, looked out of
JAMES H. McGLAUN
Belgium Moves
Strike Troops
the automobile window to see
if she could see her husband.
He was lying on the pavement
with a broken neck.
Mr. McGlaun leaves a son
James Herman McGlaun of Los
Angeles, two sisters, Mrs. Katie
Murphy of Holly Springs, Miss.,
Mrs. Mettle Thomas of West
Memphis, Ark., and his father
James Robert McGlaun, also of
West Memphis.
Police said they were looking
for a 1954 or 1955 model auto,
light yellow in color, license
number unknown. If anyone has
any information leading as to
the whereabouts of the driver
of the hit-run auto, please con-
tact the Arkansas Highway
Patrol at RE 5-1210.
At press time funeral arrange-
ments for Mr. McGlaun were
incomplete.
BRUSSELS — (UPI) — The
government withdrew armed
troops from the streets in an
apparent move to ease tension
in strikebound Belgium.
After three days of guarding
government buildings, t h e
troops armed with sub-machine
guns, vanished from their posts
as the socialist-led strike went
into its sixth day.
The government offered no
explanation for the move which
came at a time when the so-
cialists were reported to be try-
ing to incite a mutiny among
the troops if they should be
used against strikers.
Shot By Officer
'McNeil Loses
His Right Eye
Christmas Day, 1960 is one Christmas that 19.
year-old Horace Edward McNeil will a Ey:. y a remem-ber because it was the first Christmas that he was
without the sight of one of his eyes.
Horace's right eye had to he removed Dec. 19
after patrolman W. M. McGhee
fired a bullet from his service,
revolver which passed through
McNeil's eyeball and lodged in
the rear of his head
McNeil was
shot shortly -
after the
Georgia Street
Liquor Store
was held up
by a young Ne-
gro. Patrolman
McGhee a n d
his partner J.
H. Griffey were
cruising downH. E. McNeil
Georgia when they spotted Mc
Neil and a companion. Edgar
Williams of 606 Williams,
walking across the Porter high
school campus. Patrolman Mc-
Ghee said he fired his pistol only
when McNeil turned and ad-
vanced toward him after a
foot chase across the school
campus.
Lying in a 5th floor bed at
John Gaston hospital with an
eye patch taped across the spot
where an eye formerly was,
McNeil told this story to a Tri-
State Defender reporter.
"My friend and I were walk-
JACKSON, Tennessee — T h e
NAACP - sponsored "No Christ
mas Gift Buying" campaign
was 70 per cent effective, ac-
cording to a spokesman here.
Dr. W. R. Bell said Negro
residents of the city and sur-
rounding Madison county, are
protesting against discrimina-
tory and discourteous treat-
ment by local merchants.
The NAACP Lane college
chapter is continuing to picket
variety stores seeking the end
of lunch counter bias and the
right to use rest rooms.
Two students were arrested
here recently; according to Dr.
Bell, who is chairman of the
financial committee of the adult
Community Coordinating Com-
mittee. It was set up by the
NAACP to back up the student
demonstrations.
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SWALLOW POISON
Last week two Memphis, in-
fants swallowed poisonous com-
pounds in their homes. Patricia
Ann McGee, 15-month old of 721
Edith, ate some lye and Martha
Sue Floyd, 20-months old of 380
McEwen Place, drank cleaning
fluid and has developed chemi-
cal pneumonia. At press time
the extent of the McGee child
for burns has not been fully de-
termined but physic.ans are di-
lating her esophagus to keep it
from closing.
Where most people had an en-
joyable holiday, Mrs. Bessie
Guy had a sad one, when last
week her 2-year old son was
burned to death. Her son, Phin-
eas Guy was found underneath
a mattress in the back room of
the five room frame house.
• Firemen stated that they be-
lieve that he crawled under the
bed thinking he was crawling to
safety. Mrs. Bessie Guy, 22, was
burned slightly on her hands in
rescuing the other children and
was treated for shock by a
neighboring physician.
The fire alipeared to be caus-
ed by a defective ehimney con-
nection. "I smelled smoke and
looked up at the ceiling and saw
a bunch of fire," Agnes told
Forest Hill volunteer fireman.
She and her sister tried to put it
outout auvu.
Some of the youngsters, rang-
ing from 11 months to 8 years
old, were children .of relatives
of the Guys.
GIVES PARTY
Mrs. Bessie Stewart of 1897
Farrington held a Christmas
party, and big dinner for the old
people in her neighborhood.
There was a total of 22 guests
who attended the affair ranging
in age from 75 to 88 years. Mrs.
Stewart said that two white fel-
lows brought baskets of groceri-
es to her and her next door
neighbor.
Mrs. Stewart wishes to thank
the two unknown white fellows
for their help. The people who
were not able to attend the af-
fair were sent food, such as
hams, fruits, nuts and can goods
to their houses.
WILLIE AGAIN
Willie Dunn, 16, well known
Memphis youth and student at
Booker T. Washington high
school, attended a big Christ-
mas party at the Presley man-
sion given in honor of Elvis
Presley's return from Holly-
wood, Calif.
Mr. Dunn was the only Ne-
gro to attend the affair as a
guest. Other Negroes who at-
tended were either entertainers
or servants.
ing across the campus when
the policemen drove up and
said 'Come here.'
RAN AND FELL
"I ran anti tried to jump the
fence and fell," he said. "After
getting up, I ran back toward
the patrolman and he fired;
that's all I remember." Ask-
ed why he ran when the
officer ea Ile d, he replied.
"I know how these policemen
are and I didn't want them
beating on me." He has been
molested several times by of-
ficers. On four occasions he
went to juvenile court for fight-
ing but has never served any
time in any institution.
McIskeil is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Sam McNeil of 2017 Per.
Immediately after the shoot-
ing both officers were suspend.
ed and Chief of Police James
C. MacDonald said the officers
would remain on suspension
until the investigation was com-
pleted Then, he said, the re-
port would be turned over to
the attorney general's office.
Two days later the patrolmen
were back on their regular
beat.
High Churchmen Plan
Mammoth Celebration
The National Education
Board of the National Baptist
Convention, U. S. A., Inc.,
headed by Dr. W. Herbert
Brewster, will promote the 3rd
in a series of annual celebra-
tions of the issuance of Lin-
coln's immortal Proclamation
of Emancipation — 98. years
ago. Because the day falls on
Sunday, the celebration will be
held Monday, January 2, 1961.
day and night, at the St. Paul
Baptist church, East McLemore
ave., at Greenwood at. Rev.
S. H. Herring, pastor.
Dr. Brewster states, that for
the first time, the day will take
on an interracial atmosphere,
as among the chief speakers
will be the internationally
known President of the South-
ern Baptist Convention, Dr.
Ramsey Pollard, who recently
succeeded Dr. Robert G. Lee,
as pastor of the Bellevue Bap-
tist church. Dr. Pollard will be
introduced by Dr. L H. Cole-
man, also a Memphis pastor,
and, director of the Baptist
Students' activities at Mem-
phis State University.
Among others invited to
speak are: Dr. T. J. Jemison
of Baton Rouge, La., secretary
of the National Baptist Con-
vention, U. S. A., Inc., repre-
(See CHURCHMEN, Page 2)
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HALEBARNS, England —, demonstrations," Pruce said.
(UPI) — The Unitarian pastor
of this Cheshire village married
an American Negro nurse here
on Christmas Eve in a cere-
mony that passed without inci-
dent despite "crank" letters de-
crying their inter-racial union.
The Rev. Glyn Pruce, 31, and
Edna Wilson, 27, of Wilmington,
Del., were married by Rev.
Arthur Valiance, former presi-
dent of the British Unitarian
Congregation, in Pruce's own
Unitarian chapel.
"This couple not only are from
different families but from dif-
ferent races," Rev. Valiance
said at the ceremony. "But God
knows no barriers in humanity
across the bounds of family,
creed or race."
The newlyweds drove off to
London for their honeymoon,
leaving behind a houseful of
gifts and six anonymous letters
complaining about their mar-
riage.
IGNORED CRANKS
"They were only crank let-
ters," Pruce said. "I ignored
them. After all, I can't refuse
to marry the girl I lovelaecause
ofeavhat some people might
say:,
Outweighing the few crank
notes were scores of letters and
Christmas cards wishing the
newlyweds well. Many of them
were from complete strangers.
The villlage constable stood
by AS a precaution outside the
church but there was no trouble.
In lieu of demonstrators, the
coupled faced a battery of press
photographers.
"We really didn't expect any
"Some London Fascists held a
rally nearbe earlier this year,
but nobody showed up."
BROCADED GOWN
The bride, who was dressed
for the occasion in ivory brocade
and wore a white veil, had met
her husband's congregation in a
warm reception at his chapel.
The couple met years ago at
Oxford University, while Rev
Pruce was studying theology
and Miss Wilson was a nursing
lieutenant with the U. S. Air
Force. Miss Wilson had studied
at Freedmen's School of Nurs-
ing in Washington, D. C., and
took post-graduate courses at
Wayne University in Detroit.
The tall, attractive Negro girl
returned to the United States in
May. 1959. She came back to
England to live laid week.
THE ENGLISH KINDER
"The people in this village
have been so kind to me," she
said. "If this wedding had been
in America, the people there
would have been much more an-
tagonistic.
"But then I.would never think
of marrying a white man in the
United States. There is too
much difference between there
and Halebarns. There people
are too intolerant. I'm accepted
here by these kind people."
After the honeymoon, she said
she hopes to get a job — prefer-
ably day nursing or teaching.
"Later on, of course, we want
to have a family," she said.
"How many? Oh, I don't know,"
she laughed, "but a large fami-
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LACKLAND AFB, Texas —
These seven Memphis airmen
have just completed basic
training at Lackland. (Left to
right) Airmen Amos William
Kelsey, Ronald Bit!, Tamfc
H. Wells, jr., Emmitt C. Mc-
Cutcbeon, Lindsey C. Gill,
and Willie Richmond. Kel-
sey is the grandson of Mrs.
Hattie Merriwether of 142$
Hemloct; Hill is the son of
Minister Seeks
Missing Daughter
CHICAGO, Ill.—The sixteen-
year-old daughter of a Chicago
minister was not home for
Christmas and her father, the
Rev. Howard Schomer, of 5740
S. Kimbark ave., has appealed
to the public for help.
attractive teenager, who left
home Dec. 8. Karen could be
mistaken for 18 or 19. She is
5'8" tall and weighs 140 pounds.
Her eyes are dark brown and
her hair is light.
Karin graduated from the
University of Chicago high
school last June and was a
student at the University of
Chicago. She grew up in France
where her parents lived for 12
years, engaged in postwar re-
construction. She speaks both
French and English without a
foreign accent.
Karin returned to the United
States two years ago with her
parents and her father said she
became outraged at the signs
of race prejudice and discrimi-
nation she witnessed in her own
country. She sympathized with
the current drive in integration
and became an active partici-
pant in the sit-ins.
Said the Rev. Schomer: "The
voice we most long to hear in
our home is, of course, that of
our daughter. But anyone who
may have knowledge of her
whereabouts is urgentlr asked
to contact the police of their
city, or the Chicago police, or
her family:
The Rev. Howard Schomer,
5740 S. Kimbark ave., Chicago
37, Ill. The telephone number
is Plaza 2-2639.
GREENSBORO, N. C. — As
sets of the Educaiional Workers
Federal Credit Union at A & T
college this year exceeded
$50,000.
In a year end report released
by the B. W. Harris, secretary-
treasurer, it was revealed the
organization had increased its
assets to $50,310.00 and its
membership to more than 300
persons.
Loans of nearly one quarter
million dollars have been made
since the organization of the
group in 1938.
Harris said five of the original
charter members are still em-
ployed at the college. including:
Dr. Warmoth T. Gibbs, presi-
dent-emeritus; Dr. F. A. Wil-
liams, J. C. McLaughlin, L. A.
Wise, and Dr. W. L. Kennedy,
(Continued From Page 1)
senting a membership of 5-mil-
lion members.
Saturday night, Dec. 31, will
mark the 37th successive de-
liverance of a special "Watch-
Meeting" sermon by Dr. W.
H. Brewster at the Pilgrim
Baptist church, No. Second st.,
at Looney ave.
This sermon, "Watchman,
What of the Night?" has for
the past 37 years, been a sensa-
tion. Standing room audiences
come from all parts of the city
each year to Wen: to this mas-
terful message by De. Brewster.
The general public is invited
to attend these services at the
Pilgrim Baptist church to
watch the old year out, and the
New Year in.
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HAWKINS, Texas — Dr.
Christine Benton Cash, profes-
sor of education at Jarvis
Christian college has been nam-
ed one of 10 "Piper Professors"
of 1960 by the Minnie Stevens
Piper Foundation, with offices in
San Antonio.
The foundation has awarded
Dr. Cash a certificate for pro-
fessorial excellence and a check
for $1,000.
The foundation's selection
committee selected 10 winners
from a statewide nomination list
of approximately 150 professors,
reported C. F. McCauley, Cor-
pus Christi, foundation presi-
dent.
Born in Jefferson on Aug. 9,
1892, Dr. Cash was the first hon-
or graduate from Bishop college
Academy in 1926, receiving the
scientific degree and the normal
school diploma. She later earn-
ed a master's degree from At-
lanta university and her docto-
rate from the University of
Wisconsin. She has taught at all
levels from small rural schools
up through college and has been
a school superintendent.
Dr. Cash developed three new
courses for the department of
teacher education a t Jarvis
Christian college and has en-
couraged aptitude tests, interest
inventories and tests of person-
al and social adjustment.
Mrs. Lottie Hill of 2051 Car-
ry; Wells is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Wells,
sr., of 914 Bellevue; McCue-
cheep Is the sou of Mr. and
NEW YORK CORE mem-
bers picket Macy's in support
of Atlanta students arrested
in Macy's subsidiary, Davi-
son-Parson's. The picket line
stretched over three blocks.
Mrs. Charles E. 111cCutcheon
of 1250 Cella; Gill is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Gill
of 402 Fitzgerald; and Rich-
mond Is the son of Mrs.
"
Leaflets urged customers not
to buy at Macy's "until they
serve everyone in the South
as well as in the North and
to tell Macy why you have
stopped buying.
National K Post
For John Wilks
SAN FRANCISCO — John management, and the positions
John L. Wilks, head of John
L. Wilks & Associates, a San
Francisco public relations firm,
has been named National vice-
chairman, Public Relations
Portfolio, for the United States
Junior Chamber of Commerce,
Area No. 3.
This includes the states of
Alaska, Hawaii, California, Ore-
gon, Washington, Idaho, Utah,
Nevada, Arizona, and New
Mexico.
Willa was 1959-1960 Chair-Jnion man of the Public Relationscommittee for the California
State Jaycee, and was the first
Negro to hold a state office inr Solid the organization.A graduate of West Virginia
State college, where he ma-current1N president of the jgroup. The other charter mem- ored in psychology, he later
received hi a M. S. 'degree inbers were Dr. F. D. Bluford,
former president of the college,
now deceased, and W. J. Trent,
jr., New LYork City, head of the
United Negro College Fund.
FISK COEDS at Scribner Hall
dress with losing care dolls
for Christmas cheer. 190
marks the third year Scrib-
aer girls have cooperated with
heal Fire Department No. H
In theIr "Toys for Tot" Christ-
mas drive. Left to right, seat-
ed on floor, Veola Edwards,
Sr. of San Antonio, Texas,
Frances Carter, Sr. of New
York, Code White, Sr. of Pe-
nnine City, Fla., Lacy Craw-
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
Public Relations at Boston uni-
versity, and did further study
at Harvard.
His background includes sales
ford, Sr. of San Diego, Calif.,
Marilyn Madry, Fresh. of
Jacksonville. Fla., Mary Jack-
son, Sr. of Houston, Texas,
Maureen Myers Sr. of Cleve-
land. Ohio, Carolyn Nesbit,
Jr. of Dickson, Tenn., Billie
of merchardising manager for
a radio station and public re-
lations consultant to munici-
pal governments, West Coast
and national companies.
Wilks is an active worker ie
community and civic organi-
zations including the United
Bay Area Crusade, San Fran-
cisco Tuberculosis Association,
Oakland Men of Tomorrow,
NAACP, and the Bay Area Ur
ban League.
His professional associates
are the Bay Area Publicity
Club, Alpha Delta Sigma ad-
vertising fraternity, and Alpha
Phi Alpha.
In 1958, he was picked by
San Francisco daily newspa-
per editors as one of the "Five
Outstanding Young Men of the
Year," and was recipient of
the California State Jaycee
SPOKE award, the highest
award given to first year mem-
bers.
Ware, Jr. of Atlanta, Ga. Al-
ma Hardy, Sr. of Philade:phia
Pa. In rear, Antoinette Cox,
Sr. of Savannah, Ga., chair-
man of Doll Project and Mrs.
Margaret Simms, Director of
Scribner Hall.
ADMIRAL
TELEVISION
Alean Richmond of 1540 Bird-
son. Airmen assigned direct.
ly to a duty station from bas-
ic training at Lackland will
receive on-the-job training
under highly qualified tecbni-
cal specialists. They are se-
lected for these assigpments
on the basis of their interests,
and the needs for the Air
Force.
BATON ROUGE, La. — For, University of Oklahoma
his thorough techniques as re-
searcher and efficiency as a
teacher, Dr. Woodrow H. Jones,
professor of Biology at South-
ern University, has been given
a $9,900 National Science Fac-
ulty Fellowship to do further
research in the area of inver-
tebrate zoology, ecology and
oceanography.
Dr. Jones will begin .5 post
doctoral research In Septem-
ber 1961 at the Marine Biolo-
gical Station at the College of
the Pacific, where he will study
ecology and oceanography. La-
ter in that year, will go to the
Woods Hole Marine Biological
Station in Massachusetts, to do
research in the area of inver-
tebrate zoology.
The Southern University pro-
fessor also finds time to publish
articles in scientific journals
as the Oklahoma Academy of
Science. the Louisiana Acad-
emy of Science, Transactions
of American Fishery Gociety,
Transition of American Micro-
scopical Society, and for 1960,
he has appearing in the Ency-
clopedia of Biological Sciences,
a paper on "A Technical Dis-
cussion of Cladocera" as well
as having jointly published an
illustrated manual of animals.
His teaching experiences in-
clude Langston University, the
First Payment January '1st
Let's Be Friends
CALL: BOB FRAKES,
COLLINS and FREEMAN ol
Jok 5-6737 7 No. THIRD STREET
YOU CAN'T BEAT THIS!
Fisk University. He has
at Southern University
the American Men of Science,
the Leaders in American Sci-
ence, Dr. Jones holds mem-
bership in Phi Sigma, Beta
Beta Beta, The Society of Sig-
ma Xi, American Association
for the Advancement of Sci-
ence, Southwestern Association
of Naturalists, New York Aca-
demy of Science, the Ameri-
can Society of Limnology
and Oceanography, American
Association of University To-
fessors, American Microscopial
Society, The Ecological Soci-
ety of America and the Asso-
ciation of Southeastern Biolo-
gists.
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W'e're off to greet the New Year by thanking
our many friends in th4. community for their
support and patronage inI960.HappyNewYead
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•Christmas Merrier
For Farm Families
Christmases are becoming
merrier for most of the 219
white and colored farm families
of the Johnson Creek Water-
shed area of Madison County,
Tenn.
Until a few years ago, the
farmers of this watershed,
which lies near Jackson, Teen.,
saw their crop yields continue
down, down. The fertile topsoil
of the slopes had washed into
north-flowing Johnson Creek
years ago, leaving deep gullies.
Underlayers of sand were now
pouring into the stream, clog-
ging the channel and often
causing floods.
But today things are different.
Trees and grasses now cover
much of the gullied areas, util-
izing more of the rainfall, 'pre-
venting erosion, and reducing
floods. And five huge flood-re-
tarding structures have been
Alk built. These are dams construct-
Wed on dry land at strategic
points in the watershed to trap
excessive rain runt& and form
lakes.
Also cover crops are n o w
planted, terraces are built, and
course, built the flood-retarding
structures, and either through
the WPFP Act or the Agricul-
tural Conservation Program,
purchased and planted over a
,million and a half trees on more
than 1,600 gullied acres.
The farmers, white and color-
ed alike, have spent money for
seed to plant such cover crops
as vetch, and they have bought
machinery cooperatively to har-
vest cover crop seed for wide,
iow-cost distribution all over
the watershed. And they have
dug deep to pay for fencing,
pasture improvement, and their
share of terrace construction.
For example, Willie Morgan,
a Negro farmer of Cerro Gor-
do community, proudly points
to his vetch patch from which
a number of his neighbors have
obtained seed to put a cover
crop on their eroding land.
And William White of Blair's
Chapel community likes to take
visitors to see his strip
-cropping
and more than a mile of ter-
races.
Wallace 'vie, one of the most
successful colored farmers inthe slopes are plowed on the the watershed, believes as muchcontour as soil and water con- in cattle as he does in cotton.aerv ation measures. Pig rotIF. sod hoos rir-ve inThe result: crop yields are lush olstil,•es which used to herising throughout the 22,610- starred with eullies In theacre watershed; cotton is shar-
ing more of the acres with
pastures and livestock; and
average income which used to
hover around $590 a year, mak-
ing Christmases so bleak for
many of the families, are
higher.
But all this didn't just hap-
pen. It's the result of farmer
cooperation and government
action, says C. L. Daniels, work
unit conservationist of Madison
Aft County who pro ,'ides technicallip assistance to the Soil Conserva-
tion District.
Over 200 families have had
their farms mapped by SCS
technicians and have conserva-
tion plans which they are put-
ting into effect to help keep
the watershed green and pro-
ductive.
Out of their own pockets, the
farmers and the county govern-
ment are spending close to
$275,000 for these and other
improvements. And under the
Watershed Protection and Flood
Prevention Act and through
other programs administered by
the U. S. Department of Agri-
culture, the Federal Govern-
ment is spending an additional
$388,000 on the work.
The Federal Government, of
heart of the golden community,
near the new school, stands his
modern brick ho e. Two of his
three children are attending
Lane College.
And the Negro Sportsman's
Club, sparked by 'Soil Conser-
vationist James Hughes, has
set an excellent example in
building terraces, providing co-
ver for wildlife, and in carrying
out other conservation practices
on its 158-acre farm.
So significant is the watershed
program that Tennessee A. & I.
State University has assigned
its No. 1 agricultural economist,
Dr. Henry L. Taylor. to make
a series of economic studies of
the development.
Althougt considerable prog-
ress has been made in re-estb-
iishing the agricultural poten-
tial of the Johnson Creek water-
shed, much still remains to be
done. The channel must b e
cleared of sand and debris, 27
miles of country roads must
be protected against erosion,
and the farmers must further
implement their conservation
plans. However, if what has
already been achieved is a
guide to the future, good farm-
ing and better living are ahead
for the people of this watershed.
13 Knox Students
For '61 Who's
Dean Lee L. Campbell has
announced the names of 13
Knoxville college students who
were selected for Who's Who in
American Colleges and Univer-
sities for 1961.
A committee of 11 faculty
members, representing the
various divisions of the College,
personnel and administration,
and eleven students, repre-
senting the student body,
made the final selection on the
students who met the exacting
qualifications established for
Who's Who.
All students must be at least
a junior and have a 2.0 cumu-
diklative scholastic average (jun-
\Flora for four semesters; seniors
for six), participate in extra-
curriculiar activtities, show
leadership potentiality, possess
good personality traits and
character, and be a responsible
school citizen.
Those named are Joe Ander-
son, jr., mathematics, Green-
ville, N. C.; Emma J. Brazzell,
business education, Knoxville;
Linda Kinnebrew. social studies,
Rome, Ga.; Martha Grady Lu-
cas, physical education, Eustis,
Fla.; Jerry A. Oliver, chemi-
stry, Danville, Va.; and Walter
Vincent Thomas, biology, Chi-
cago; all juniors.
Vivian Brown, a Who's Who
last year also, mathematics,
Knoxville; Juanita Curry, Eng-
lish, West Point, Miss.; Carl
Jones, chemistry, Knoxville;
John Lee, chemistry, Cincin-
nati; Mae Linsey, social science,
Knoxville; Mableleen Mabry,
business education, Memphis;
and Shirley Walker, second
year member, biology, Dolo-1
mite, Ala., all seniors.
Who
LEMOYNE SCIENCE
GROUP—LeMoyne Cotlege's
In-Service Institute in gen-
eral science and mathematics
for junior and senior high
school teachers is being con-
- --
ducted every Saturday in
Steele Hall. The institute is
made possible by a grant
from the National Science
Foundation. Tuition is free
and teachers attending the in.
stitute receive college cred-
its. Dr. Walter W. Gibson,
prof. of biology and chairman
of the division of natural sci-
ences at LeMoyni, is director
of the institute. He is seated
384 Campaign To End
Lunch Counter Bias
AUGUSTA, Ga. — Virtually!
the entire student body of 384
at Paine College here is in-
volved in a campaign of public
demonstrations to end lunch
counter 'segregation.
Sit-ins at dime stores are con-
tinuing; although two of the
Negro students have been in-
jured in attacks by hoodlums,
and city police have refused
to provide protection.
The students are asking that
citizens of good will everywhere
join them in urging the City
Police Department to provide
equal protection for all people.
Stores where sit-ins have
taken place include _Woolwoeth,
H. L. Green, and McClellan.
The latter has closed its lunch
counter.
The first sit-in occurred on
December 9, and at that time,1
Appeal For Dimes Campaign
Joining with important leaders appealing for generous support of the
1961 New March of Dimes are left to right: John Sengstacke, Chi-
o
cago, Illinois, president, National Newspaper Publishers Association
and publisher of the Daily Defender; Dr. W. L. Greene, Raleigh,
N. C., executive secretary, North Carolina Tea;:hers Association;
Dr. Zelma George, Cleveland, Ohio, member, U. S. Delegation to
the United Nations; and Harley Blaine, Jr., Hopkiosville, Kentucky,
president, New Farmers of America. Your March of Dimes dollars
help prevent crippling diseases.
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William Didley, a Paine student
from Cordele, Ga., was injured
when white hoodlums roaming
the store pushed him into a
what-not counter.
Didley was hurt again during
a sit-in at Woolworth on Dec.
13, when le reached out to try
to deflect the blow of a knife
aimed at another student,
James Stevens, Brunswick, Ga.
Stevens had been walking
along the store aisle near the
lunch counter when about nine
young white men closed ifl on
him and began beating him.
One then stabbed him in the
head with the knife. Didley's
hand was cut and both he and
Stevens had to have stitches.
Neither retaliated in any way.
Silas Norman, chairman of
the student steering committee
which is coordinatiing the de-
second from left. Pictured
here are faculty members of
the institute and city and
county teachers enrolled in
the science and mathematics
classes.
monstrations. and Miss Sylvia
Ryce, another committee
spokesman, said the students
saw the hoodlums with knives
before the attack and reported
it to police but that no police
protection w a s forthcoming
either before or during the at-
tack. In fact, they said, police-
men who had been in the area
disappeared when the attack
began.
They said students approached
a nearby traffic policeman, a
lieutenant at headquarters, and
a sergeant at a nearby police
station seeking protection, but
all to no avail.
On Dec. 14, a student commit-
tee met with Augusta Mayor
Millard Beckum. They said he
claimed he was unaware of
what had been happening down-
town but said his policy was
to provide equal protection.
However, he told the students
they would have to go through
"channels"taking their pro-
test first to the police chief and,
if unsuccessful there, to the
Civil Service Commission.
Meantime, some of the same
students had picketed President
Eisenhower as he played golf
in Augusta on Saturday, Dec.
10. Miss Ryce said they first
sent the President a telegram
asking to see him without pub-
licity since it was Human Rights
Day. However, they were told
by presidential aides that they
could not see the President.
_ "We then conducted an order-
ly demonstration from 3:15 until
5 p.m., near the golf course,"
Miss Ryce said. "We were pro-
testing the fact that Eisenhower
chose to play golf instead of
considering the question of civil
rights on Human Rights Day."
One of the picket signs carried
by the students said "Golf vs.
Civil Rights."
The recent demonstrations are
the first lunch counter sit-ins
in Augusta. However, last May
Paine College students rode the
city buses integrated and 11
were arrested. These cases .are
still pending in the courts.
The students ask that pro-
tests against the lack of police
protection be sent to Police
Chief Green, Police Headquar-
ters, Augusta, Ga., and to Ma-
yor Millard Beckum, Augusta.
CLASSIC FOUNDER
SMILES—Florida A&M Uni-
versity's Vice President J. R.
E. Lee, Jr., 3rd from left
front, originator of Orange
Blossom Classic 28 years ago,
expresses pride as pre-Clas-
sic parade passes official re-
viewing stand in Miami re-
cently. An estimated 150,-
000 people viewed outstand-
ing floats in parade, among
which was Carnation Com-
pany's "Mothers of the
Week" unit sponsored by the
Los Angeles milk company
and Mani: Radio Station
WMBM. Popular Carleton
"King" Coleman, former
WMBM disc jockey and re-
cording artist, is seen above
flanked by "Mothers of the
Week," who were chosen by
WMBM. James "Bud" Ward,
inset, account associate for
Carnation Milk, The Moss IL
Kendrix Organization, Wash-
Luton, D. C.. shares Carna•
don car. From 2nd left, front
guests of Mr. Lee, who shar-
ed founder's car In parade,
are Dr. E. A. Ward, Miami;
PRman Moss B. Kendrix,
Washington, D. C.; and Clas-
sic Vice Chairman Dr. Ira P.
Davis, Miami, wearing bat.
At front is Miami's Dr. G. W.
Hawkins, flanked by Carol
LOOK!
ARMSTRONG VINYL-LINOLEUM
FLOOR COVERING
Ceramic & Plastic — Tile Carpet
Nothing Down—Small Monthly Payment
45 days 'til 1st Payment
For Free Estimate smd Information
Call WH 6-1220
Harrison Floor Covering -2123 Florida St.
Ann Davis,' right, daughter
of Dr. Davis, and her guest
Felecidel Johnson. Balm Lea-
veil, editor
-publisher, Chica-
go's New Crusader, left,
sheds coat to enjoy parade
In balmy 75-degree weather.
There were 90 floats, march-
ing bands and military units
in the parade. More than 42,-
000 people saw the Classic
game, won by Florida A&M,
40-26, over Langston (Olda.)
University.
DEFEWER
WEEK OF
Dec. 31, '60 - Jan, 6,61
VA Urges Vets To
Avoid Risk-Report
Approximately 38.000 disabled
veterans and dependents of
some 12,137 deceased veterans
in Tennessee, who receive
monthly pension payments are
being remindedby the Veterans
Administration to report their
annual incame promptly and
avoid the risk of having their
payments stopped.
Harry G. Phillips, Officer-in-
Charge of the VA Office in
Memphis, said that the VA is
now mailing to all pension re-
cipients a tabulating card upon
which the income report may be
made. Pensions cease under the
old pension law if the income of
a single individual exceeds $14-
00, or $2700 if the recipient has
dependents.
Under the new law, Phillips
pointed out, pensions will cease
if the income of a single indivi-
Fisk Prexy
Elected To
Ed. Board
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Dr. Ste-
phen J. Wright, president of
Fisk University, has been elect-
ed a trustee of the Institute of
International Education for a
two year term.
The Institute of International
Education was founded in 1919
and has become the largest
private organization concerned
with the educational exchange
of students, leaders, specialists
and trainees between the United
States and eighty nations of the
world.
It has a staff of more tha 300
persons in its New York head-
quarters and regional offices in
Chicago, Denver, Houston, San
Francisco and Washington, D.
C., and has long-term support
from three major foundations
—Carnegie, Ford and Rockefel-
ler.
The trustees of TIE are re-
sponsible for the policy planning
and general overseeing of the
Institute's w o r k. President
Wright will attend his first
meeting of the Board of Trus-
tees in February 1961.
dual exceeds $1800, or $3000 If
the recipient has dependents.
The atnount of pension nay be
reduced if the recipient's annual
income rises from one of the
lower income brackets-6600
and $1200 for a sing-le veteran
or widow without dependents,
and $1000 and $2000 for a veter-
an or widow with dependents.
Dependents parents who re-
ceive dependency and indemnity
compensation also receive in-
come questionnaires and their
payments are similarly regula-
ted by the amount of their in-
come, Phillips added. Regura-
tions requires payment to be
stopped if the income report is
not returned to the VA within 30
days.
No income questionnaires is
sent to veterans or widows who
are receiving service-connected
benefits.
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BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
On New Year's Day, Sunday,
Jan. 1, the cong:egation has
planned "An Evening In
Song." It will begin at 3 p.m.
Presenting it will be the Jun-
ior Choir of the Bethlehem
Baptist church. The public is
invited to attend this affair.
The church is located at 273 In-
gle ave.
Miss Vera Everhart is the re-
porter.
The Deacons Wives Auxiliary
held their regular meeting at
the Emmanuel Baptist church,
December 6, 1960, with Mrs.
Susie Crawford (president), pre-
siding. Although it was raining
the attendance and spirit was
very high. The Deacons wives
Auxiliary was organized to do
Christian a 12 d Educational
work. The Auxiliary has pur-
chased a deep freeze for Owen
college.
On 
-January 3, 1961 the La-
dies are planning to give a food
shower to replenish the deep
freeze.
All Deacons Wives are urged
to be present January 3, 1961
at Flora's Flower Shop, 729
Vance ave., at 11 a.m. Visitors
are welcome. Mrs. Sadie Ree-
dus, Chairman; Mrs. Susie
Crawford, President; Mrs. Mat-
tie A. Taylor, Secretary; Mrs.
Jeanette Flynn, Reporter.
NEW YEAR WISHES
"A Very Happy New Year"
. . . to you and yours.
THOMAS PAIGE
(This column is a reprint
from January 3, 1959, as a trib-
ute to the Late Mrs. Mary E.
Payne, a consistent reader of
this column, who passed away
August 3, 1859.)
For the kingdom of Heaven
Is as a man traveling into a
far country, who called his
own servants, and delivered
unto them his goods."
This story is known to all
Bible scholars. Here we find a
man going on a long journey.
He called all of his servants to-
gether and made each a cus-
todian. It appeared to me that
each one of us has been called
in the presence of God a n d
made custodians. The very fact
that we have been brought to
the very brink of another year'
carries with it also that we are
custodians.
We are all custodians and we
need make no mistake about
that. The greater care we use on
those things in our care the bet-
ter will be our conditions and
the greater will be our reward.
These men were called face to
face with their master. To one
he gave five talents, to anoth-
er two, and to the third one.
The man who had five talents
invested them and on the day of
reckoning came back with ten,
the one who had been entrusted
with four went out and invest-
ed them and came back with
eight. The one who had been
given one came back with one
and a mouth full of excuses.
Much like many of us today, we
find ourselves closely related to
these people.
Contrary to the idea held by
the man with the one talent,
each of us must be mindful of
our responsibilities, of world
conditions. The way that each
of us uses his talents is now and
will always be in keeping with
the conditions of the world. As
much as many of us like to pass
the responsibility for a portion
of current world conditions and
govern ourselves accordingly.
grant that to many of us a to
the man with one talent — it is
very much in keeping with our
human nature that we try to
shift our short-comings on
someone else but in our saner
mind we must admit that we
have no one to blame for our
contribution or lack of the same
but ourselves. It is my deep-
seated belief that when we look
at world conditions and our con-
tribution to the betterment of it,
we are not prone to criticize
things hut rather to be very
rash with ourselves for our lack
of contributions.
It has been my belief that
hardly a day passes that we do
not have an opportunity to
grow in moral and spiritual sta-
ture ourselves and make it pos-
sible for someone else to grow
also. In many instances, only
a look or a statement which has
been able to stem the tide of
immorality itself will enable to
point a person to a better way
of life.
The current world conditions
show to us a very sad picture.
There must be a change. The
day for merossuindful of heir
custody of talents must be
known. In far too many instan-
ces we are faced with the pre-
sence of men in high places who
are unmindful of the great
moral and spiritual responsibili-
ties which accompany them.
Well, I imagine at this point
many of us will console our-
selves that we are not in high
places, therefore we are not in
a place of high responsibility.
Never have we been further
from the truth. The rising tide
of ungodliness on the part of
people throughout the world
points to the fact that the men
of God, must rise up.
I know that there are many of
us who can and do point to our
shortcomings and are on the
verge of saying, "0, what's the
user' But there is a use! Daily
we receive blessings. From year
to year, we receive blessings,
along with these blessings also
go responsibilities. Those of us
who think that other peoples'
heartaches and the like are not
a part of our lives are in for
a bitter disappointment.
The most wholesome way to
approach the new year is to ap-
proach it with full knowledge
that as we enter upon a new
year we must also be fully
mindful of the fact that we must,
face opportunities that confront
us daily.
As much as we would like to
look upon the new year as a day
of joy, we must take a second,
look and see it is a day of re-
sponsibility, and grave respon-
sibility at that. There is no
need of us fooling ourselves, the
world will get better only to the
extent that we become better as
individuals. Only in proportion
that we get better as individuals
will the world ever get better.
The whole thing boils down to
the fact that we are custodians
of all that with which we have
been entrusted. Failure on the
part of us to live up to what is
expected or our fullest potential
will always leave our world ini
its current condition.
As much as we woud like to
take this as a joke living in
this day and time — this is no
joke. The demands of extend-
ing the Kingdom of God to the
ends of
part of of
this in
now be
the earth must be a
all our abilities. With
mind, each of us must
Up and doing.
College Cites
Dr. Gladfelfer
ICNOXVILLE, Tenn. — In a
special convocation Konxville
college .:warded the Honorary
Doctor of Laws degree to Kath-
arine E. Gladfelter, secretary
Department of Educational and
Medical Work of the National
Board of Missions, United'
Presbyterian Church, USA.
Dr. Gladfelter received the
Bachelor of Arta degree from
Smith College, Northampton,
Mass. and the Master Gf Arts
degree, with a major in Educa-
tional Administration, from
Teachers College, Columbia
University.
Participating on the program
were Dr. Ralph Gwinn, dean of
chapel; Dr. L. L. Campbell,
Dean o the College; Dr. James
Colston, president: Dr. Milton
W. Brown, director, Depart-
ment of Education,
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Free Algeria
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WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President-elect John
'F. Kennedy will be urged by three Senators just back
from a tour of Africa to back independence for Al-
geria lest the Communists extend their influence to
that country and then to the entire continent.
"Africa is still reserving
judgment on us and has great
expectations of the Kennedy
Administration," said S e n.
Frank Church, D-Idaho, expect-
ed to succeed Kennedy as
chairman of the African sub-
committee of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.
"If we fail them, I'm afraid
all Africa will slip away," he
said. He • termed the French-
Algerian struggle the "most
critical problem in the turbu-
lent African continent.
'if the war goes on much
longer, the likelihood is not
only that Russian and Chinese
Communists will move in be-
hind the Algerian rebels, but
that their influence will grow
markedly in all other African
countries," Church declared.
Church and Sens. Gale Mc-
Gee, D-Wyoming and Frank E.
Moss, D-Uteh, returned Dec.
21 from a five-week African
tour that covered 22,500 miles
and 16 countries. Traveling
with them was Te:: Kennedy,
Church told a news conference
after his return that emotions
about Algeria run deep in trop-
ical Africa and "all our
economic and technical aid will
go for naught if in the show-
down he African leaders be-
lieve we stand behind the old
colonial powers and their
policies."
Church said recent U. S.
abstentions in the United Na-
tions on the Algerian question
"have done us very serious
damage in Africa."
"I am at a loss to explain
why we joined such notorious
colonial powers as Spain, Por-
tugal, South Africa, France,
and Great Britain in voting
against a resolution sponsored
by 46 Afro-Asian countries
calling for an end to colonial-
ism."
Moss said in an interview
that he would recommend that
the United States revive its
interest in helping the United
Arab Republic build the huge
the President-Elect's brother. Aswan Dam or the Nile River.
NEW LIGHT CIVIC club of
Orange Mound did its good
deed during the Christmas
Foreign
Ours In
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. -- The
Saturday EveningPost publish-
ed an educational study disclos-
ing that American elementary
school children failed to top
those of four other countries in
any category of a general in-
formation test.
Answering questions posed by
representatives of the Gallup
poll-taking organization, U. S.,
pupils finished last in arithme-
tic, geography and famous men.
They were second in science, the
fourth test subject.
It is noted, however, that some
of the scores were close and
that the low-scoring American
children do less schoolwork and
less homework per year than
the European children.
The test was taken by 4142
children in the United States,
France, England, West Ger-
many and Norway. The sample
was divided equally by sex and
age — half boys, half girls, half
ten years old, half fourteen
The students were from rich
families and poor homes and
from public, parochial and pri-
vate schools
Results show the following
in geography: England 45 per
cent, West Germany 39 per cent
Norway 38 per cent. France 38
per cent, United States 36 per
cent.
NHERE IS MOSCOW?
Here are some of the geogra-
phical questions: In what coun-
Children
General
try is Moscow? The Pyramids?
The Amazon River?
In arithmetic the scoring was:
West Germany 67 per cent,
France 65 per cent, Norway 63
per cent, England G2 per cent,
United .States 61 per cent.
The questions included: 5 is to
10 as 15 is to —? How much is
3 x 2-3? How much is 30 per
cent of 50?
The famous -• men category
scoring was: England 38 per
cent, West Germany 33 per cent,
France 33 per cent, Norway 32
per cent, United States 30 per
cent.
Some of the questions: Whol
was Mozart? Who is IChrush-1
chev?. Who wrote most of the
books in the New Testament?
In science, the scoring was:
England 55 per cent, United
States 54 per cent, Norway 49
per cent, France 44 per cent,
West Germany 42 per cent.
Typical science questions:
What causes a rainbow? What is
the chemical term for water?
What is the speed of light?
The Post study, entitled "Is
European Education Better than
Ours?", lists some "uncomfort-
able facts" about our children.
These include: During a school
year the American child spends
the least time in classroom
work. He does much less home-
work, except for the English
child. He gives more ti‘ouble to
his teachers. He reads fewer
HAPPY NEW YEAR
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
Act
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TXILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, T eeeee see
"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For And
Creates What You Think or'
Thanks to our many friends for Your patronage and may
yea hews a Happy and Prosperous New year.
13M'a
May your New Year be bright
with all the things that mean so
much.
MISSISSIPPI BLVD. CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
978 Mississippi Blvd.
Nay. Blair T. Hunt, Pastor
Best
Test
books. He
all.
ititr4r
holidays in keeping with the
Christmas Spirit by giving
baskets of food to the needy
and less fortunate. The above
occasion was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Hunt of 775 Bey at. From
left to right are Percy Hunt,
Mrs. Essie Dillard, Mrs. Lu-
cille Hill, secretary of the
club; Frank Newsom, stand-
ing and Clyde Adams, presi-
dent. The club also gave
baskets to the Fayette and
memorizes least of Haywood county families who
are in need. (Morris photo)
Make delicious
party dips FOREST HILL
Cultured
SOUR CREAM.
• DRESSING
BIG STAR WISHES
FOR ALL A
HAPPY AND
PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR
BiG
STAR
/.
JANA PORTER
Yes Madame,
I am sure you too have found Jack
Sprat canned vegetables, enriched flour
and white cream meal simply wonder-
ful as have other readers of yours truly's
effort to acquaint you with these wonder-
ful products. I have never had so
many calls before — thanks a million.
Not only are Jack Sprat's stick to your
rib foods, the very best, but you have
never had jam, preserves, mincemeat,
pickles, and ether relishes quite as tasty
and good as Jack Sprat's.
So when you do your last minute
shopping make all of your staples as
well as dainties Jack Sprat. You will
find them in abundance at your favor-
ite Big Star Stores.
MINCEMEAT PIE
To make Crusts and Decorations for
two Mincemeat Pies:
Measure 3 cups Jack Sprat enrich-
ed Wheat flour, then sift with 11-2 tea-
spoons of salt. Add 1.2 lb. shortening.
Blend until shortening is the size of
small peas.
Now take 5 tablespoons of cold water
and add to mixture. Mix lightly and
press together with a fork. Divide into
three portions.
Roll out each portion evenly, about
1-8 Inch thick. Use 2 cups. Mincemeat
for each pie. Use the third crust to dec-
orate the two pies with star cut outs.
The small fry will love to make this
mincemeat pie.
Happy New Year to all of you —
Jana Porter
YOUNG TALENT pose In front of the WDIA radio
station for their picture after the traditional Big
Star Talent show heard each Saturday on the power-
ful station. This recently beard show featured the
young, really young talent 'of Memphis, hut that
doesn't mean that the talent wasn't as good or as
well presented as their elder talented cohorts. These
kids are just as well prepared for stardom as any
ever heard on the chow. Who knows, some may make
It big. Front row, from left, Frcedia Theer-
enlyn Dotson, Jennie Green, Paulette Green and
Cathy Green. Second row, Bevelyn Dotson, Senile
Ivory, Wash Faulkner, Jr., Thomas Knight, Leona
Pope. Third row, Leroy Arnold, Curtis Three, George
Smith, Charles Hamp aad Leo Smith.
• ( .e% •••
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HERE IT IS!
TOE CONTEST
You've Been Waiting For!
A GALAXY OF PRIZES!
25
BIG
PRIZES!
I
. NOW!
•
3 BICYCLES WILL
BE AWARDED ON JANUARY 8, 1961
: • '
• i—fweive-•-•-, ;'-ti,•7 • 42,-04eSrbeter
A NEWSBOYS CONTEST FOR NEW BOYS AS WELL AS "REGULARS.
TWO CONTESTS IN ONE
RULES:
1. ne contest will be based on the number of your average increase ever your base.
2. Your basis will be the number of papers you sold for October 24.
3. nu" Isom for any now boy will be D.
4. Your complet1 report must be made every week.
S. Yeti must sell papers oach week of the contest.
6. Employee* or Hie Tri-State Defender and members of their family are ineligible
foe this contest.
Read The Rules Very Carefully
And Then Get Started Toward
That Wonderful Bicycle!
CONTEST DATES: October 5 thru January 8, 1961
lit
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
Sib
PRIZES FOR REGULAR BOYS
Bicycle (Rollfast Middle
Weight)
Bicycle (Rollflast Middle
Weight)
Bulova Wrist Watch
DoWald 3-way Radio
Catcher's Mt
Fielder's Glove
Football Helmet
Shoulder Pads
—
I,
9th Roiliest Roller Skates
10th Genuine Leather Brief Case
11th Dick Tracy Wrist Radio
12th Official Baseball
13th Official Football
14th Hickory Baseball Bat
15th Chemcraft Chemistry Set
16th 4 Burrell Money Changer
17th-20th Flashlight (Camp-Type)
PRIZES FOR NEW BOYS
1st Bicycle (Rollfasf)
2nd Ingraham Wrist Watch
3rd Holiday Camera
4th Build-it-yourself Motor Kit
5tS-6th Flashlight (Camp-Type)
2
CONTESTS
IN ONE!
•
FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!
MAIL or BRING to THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
1
CLIP AND MAIL
TR1 - STATE DEFENDER
236 So. WELLINGTON
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
would like to become a Tri-State Defender Carrier. I
understand that 1 will be eligible to earn extra spending money
and win valuable prizes.
1 have 10 or more customers ( ) I would like a route ( )
FIRST NAME MIDDLE LAST NAME AGE
TELEPHONE BOY GIRL
.'
would like my son / dauehter to make some spending nonly end tot
early .asiness training like most of Americas great NUM
PARENT AND GUARDIAN
ADDRESS CITY ZONE STATE
oe
A.B.C. Tri-State Defender
T. SnortIre loslopondedst Wealth'.
Horne Office: 236 South WsInmates Phase M. 6-8197
JOHN H. SENGSTACK1, Publish*, WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE, Golsen' ManagerBURLEIGH HINES. JR., Editor ARETTA J. POLK, CIrsulatiosi Maoism*,
Subscription rats. on• vest 86: sis asosittis 33 SO r2-voar spacial SubscrlpHoa moo S101
Me Tri-State Do+ondsr Dots Hot fok• essPallsibilit's tot ansolscrted Aito•uscripts ot Photos
Published Ivory Thursday by Ow TM-Shahs Dattadar Pi/Wishing Co Entered as Socosil
Class Matter at Ow hAstoohis Post 0+ties Match 20 1132. Undo, Act of PA•rch 2. 1879
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Our Opinions
Little Rock And Big Doilars
When Gov. Orval Faubus made his
decision in 1957 to defy court orders to
integrate Little Rock's Central high
school, he drew the applauds of racists
all over the country but set up a vicious
chain reaction that was to frighten ma-
jor industrial investments from Arkan-
sas for years to come.
In betraying the best interests of
his state — whose motto is: "Arkansas,
The Land of Opportunity" — Faubus
set a pattern that was destined to
plague other areas that refused to ac-
cept integration peacefully.
Not only have industries been re-
luctant to move into areas of racial
strife, but local retail business in the
hot spots has fallen off sharply because
of boycotts and economic pressures.
The center of attention on the inte-
gration battle front has now shifted to
the colorful old southern city of New
Orleans.
In the meantime, orthr and calm
have been restored into Little Rock and
token integration proceeds there with-
out the fanfare of howling mobs and
clanking paratrooper boots.
Because of this, the big dollars are
beginning to come back to Arkansas.
The trend was emphasized last week
with the announcement that the Kohler
Company of Wiscons'n is building a
wood fiber plant in North Little Rock.
It is the first Kohler venture in the
South.
Kohler is the first major company
to Invest a large sum of money in Ar-
kansas since the infamous school riots of
1957.
This is a healthy sign that Arkansas
is back on the road to becoming truly
the "Land of Opportunity."
However, her citizens must vow to
work for harmony and cooperation be-
tween the races. They must never again
succumb to the dictates of a power-mad
politician like Gov. Orval Faubus — a
false leader interested in fostering his
own selfish ends.
If the spirit of democracy prevails,
the people of Arkansas are in for a
brighter future.
Calls For
To Better
NEW YORK — The improve-
silent of race relations through-
out the United States urgently
requires a strong program on
many levels, Dr. Kenneth B.
Clark, professor of psychology
at the City College of New
York told the Catholic Interra-
cial Forum here.
Dr. Clark a nationally
known leader in the aght for
school integration, whose study
was quoted by the U. S. Su-
p:erne Court in its historic de-
cision of May 17, 1954, noted
that integration has been mark-
ed by alternating apathy and
crisis.
LAW PROBLEMS
Even in law, the psycholo-
gist said, there remain prob-
2 Bodies
Symbolize
Victory
New Program
Race Relations
lems. "The attorneys must
find some way of demonstrat-
ing effectively before the Fed-
eral Courts and the Supreme
Court that the pupil pjlace-
ment laws are not "compliance
in good faith" with the 1954
decision, and that these laws
are designed and used to block
and evade desegregation."
''Similarly, t h e Supreme
Court must define with great-
er precision the meaning of
'deliberate speed." Since some
have received the reasonable
decision of the coon L:nreas-
onably, Dr. Clark said, the
court must define 'deliberate
speed" in terms o, "specific
factors."
COMMUNITY LEVEL
"On the level of community
action," he added, " some pro-
gram must be designed and im-
plemented to encourage Ne-
groes to seek and obtain their
adjudicated rights."
On the political level, Dr.
Clark observed, "Civil rights
are not the only issues which
ADDIS ABABA 
—(UPI) —
The bloodstained bodies of two
Ethiopian rebels killed by po-
lice hunt in the m in square
here Christmas eve as a grim
token of Emperor Haile Selas-
sie's victory over his foes.
Thousands or cheermg Ethio-
pians milled around the squ. re.
Brig. Gen. Mengusitu Newys,
captured in a gunfig' t in which
his brother was kiiled, was tak-
en to the palace for interroga-
tion.
Suffering from serious facial
wounds, Mengusitu was report-
ed "doing fine" at the Ameri-
can hospital here.
Mengusitti, commander of
Selassie's palace gt.ard, is be-
lieved to have beer a leador in
the abortive three-day reVolt.
Cave Survivor
Dies Later
must concern our Chief Ex-
ecutive, but they are pivotal
in domestic and international
constellation of problems.
"A president who equivocates
on this issue does not have the
vision or breadth of perspec-
tive to be clear, definitive, and
just in his handling of other
and related social problems.
Such considerations seem to
hold with equal force in evalu-
ating the fitness of members
of Congress."
The speaker pointed out that
even a quick examination of
representation in Congress re-
veals that determined effort on
the part of non-southern legis-
lators could put effective civil
rights laws trough Congress.
Dr. Clark said greater lead-
ership must be forthcoming
from white moderates and the
churches as well as from Ne-
groes themselves to effect
"rapid changes in the social,
economic and racial climate of
even such states as Missis-
sippi, Alabama and Georgia."
Santa, Helpers
Picket Macy's
NEW YORK — (UPI) — San-
ta Claus and four female help-
ers picketed Macy's department
store in protest of the segre-
gated eating facilities of Davi-
son-Passon's in Atlanta.
The Atlanta store is a wholly-
owned subsidiary o: Macy's.
Santa and his young lady
helpers all carried signs in the
poaceful protest sponsored by
the Congress of Racial Equality
(CORE).
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (UPI)
— Negro workman Harry Mil-
ler, 44, who was rescued last
week after spending 20 bitter-
cold hours trapped in a caved-
in cistern, died Dec. 22 appar-
ently from a "blood clot."
Miller was being treated at a
hospital here after rescuers
pulled the father of five chil-
dren out of the cave-in near
Holly Springs, Miss.
A doctor said Miller "had
been getting along nicely and
walking around."
Ore sign Sh , ..•ed Santa Claus
hrlding a sm-Il Negro boy on
his lap. The boy asked, "How
about Atlanta, Santa?" Other
signs bore these titles: "I'm
Dreaming of An Integrated
Christmas" and "Southern
Macy's Segregates."
Santa was Bob Heller, 19, a
sophomore at Tulane Univer-
sity now lives in New Orleans,
31 McAllister Drive. Heller
was one of nine students ar
rested in New Orleans last week
on charges of handing out pam-
phlets without a license. He is
free on $.50 bond.
"GREAT TO BE FREE"
"It's really great to be up in
a place where I can have free-
dom of expression." Heller said.
He added that he felt his con.
stitutional rights were denied
in New Orleans by authorities
The
United Nations
By C. P. HOWARD, SR.
UN and Foreign Correspondent
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. —
The United States delegation to
the United Nations "abstained"
"on a resolution calling for an
end to colonialism." In doing so
it joined Belgium, the Domini-
can Republic, Portugal, Spain
and the Union of South Africa.
Instructions to abstain on this
vote came on "direct orders
from the White House."
The resolution, sponsored by
43 Asian and African countries,
was adopted by a vote of 89 in
favor none against, with nine
abstentions.
Dial( mats here aaree that
nothing has happened at the
United Nations in recent years
has so serimiqly darn geed the
political position of the United
States in the world. Most mem-
bers of the U.S. deleaation dis-
agree with the decision to ab-
strain this vote. Mrs. Zelma Wat
son George of Cleveland, the
Negro member of the United
States detention, tried to talk
by phone to President Ficen-
bower hut he rern-e-1 to talk to
b,,r, when wro-rt tr%
him that she wRetrai f pilr to
him about the colonialism issue
In refusing to talk to her, he
curtly sent her the message,
"he had made his decision and
nothing could be done about it."
Senator Wayne L. Morse (D.-
Oregon), another member of the
U. S. delegation, issued the fol-
lowing statement:
"The United States made a
gross and unfortunate mistake
in its vote of abstention on the
colonialism issue. In the eves of
many delegates, the United
States assr,ciated itself with the
exploitation of human beings in
the coloniel areas of the world.
"An overwhelming majority of
the members of the United
States delegation disagreed with
the instructions from Wash-
ington which required a vote to
abstain.
"It is good that there will be
a new administration in Wash-
ington in January and I trust
that in the resumed session of
the United Nations General As-
sembly the United States will
correct this sad and inexcus-
able mistake made today."
This abstention, added to the
United States stand in support
of Belgium on the Congo issue,
and in support of Portugal
against Liberia for a seat on the
Security Council was particular-
ly unfortunate, according to
some delegates.
TELEPHONE CALL
Sources here learned private-
ly that the United States stand,
dictated by President Eisen-
hower, was taken in direct re-
sponse to a telephone call from
British Prime Minister Harold
Macmillan to the White Honse.
Macmillan. it was said, objected
to the statement in the resolu-
tion declaring that "all peo-
ples have the right of self-de-
termination."
Britain currentlI is trying to
get an agreement by Africans in
the Central African Federation
to accept a voting system which
a minority of white settlers have
the same weight in voting as the
vast majority of the population
which is African.
Twenty-four Asian - African
countries originally sponsored
the resolution. Later the number
of sponsors was increased to 43.
All nations voted in favor of
it except the United States, Aus-
tralia, Belgium, the Dominican
Republic, France, Portugal,
Spain, the Union of South Afri-
ca and Britain. Russia and the
who would not permit the pass-
ing out of leaflets and peaceful
picketing. He said this violated
his freedom of speech.
Santa's helpers, who wore red
tights and caps and red jackets
trimmed with white fur, all are
members of CORE. Three were
Negroes and one was white.
They picketed the store one
hour in below freezing tempera-
tures at the height of the eve-
ring Christmas shopping rush.
In addition. another 12 CORE
members distributed leaflets to
shoppet s.
Words of the Wise
One fact stands out in
bold relief In the history of
man's attempts for better-
ment That is that when
compulsion is used, only re-
sentment is aroused, and the
end is not gained. Only
through. moral suasion and
appeal to man's reason can
a mooement succeed.
--(Samuel Gompers)
the United States aligned itself
against all the nations of Asia,
all the nations of Africa except
Dahomey, all the nations of the
Middle East and all the nations
of Latin America except the Do-
minican Republic. When the U.
S. voted to abstain, there was a
gasp of unbelief throughout the
Assembly, and a number of del-
egates whistled. After the res-
solution was passed, despite the
failure of the United States to
support it, a number of the Unit-
ed States delegation applauded.
Mrs. George stood as she ap-
plauded.
"I wanted to crawl under the
table," she said later, "but
since there wasn't room down
there, I just stood up." M r a.
George added that "Although I
am a Republican, I must say
that Kennedy couldn't look bet-
ter, today."
AFRO-ASIAN RESOLUTION
The colonialism item was plac-
ed on the agenda by Soviet Rus-
sia, but that resolution was de-
feated when a group of Asian-
African countries abstained, en-
abling the nations of Europe and
North America, with the -1r,lp of
the Latin Americus to defeat
it.
The Asian-African resolution
noted the determination of all
peoples of the world to achieve
for themselves the "dignity
and worth of the human per-
son" and the need of universal
respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms. It rec-
ognized the lofe of freedom
everywhere, and recognized
"that all the peoples of the
world ardently desire the end
of colonialism in all its mani-
festations."
The action expressed the con-
viction that "the continued ex-
istence of colonialism prevents
the development of international
economic co-operation, impedes
the social, cultural and econom-
ic development of dependent
people and militate against the
United Nations ideal of univer-
sal peace." It affirms the right
of all peoples to dispose of their
natural wealth, expressed the
belief that "the process of lib-
eration is irresistible and ir-
reversible.
Under this proclamation, the
resolution declared that "alien
subjugation" is a denial of fun-
damental human rights; that
"all peoples have the right to
self determination;" that "inad-
equency of political, economic,
social or educational prepared-
ness should never serve as a
pretex for delaying independ-
ence."
WANTED TARGET DATE
The Russian resolution declar-
ed that all colonial territories
should be "immediately" inde-
pendent. Many Asian and Afri-
can delegates wanted to name a
target date for independence of
the remaining colonies of the
world. This was omitted out of
consideration for the United
States and its European friends.
Asian and African delegates
said they could understand
European colonial nations ab-
staining in the voting—but were
utterly unable to under-
stand why the United States ab-
stained. An Indian delegate said
the United States action was
particularly hard to take in view
of the fact that at least five
members of the NATO alliance
— Canada, Italy, Greece, the
Netherlands and Norway —vot-
ed in favor of the resolution.
Italy, it was learned, withstood
pressure from France, Britain
and the United States.
Middle Eastern delegates de-
other Communist countries sup- clared the vote would change
ported the Asian - African reso- the entire atmosphere of the
lution. Dahomey was absent concluding days of the debate on
when the vote was taken. Thus Algeria and the Congo.1,1IIIIIIIIIIIIMI111111:1111111111111m111111111111111111n11111111a1/1111111illlinlii;atiaillaliiniaill11111I111111111111
So What
"THIS YEAR IS A REAL CARD
• 
 . . .
ANYWAY YOU LOOK AT IT."
 
 CUBA
IKE-JAPAN
CHESSMAN
NEGRO Sli-INS
LANGSTON HUGHES
,Week By Week
"I am just getting over Christ-
mas in time for New Year's,"
said Simple "But I have the
feeling this is going to be a
happy New Year. Ethiopia has
stretched forth her hand in the
glove of Ghana, Nigeria, and
Guinea, and I can feel that
handshake clean across the
ocean. Yes, I can! It would be
funny if the African Negroes
was to save the American Ne-
groes, would it not?"
"There is such a thing as the
inter-locking forces of history,"
I said. "What happens in one
part of the world can very well
affect another."
"Look at poor Fullbright,"
said Simple, "who did not get
to be Secretary of State be-
cause of the way he behaved
about Little Rock. Some folks
say he is a good man gone
wrong. How could Fullbright be
a good man and not want col-
ored kids to go to them big
fine new high schools they got
in Little Rock — wants them
just reserved for white?
''I am glad Kennedy knows
we better not have no Secretary
of State who wants Africa re-
served for whites, too. They
would beat his bongo if he was
to come to the Congo. There
are almost as many Negroes in
Little Rock as there are in the
Congo. Ark, is full of Negroes
who pays taxes, yet Fullbright,
the Hon. Senator fulbright, dues
not want nary one ‘-,f those Ne-
groes to go to the public schools
equal in his state. That means
he would not want the Negroes
to have equality even in their
own states. Africa — which
means he would try to cut off
Simples Happy New Year
Ethiopia's hand, like the Bel-
giums did the natives' hands in
the- Congo. And everybody
knows that is not possible these
days. That is, everybody except
some Americans and some Bel-
giums, and those mad mamas
in New Orleans who have been
yowling and howling outside
them two little colored girls'
schools. Them womens is the
cause of me thinking this is go-
ing to be a-happy New Year."
"How can you possible con-
nect up a happy New Year with
the way the New Orleans bigots
have been behaving?" I asked.
"They will behave themselves
but," said Simple. "They will
over-do their act. They will
cease to scare anybody. Just
like the Ku Klux Klan used to
scare the pants off of colored
folks. Now I read where in At-
lanta just before Christmas one
of them big downtown depart-
ment stores that would not serve
colored customers was being
picketed by the Negroes on one
side of the street, the Klan was
marching on the other side of
the street, and the Salvation
Army was singing "Come to
Jesus" while in the window
Santa Claus held up a sign say-
ing MERRY CHRISTMAS.
"But my point is them Atlanta
colored folks did not give a
small damn about the
Klan. The Klan could march
until their feet got sore and
their white robes got tore, but
it's a cinch nary a black man
would back back an inch. Mis-
ter Charlie ain't Marster Char-
lie no more."
"I agree with you, times do
change," I said.
•
a
"It did my heart good when
that Nigerian delegate to th
United Nations read that let-
ter to the whole Nations writ.
to him by the Ku Klux Klan!
calling him, a diplomat, a mon-
key out of a tree. That letter
showed the world what kind of;
peoples vote for men like Fau-
bus and Fullbright. Otherwise
the world might think I voted
for them — me, Jesse B. Sim-
ple — which Lord knows I did
not. Also it did my heart good
to read where that colored Lady
delegate to the U.N. from our
own United States got up and
app:duded when that resolve on
no more colonies were passed.
which our USA did not support. ;
"So she could not officially
support it by herself. But she
stood up and clapped hands
wi-on it were passed to free the
colonies. A large lady by name
of Zelma Watson George. She
should be Assistant Secretary
of State, providing she gets fire
ed froLL the United States part
of the United Nations. Colored
women like her, and colored
kids that goes to school thtrough
mobs in the South, and teenag-
ers what sets-in at coffee coun-
ters in spite of the Ku Klux
Klan, and that African what
stood up and read that Klan
letter to the world and said
Africans did not intend to pu:
up with no such klanisms in
their country — they is the ones
that make me think this is going
to be a happy New Year. The
next thing will be beer-set-ins so
I can drink up any time any- .
where. Right now, let's drink
right here! Happy New Year!".1
Group Denounces U.S.
'Race' Stand In Africa
NEW YORK — An American
organization has repudiated
United States policies in Africa
and warned the colored people
of the world against "the deep
and abiding racism of the USA
in domestic and international
affairs."
Daniel H. Watts. chairman of
the Liberation Committee for
Africa, charged the U.S. and
Belgium and their NATO part-
ners of trying to carry out a
thoroughly racist policy in the
Congo. in Algeria. and else-
where in Africa and even with-
in the halls of the United Na-
tions.
"Unfortunately," Watts said,
"U.N. Secretary General Dao.
Hammarskjold appears to have
became caught up in this pol-
icy. One has only to hear Ham•
marskjold. maintain he has no
mandate to use force, in the
Congo when African and Asian
U.N. personnel in the Congo are
molested ad abused by mem-
bers of the armed gang headed
by Joseph D. Mobutu, the U.S.
and Belgian puppet in Leopold-
ville," he added.
"Yet when there are merely
rumors of some whites being
endangered by forces still loyal
to the only legitimate govern-
ment of the Congo headed by
Premier Patrice Lumumba, Mr,
Haiumarskjold frantically rush-
ed armed forces to their aid."
RAPS DAG
Watts urged all independent
nations to demand that Ham-
marskjold carry out his man-
date in the Congo to restore
law and order and obtain the
immediate release of all politi-
cal prisoners, particularly that
of Lumumba who he says was
publicly abused by Mobutu's
thugs.
"If Hammarskjold continues to
refuse to carry out his duties
in the Congo," he said, "then
I call on all decent, liberty-
loving nations to give direct aid
to the legitimate government
of the Congo and the democratic
forces that support it despite
threats from the U.S. and its
NATO allies," Watts stated.
Richar!4_ Gibson, secretary of
the Liberation Committee for
Africa, warned all peace-lov-
ing peoples against U.S. racism.,
"These white Americans in the
U.N. who brag that they are ,•
defending democracy every-
where in the world," he said,
"nevertheless had the disgust...,
ing effrontery to vote against
the resolution that would have,
permitted the Algerian people
to determine their own future
and they abstained when the
Afro-Asian resolution calling for
an end to colonialism came to
a vote.
C1 I hurch AAusic Toe
E-Day
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Mus-
ic by two church groups and
the Hayes high school choir
are among program highlights
for the Emancipation Day cele-
bration set for 3 p.m. Sunday,
Jan. 1, at the Sixteenth street
Baptist church, the Rev. H. E.
Oden, jr., minister.
Music selections will also
come from the J. L Ware Chor-
us of Trinity Baptist church
and the Number 2 choir of
Bethel Baptist church (South)
the Rev. D. B. Todd, pastor.
The featured freedom mes-
sage will come from the Rev. J.
L. Ware, pastor of Trtnit70-,
Baptist church and president •
of the Emancipation Aseocia-_,.
Wm Of Birmingham nd
ty, sponsor of the Emancipa-.;
tinn Day program.
The celebration commemo-
rates the 98th anniversary of the
Negro group from legal slay.
cry in the United States.
Meantime, the Rev. Ware is
president of the Birmingham
Baptist Ministers Conferetrifca
and chairman of the powe
Inter-Citizens Committee, as:
over all leadership strategy ap-
paratus.
GREENSBORO, N. C. - One
of the founders of the John H.
Hale Surgical Society of the
Carolinas was honored at he
recent fall meeting of the or-
ganization here at the Alexander
hotel.
Dr. Edson E. Blackman. a
Charlotte physician, now retir-
ed, was cited for hie contribu-
bona to the profession and the
organization. The program was
held in his honor.
The meet which drew medics
from throughout North a n d
South Carolina, featured several
lentific papers. Among those
peering were:
Dr. George Blackman, son of
the honoree, associate cancer
research surgeon at the Roswell
Memorial Park Institute, Buf-
falo, N. Y.; Dr. C. W. Williams,
general surgeon and Dr. Dray-
ton P. Graham, gynecologist,
both of the Good Samaritan hos-
pital at Charlotte.
The officers of the organiza-
tion include: Dr. Roy S. Wynn,
Charlotte, president; Dr. David
R. Wilson, Winston-Salem, vice
president, and Dr. F. E. Davis,
Greensboro. secretary treasur-
By DAVID BISHAI
CAIRO, U.A.R. -(UPI) _
A childish bit of play-acting is
portrayed every afternoon by
the three children of ousted Con-
golese Premier Patrice Lumum-
ha and their schoolmates at the
Lycee of Cairo in the fashion-
able quarter of Zamalek.
The Lumumba children were
sent here last month by their
father to go to school.
Shortly after tea time, the
children, Francois, 9, Patrice, 7,
and Juliana, 5, go into the play-
ground at the boarding school
and divide their school chums
into two groups.
Those who go with Francois
are his father's followers-Fran-
is taking the part of the de-
ed premier. Those who join
atrice are supporters of Moise
Tshombe, Premier of the seces-
sionist Katanga Province. "Tsh-
ombe" 'Patrice) then selects
two deputies named Kasavubu
and Mobutu. The two sides
"fight" and the result is always
s h e seme-"Lumumba" tri-
umphs over "Tithombe" and is
proclaimed k i n g. Everyone
cheers.
The scene has been enacted
daily for the past three weeks
and school officials say the chil-
dren have not tired of it.
No one play "United Nation."
The kids ignore that facet of
the turmoil in the Congo and
concentrate on the half-hour
fight against each other with
toy pistols and space gun,.
School matrons said the Lu-
aiimba children are normal and
IFse no trouble - although the
eldest is always pensive, shy
and rarely laughs Only after
Francios is crowned "King" fol-
lowing the day's mock battles
lithe ...atilt
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Sleepyheads Welcome In
Unique School Fo r Pages
By MARGUERITE DAVIS
WASHINGTON-(UPI)
There is one school in
the nation where sleepy-
heads are welcome. In fact,
coming to class with heavy
eyelids is a recognized oc-
cupational disease.
This unique situation ap-
plies to the Capitol Page
school which begins class-
es at the unearthly hour
of 6:30 a.m. and closes
shop four hours later - at
10:30 a.m.
But the pupils-82 boys
who run errands and do
other chores for members
of Congress and justices of
the Supreme Court - are
not penalized if they re-
port late for class. That al-
so is a recognized part of
their schooling.
SEED SPONSOR
does he grin, broad4 and con-
tentedly, they said.
Francois' brother and sister
respect Francois and appear to
fear him, although he is never
rough with them or the other
children. But his word is com-
mand to Patrice and Juliana.
When their clasemates told
them one day that their father
had been arrested by strongman
Col. Joseph Mobutu's forces,
Patrice and Juliana broke down
and cried. Francois quickly told
them "assez" (that is enough),
and they immediately stopped
crying. Later, in the privacy of
his room, Francois himself, cri-
ed the matrons said.
Other than bits of news, the
children hear almost nothing
about events in the Congo, but
they ask about their father each
morning.
Randolphlauds
S. Africa Sli-Ins
NEW YORK City - A. Philip
Randolph, acting on behalf of
CORE, congratulated Ken Hen-
driske, the leader of South Afri-
ca's sit-ins on their first vic-
tory. The interracial South Afri-
can group has opened a tea.
boom in Capetown.
Randolph, a m•mber of
CORE's national advisory com-
mittee, wrote: "This initial cu.-
cess of yours, far across the
ocean. ii most meaningful to
our students who are continu-
ing their sit-in campaign in
many communities throughout
the South."
There is only one re-
quirement for admission to
this exclusive college prep
school, but it is ironclad.
Each youngster must be
sponsored by a member of
the House or Senate or a
justice of the court. There
are 50 in the House, 26 in
the Senate, and four in the
Supreme Court.
When classes end for the
day, the boys report for
their page duties and, be-
tween those and classes the
next morning, must man-
age their school homework
as best they can.
When Congress works
late into the night, the
pages must stay on duty.
CHICAGOAN'S HOURS
James Johnson Jr., 16,
of 7339 S. Indiana, Chicago
begins his stur"•.s at 3 a.m.
when Congress is in ses-
sion. This way, he said, he
is likely to arrive on time
with lessons done. And if
he is lucky he will average
six hours of sleep.
Most of the pupils feel
they are lucky to be enroll-
ed in the school, principal
Henry L. De Keyser said.
Their attendance record is
unusually good, he said,
but their tardiness rate
likely is the highest of any
school.
He said teachers try to
take the pages' working
hours into account, a n d
often close their eyes to
sleepyheads w h o arrive
with lessons unprepared.
But the school standards
LONDON - (UPI) - Even
before it starts, 1961 is an
upside-down year.
Io fact, only 22 other years
since the year 1 A. D. have
been quite as topsy-turvey.
remain high, more demand-
ing than most of the boys
were accustomed to at
home.
Pupils never are flunked
out of the page school. But
sponsors are sent copies of
their proteges' report
cards four times a year. A
boy who cannot keep up
with his school work is
likely to be replaced.
Each page is assured of
an after-taxes income of
about $280 a month. Those
graduated receive presi-
dential certificates along
with their diplomas. To
facilitate their studies the
pages have access to the
best reference library in
the nation - the 12-mill-
ion book Library of Con-
gress where their class-
rooms are situated.
LOS ANGELES, Calif. -
Sheriff Peter J. Pitchess an-
nounced this week that four
deputies of the Los Angeles
County Sheriff's Academy have
completed an intensive sixteen-
week basic law enforcement
training program.
The four Deputies, David P.
Conner of Sunland, California,
Richard J. Seabrook, of Glen-
dale, California, John R. Ny-
bakken of Lancaster California,
and Gaylloyd H. Cox, of Los
Angeles, California, were all
The secret lies in the fact
that 1961 written upside still
reads 1961. This is the first
year since 1881 amenable to
this stunt.
The next occasion isn't worth
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
lonely lady, 51 years old, 5
feet, 2 inches tall, weigh 135
lbs, dark brown complexion,
decent and intelligent. I am
interested in a serious minded,
respectable man between 55
and 60, 5-7 to 3-9, weighing be-
tween 170 and 175 lbs. Please
do not write if not sincere. I
will answer all letters. L.
Shaw, 1122 E. 62nd it., Chica-
go 37, III.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
hard working man, looking for
a w".e. I have been here since
the beginning of summer and I
still find myself wondering why
there aren't enough girls to go
around. I've been lots of places
but this one beats them all. I
hate to leave because I have
a nice job and I have an apart-
ment, which I'm beginning to
hate going home to. I am 28,
brownskin, 5 feet, 11 inches
tall, 190 lbs. I like movies,
sports. Very affectionate, lov-
ing and generous. The lady
can be dark or brownskin, not
over 5 feet, 6 inches tall, nor
over 130 lbs, between 19 and 27
years old. Please speed your
replies to a lonely man. How-
ard M. Williams, 1132 Fremont
N., Minneapolis, Minn.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: T am
very lonely for companion-
ship. I am brownskin, not hard
to look at, 54 years old, 5 feet,
8 inches tall, weigh 170 lbs. I
love children, am a church
woman. Would like to hear
from men age 45 and up. Color
does not matter. I have two
grown children. All letters will
be answered. Send photo in
first letter. Mrs. Maude Porter,
1032 N. Missouri it., Indianapo-
lis 2, Ind.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante. I think
it is a wonderful thing you are
doing for the lonely. I do hope
you can help me as I am a
lonely fellow. I just can't seem
to be able to find a good com-
panion. You see I ain sort of
new in your city. I am 30, 5
VALPAlfAISO, Ind.-(UPI)--
Four suspects in the sltying of
a cab driver near Muncie were
scheduled to be turned over to
Delaware County authorities on
charges of vehicle theft.
The four, all Negroes, were
captured Thursday in one of the
biggest manhunts in this area.
formerly from Chicago, Ill.
Commenting on the new dep-
uties, Sheriff Pitchess stated,
"I am pleased to have this fine
group of Law Enforcement Of-
ficers serving the people of Los
Angeles County.
"We need men of this caliber
to maintain and improve the
consistently high level of law
enforcement offered to the 6
million inhabitants of this coun-
ty, who depend upon their po-
lice agencies for the protection
of life and property."
wanting for. It comes in WOO
- 4,048 years hence.
Besides the years 1, 11181 and
1961, there are 20 years that
read just as well upside-down.
Figuring them out may add
spice to a cold and boring win-
feet, 8 iches tall, 160 lbs. medi-
um brown skin, high school
graduate. Like church, TV,
music and dancing. I am inter-
weer in meeting with a nice
wing lady between 20 and 30
- and I love children. Please
include phone number and
photo in first letter. Johnnie
Bright, 6658 S. Wentworth ave.
Chicago 21, IlL
Dear Mme. Chants: I have
been in the Army for 12 years.
I am a sergeant with 15
months remaining in service;
after that I may get out de-
pending on what happens be-
tween now and then. Upon
graduation I may be assigned
here or sent elsewhere. My
primary concern now is set-
ting up a proper home for my
child and the woman who mar-
ries me. She may have a child
of her own or be alone. I am
5 feet, 8 inches tell, weigh
about 190 lbs. If anyone is in-
terested in coming here, please
let me hear from you. Sgt.
James E. Powell, lit Enlisted
Training Co., Ordnance Guided
Missile School, Huntsville, Ala,
Who Gave Negroes Topilob
JACKSON, Miss. - (ANP)
- Evidently as a warning to
President-elect Kennedy not to
name a Negro from this state
to a high governmental post,
Rex Z. Magee, writing in a
local paper, pointed out that
"four Presidents who appoint-
ed Mississippi Negroes to high
public office had untimely ends
- two from assassinations."
Acording to Magee, the Pres-
ident were James A. Garfield
and William McKinley, assas-
sinated; Benjamin Harrison, de-
feated for reelection by Demo-
More than 100 officers, includ-
ing state police, searched from
house to house and garage to
garage in a sub-division after
a pink Cadillac stolen from the
area in which the victim was
found ran a roadblock in Porter
county.
The victim, found shot In a
county road near Muncie, was
James Tricker Jr., 35, Muncie.
After the Cadillac was wreck-
ed near the roadblock, Porter
County Sheriff Edward J. Bu-
chanan saw two men in a sto-
len telephone company truck.
But Chanan opened fire with his
shotgun causing it to crash
into a house. Arrested were Au-
gustus Frederick, 2449 Delaware
18, and James Brooks, 2262
Rhode Island, 19, both of Gary.
Pearley Harris. 4932 W. Wilcox,
18, Chicago, was seized later.
3rd GARY MAN
kore than 100 state police
converged on the area in a
house-to-house search for the
fourth suspect. Doc. Wheeler, 20
Gary, finally was captured at a
house where he had been hiding
for three hours. The residents
were not at home.
Authorities said the four ad-
mitted stealing the car but de-
nied any knowledge of the shoot-
ter's evening.
The years chronologically are:
1, 8, Ii, 69, 88, 96, 101, Ill,
181, 609, 619, 689, 808, 1118,
888, 906, 916, 986, 1001, 111,
1691, 1881, 1961.
crat Grover Cleveland; and
Warren G. Harding, whose
death in San Francisco was
timely enough to avoid em-
barrassment over the scandal
investigations. Among these
was the "Teapot Dome."
BLANCHE K. BRUCE
The Mississippi Negroes ap-
pointed were: Blanche Kelso
Bruce, former U. S. Senator
from Mississippi; John Roy
Lynch, former Mississippi Con-
gressman, and Perry Howard,
for years Mississippi's nation-
al executive committeeman of
ing.
Tricker was found dead in a
snowbank four miles northeast
of Muncie early Thursday. He
had been shot in the arm and
left to die in four-below zero
temperature. His empty wallet
was found nearby and his aban-
doned cab was found on a Mun-
cie street.
Police theorized the robber-
assailant or assailants drove the
cab back to Muncie, then joined
companions. Theft of a Cadillac
from a Muncie parking lot led
authorities to the suspects.
Delaware county Sheriff Jack
Young was expected to return
the suspects to Muncie.
Meanwhile, Gary police also
planned to question the four
men in connection with
a series of robberies and other
crimes in Lake county.
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, Ark.
- (UPI) - The Kohler com-
pany of Wisconsin announced it
had purchased a $1.3 million
hardboard manufacturing plant
here and would reopen it next
The transaction marks the
first time a sizeable amount of
out of state capital has been in-
vested in the Little Rock area
since the 1957 integration ce4sis.
The plant, located on a 155-
acre site near the Eastern city
the Republican Party.
Garfield made Bruce regis-
ter of the treasury.
In less than a year Garfield
was assassinated in a Washing-
ton railroad depot by a dis-
gruntled white office holder.
William McKinley appointed
Bruce again to the treasury
post in 1897. Bruce died the
next year in office and Mc-
Kinley died in late 1901 from
the bullet of a white assassin
in Buffalo, N. Y.
RECORDER OF DEEDS
However, Benjamin Harrison
after entering the White House
between the Garfield and Mc-
Kinley administrations, appoint.
ed Bruce recorder of deeds in
the District of Columbia.
Harrison was defeated for
re-election by Grover Cleve-
land, Democrat, and never
again became a political figure
of national fame except as ex.
President.
Harrison also had appointed
former Congressman John R.
Lynch of Mississippi as fourth
auditor of the treasury for the
Navy. And, before assassina-
tion, made Lynch a paymaster
In the Army with the rank of
a major.
President Warren G. Hard-
ing, named Perry W. Howard
as a special assistant attorney
general to Harry Daugherty.
But the Harding administra-
tion was doomed because of
the breaking szandals. A
friend of President Harding
said he died a "most timely
death" when on a trip in San
Francisco. None of the Hard-
ing scandals was blamed on
Mississippi's Perry Howard
who had married the baby
daughter of Mississippi's first
Negro U. S. Senator, Hiram
R. Revels of Natchez and Al-
corn.
limits, will continue to manufac-
ture hardboard and will be back
in operation by Jan. 15, accord-
ing to general manager Ray-
mond L. Curtis.
Curtis said the plant will em-
ploy 50 persons with a payroll
of $250,000 annually. it will
operate on a 24-hour, seven -
day a week basis.
Curtis, a North Little Rock
man who came with the former
owners, said the cash transac-
tion between James Kohler, jr.,
president of the Sheboygan
Falls, Wis., company, and Mrs.
M. W. Hardy, who built the
plant, was completed last Aug.
15. The price was not disclosed
15. The price was not disclosed.
Curtis said the plant, which
is being remodeled, will be nam-
ed the Little Rock Hardboard
co., Inc., It is the first Kohler
venture in the South and will
be the only hardwood factory
in Arkansas.
The finished product will be
a board one-eighth inch thick
used primarily in the manufac-
ture of furniture - including
backing for mirrors and draw-
ers for chests and dressers.
• 's ,`- ,rt
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WEEK OF
DEFENDER Pix 'Paris Blues Looms1961Spectacular
Continental Capers
I By EDWARD M. REEVES
PARIS — Louis Armstrong
("Satcheerno" to the Africans)
arrived to play his part in the
picture "Paris Blues." He hat
no trouble switching from Con-
golese to French ..Pops will
play Pops, no matter what the,
script calls for; he's too great
to be hampered by "lines" .
Sidemen Barney Big a rd,
Trummy Yonug, Billy Kyles,
Danny Barcelona, welcome
the four-week layover.. the
band will play two concerts
here. . . Lucille Armstrong in-
tends to make some dents in
the family bankroll before
taking-off for Ethiopia with
hubby. . . Doc Pugh, major-
domo of the troupe, is his
usual cool self, and states em-
phatically, that the gang ate
no goatmeat steaks in Africa
. . . Velma Middleton, vocal-
ist, "dressed-down" a white
African for testing a "mike"
with the "eenie-meenie-minee-
!no" bit before a mixed audi-
e-me. . .and will someone tell
me why Stateside ofays "love"
em in Paris. and mob you in
New Orleans?
...CAPER OF THE WEEK:
A certain fellow, from Chi
(nameless until he does it
again) ran out of his Champs
Elysee hotel, at high-noon, in
pajamas, upon hearing the
practice air-raid siren. He
carried a Russian dictionary,
and bunted for Mr. K. to make
his peace on the theory that
he who runs away, can return
to make love, another day.
Let me warn you not to stand
under any windows if you
must loud-talk after midnight
.. the French pour things on
your head.. "Sugar" Ray,
bring your trunks and gloves
over here. . , the Parisiennes
are mad for you as they
will be for Ray Charles, if he
comes to Europe.. no charge
for the "tip," Ray. . . the guys
around Leroy's bar pick the
beauty of the week, every
week: The current winner,
Stella Benaboo from Casa-
blanca, Morocco. She was en-
gaged to the son of the King,
but wanted to see Paris
•_You'll have to see Ruble
to get the phone number of
this living-doll. . . losers in the
contests are kept for the next
try: Nothing is wasted...nor
ta At Simmons, distinguished
*Oder of the quartette at Chez
tieney, losing any time in de-
-piing that he has a "find"
in his Frenchman bass player
(Michel Gaudre by name)...
and watch for June Eckstine's
new album.
...If you can't get JB
Scotch, drink gin: Doc English
did, and came up with a
inincle. He got a pad, and
now has no excuse not to
study his med. books. .B. S. re-
fuses to leave town unless Jean
Paget of London agrees to
leave with him. . . Doc Tenny-
son's name popped-up in the
conversation the other nite, as
did Erin* (Henpecked) Carroll,
of White' Sox chili fame. . . .
Ernie, any relation to Diahann?
Mezz Mesirow wants to can-
cel his Scandinavian tour and
stay here with Pops. • . no-can-
do, or he'll be sued for all the
loot. . .. ready for a translation
of 'pied du pore',. ain't nothing
but a pig-foot. and for next
week, here is the word, 'mere'
...Tighten your game, men...
so you can tell which direction
Santa is moving. . . from or to.
• • •
...Keyholes in French hotels
are covered at rite, but the
walls of the rooms are paper-
thin. . . but what good is a tape
recorder if the folks next door
speak Corsican' Billy Poole,
girl singer at the Mars Club,
has an arresting voice. . and
the same time, the owners of
the Blue Note (wliere Kenny
Clark and Bud Powell wail)
SHOULD be arrested for being
careless with other people's
money (yours, for instance)
for demanding three clams a
drink. . . if there are any Tony
Perkins "fan" clubs on the
South Side, tell them he fancies
ribs and hot sauce.. as long
as there are GI's in Paris,
there will be a drain on the
Gold in Fort Knox. . . and the
local Fifi's wouldn't want it
any other way.
"DEEP RIVER" by coeds at
Tuskegee highlighted the pre-
Xmas on campus just before
students left for home vaca-
tions. Shown in this scene
from play sponsored by Tus-
-
kegee department of health Birmingham; Sylvia Buck,
and physical education are Tuskegee; Barbara Stovall,
Misses Fannie Worthem of Pheonix City and Jewel
Brown, Tuskegee.
What Stars Are Doing And
Plan For The 1961 Season
By MASCO YOUNG
HARRIET "TIPSY" TAY-
LOR, the shapely model-danc-
er-singer in Philly, has enrolled
in a drama school and now has
her eyes set on an acting career
in movies or on the stage.
• • •
LLOYD PRICE, who cleared
himself in the recent counter-
feit records racket story, is
Probably among the few . en-
tertainers who is legitimately
earning more money than he
can find time to spend. Lloyd's
income is way up in the six-
figures, and he needs no "side-
hussle" to keep him going.
'Toot, Toot' To Rule, HANK BAIT:ART), of "Let's
Go, Let's Go, Let's Go" fame,
th MI es Davis I11 recenttemsheonwt because ofsnowstorm, keptthehad to cancel an Omaha, Neb.
the singer and The Midnighters
stranded in New York City.City New Year's Eve DAMITA JO, who's now on• • •
The most influential voice in
modern jazz today, poll winning'
trumpeter, Miles Davis and his,
group open at the Cloister New
Year's Eve and will remain
through January B.
Trained at Julliard, his pro-
fessional experience w a s
launched amid the great names
of the be-bop era. He played
with the legendary Billy Eck-
stint band where his cohorts
in the trumpet section included
Dizzy Gillespie and the late
"Fats" Navarro; where the
saxphone section included
Charlie Parker and the trom-
bones hosted J. J. Johnson
When the band broke up and
Mr. "B" became a popular
single attraction. Miles joined
the Charlie Parker band for a
long stay.
Miles shot to prominence
leading a band that had a two
weeks' existence, long enough
to have recorded the famous
Capitol sides that led to the
birth of the cool in jazz. This
group, with arrangements by
the now famous Gil Evans and
Gerry Mulligan, both then fresh
from the Claude Thornhill
orchestra, was instrumented
like a small big band—but held
only nine pieces, including
French horn and tuba. Lee
Konitz, J. J. Johnson and the
aforementioned Gerry Mulligan
constituted the front line of that
band.
Since that time, Miles has
led many groups and has in-
-eluded among his sidemen such
luminaries as, Julian "Cannon-
ball" Adderley. John Coltrane,
Bill Evans, Sonny Stitt, Sonny
Rollins, Paul Chambers.
the hit charts with her "I'll
Save The Last Dance For You,"
has already signed for an Ed
Sullivan TV show in January.
• * •
ETTA JONES, the newcomer
who waxed the sensational
"Don't Go To Strangers" tune,
personally acknowledges all
comments reporters and col-
umnists write about her.
• • •
SAMMY DAVIS. JR 'S bluesy
version of "Get On The Right
Track Baby" has caused some
folks to say that Sammy would
be a natie-Al to take Joe Wil-
liams' p'r^e with Count Etssie's
band, when Joe Williams makes
his exit.
• • •
DINAH WASHINGTON, the
world's greatest female blues
singer, is interested in invest-
ing some loot in a chain of
motels throughout the South, as
a means of improving travel
facilities for Negroes.
• • •
WHEN LOUIS "SATCHMO"
ARMSTRONG arrived at Leo-
poldville in the Congo, he was
greeted by drum messages
that said "Welcome to the
Natalie Henderas Due
Back from World Trip
MANILA. P. I. (ANP)—Con-
cert pianist Natalie Hinderas
completed a world-circling cul-
tural tour for the State Depart-
ment with a concert here last
week, before departing for
Red Saunders Big Ork."
To Debute At Inaugural
Red Saunders, whose big new
sound band will make its initial
bow New Year's Day, has sign-
ed to supply the music for Gov-
ernor Otto Kerner's inaugural
ball in Springfield, Illinois on
EARL "FATHA- HINES who
Is appearing at Cafe Continue
tat *ins his wife, Janie, and
daughters, Janer and loses
In wishing his many friends
in entertainment field aid al-
io kis funs a Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year. Paths
Feld ever through reveral
weeks at Continental closes
Jan. 21 and moves to New
Yeti before returning to West
Gest.
Jan. 9.
This engagement comes at
an appropo time which will lend
stability to this new aggrega-
tion of top, professional musi-
cians and Saunders return to the
"big band" field.
Saunders, currently is re-
hearsing his bevy of star men
whose versatility in the play-
ed arrangemtnts is nationally
known.
Comprising the aggregation
are: Brass: Charles Gary, King
Rolex and Fip Ricard on trum-
pets: James Harbert and Har-
lan (booby) Floyd, trombones:
Reeds: James Spaulding, Wil-
liam Atkins, McKinley Easton
and Leon Washington, saxo-
phones: Rhythm: Prentice Mc-
Carey, piano: Walter Cole, bass
and Red Saunders, drums,
land of your ancestors," and'
"Negro from the land over-
seas, our home is your home."
DOC BAGBY, the bandlead-
er, arranger and composer,
home.
The lengthy journey began
for the well-known musician
last September, upon depar-
ture from New York for Sweden
and duties as an American
specialist in the field of classi-
cal music. Other stops around
the globe took the young artist
into Yugoslavia, Jordan, Iran,
Singapore and Indonesia.
Miss Hinderas reports her
most trying moments were
those, when, in her assignment
of helping to offset communis-
tic propaganda about the Unit
ed States, she w: piled sett!:
questions in Indonesia and Tai-
wan about the New Orleans
public school desegregation
demonstratioes.
Words of the Wise
Business Is never so
healthy as when, like a
chicken, it must do a certain
amount of scratching for
what it gets.
—(Henry Ford)
came up with a surprise hit
on his Value Records label,
when the diskery released Don
Gardner's "Glory Of Love" a
few weeks ago.
Jazz 1925' Hits
On Air Repeats
Jazz. Christmas eve, 1925, was
the subject of WFMQ's JAZZ
and RAZZMATAZZ show Fri-
day.
Host Ray Dowell carried list-
eners on a mythical tour of
Chicago's jazz spas, ballrooms,
and theatres and featured re-
corded examples — many of
them collecter's items — some
of the jazz greats you would
have heard on Christmas eve,
1925.
Louis Armstrong playing with
Erskine Tate's Vendome Thea-
tre orchestra; Joe "King"
Oliver and his Southern Synco-
pators at the Plantation Cafe,
35th and Calumet; Sammy
Stewart and his band across the
street at the Sunset Cafe; and
Doc C o o k's Dreamland
orchestra appearing that Christ-
mas at the famous Dreamland
Ballroom on the west side are
just a few of the artists heard
on show.
SAL ARMSTRONG, one of the
greats of jazz music is shown
with Roy Lang and another
member of interracial combo
she presented along national
scene during year nearing It's
end.
1960 Was Quite A Year For.
Sepia Talent, Scribe Finds
When theatrical history is
recorded for 1980 there will be
quite a few items of interest
for future stars to examine.
Certainly records were set by
Larry Steele's "Smart Affairs"
and Bragg's Idlewild Revue
when they were able to continue
in the spotlight throughout the
year in spite of apparent let-
down in show business circles.
Not to be forgotten also is the
international tour by Pearl
ISO edition of her own
show. And what of the' tours'
made about nation that starred
Harry Belafonte, Nat King Cole,
Sammy Davis and Johnny
Mathis? This was part of the
terrific spotlighting of sepia
talent and shows during year
just dosed.
Television also contributed to
the spotlighting of sepias. Harry
Belafonte's television program
was the topper but there were
guest spottings to make the
year a banner onc lot such
greats as Lena Horne, Sammy
Davis, Billy Eckstine, Diahann
Carroll, Mahalia Jackson, Ear-
ths Kitt, Four Step Brothers,
Count Basic, Joe Williams, Er-
roll Garner, Josh White, Mae
Barnes. Sarah Vaughan, Ella
Fitzgerald, The Little Angels,
Brook Benton, Sam Cooke and
many others.
In addition there was high
class spotlighting of stars in
major night clubs from coast to
rat. The Waldorf Astoria in
'Duke's Music, Satchmo.
Voice, Horn Rated Tops
PARIS — The world at large
figures to be entertained, and
gaily, when ''Paris Blues"
now being film is presented
for international spotlighting
on theatre screens. With such
greats as Joanne Woodward,
Paul Newman, Sidney Poitier,
Diahann Carroll, Louis "Satch-
mo" Armstrong and countless
others in the cast what else can
be asked for? In addition the
music score is being written by
Duke Ellington, another grand
"catch" for the producer and
director.
Fact that film is being made
abroad offers hope for those
who like seeing interracial
productions with little tinge of
bias. This, however, may not
hold since film is actually a
Hollywood planned spotlighting.
Considerable, money time and
planning has been put into the
picture. The fact that it is for
world release and not one to be
shown in the U. S. and later
sent abroad added cause for
making it an international film.
On the other hand many of
"DEAR NOSEY," asks mail
bag: "Do you know, or don't
you, that ONE OF YOUR
STAFF members, Laura Wil-
liams, is as close to saying "I
do" as distance between a min-
ister and the actual announce-
ment of date can place one?"—
SPEAKING OF "DATES" and
(please, please, this has noth-
ing to do with annplincement
above) one has beediet for trip
to divorce court with two very
well known figures involved. —
WON'T EVEN give initials since
you'll be reading accounts in
headlines soon. — HEAR TELL
THE 'vacation" trip to Mexico
Dorothy West is enjoying is ac-
tually a honeymoon journey. —
'TWAS A VERY, VERY bad
and mean old cold attack that
prohibited a prominent socialite
from participating in a wedding
recently if you, my dear read-
ers, are interested in knowing
what happened. WHICH ONE,
Meridith? MEANING MERI-
DITH Johns was insisting the
cute femmes (yes, two of them)
he was with 'tother yawning
"was his cousin."
• * •
WONDER IF BILL DRIV-
ER'S missus will receive all
the gifts of fine perfume ti.;.
popular sportsman purchased
from Henry Alexander's Alco
Drugs, 35, and South Parkway,
Friday? 7 — P. S. WHO RE-
CEIVES the dolls you also
bought from Alco, Bill? —THE
XMAS CARDS being sent this
year are perhaps prettiest of
many seasons. — OLE NOSEY
WAS made very happy by the
arrival to his desk, many from
clubs, like Up-To-Daters and
Green Donkeys. — ADD QUICK
replys: Story appearing in "Be-
hind Scenes" in yesterday's Dai-
ly Defender about a certain cute
le boasting of her ability to
make "a fool of an elderly ad-
mirer" was particularly upset-
sing to the gentleman. — OTH-
ERWISE HE WOULD not have
asked Nosey to speak out anent
the subject this week. — THE
BILL BRANTLEY's are plan-
ning quite a Xmas spirit affair
to aid charity this year as usual.
— SPEAKIN OF XMAS it was of other fans.
New York starred Count Basle,
Belafonte, Horne, and many
others during the year. Same
may be said of the Cops in
New York and the major spots
Las Vegas and Hollywood, Yes,
the year soon to end was quite
eneouraging to the top sepia
stars who look for employment
the stars appearing in the film
had to be flown over especially
for this shooting, adding to
cost of its production. Elling-
ton will of course, tour the con-
tinent but the main purpose for
his trip was to supervise the
music score from start to
completion.
Scoring for a film is nothing
new to Ellington. Years ago he
did such a chore on an Amos
'N Andy release, "Check and
Double Check." This is the film
that gave birth to the tune
"Three Little Words," played
in the film by Ellington and his
band.
Later he composed musie.
scores for many other Holly-
wood films, including "Anatomy
Of A Murder," a picture that
enjoyed huge boxoffice success.
Incidentally, several tunes to be
heard in "Paris Blues" will be
presented in album form later.
The soundtrack album will be
presented amid a deal of
publicity directed at selling the
film.
en
the
wisgon
ctornos
nice receiving such a lovely
card from the former Chicago-
an, Alonzo Oliver and wife,
Catherine, wealthy planters in
Galion, La.
IF YOU ARE UP in the air
over disposition of Xmas pre-
sents why not give memberships
to Urban League or NAACP
both worthy causes. IF YOU
WISH YOUR friends to keep up
with what's happening world ov-
er, then give 'em subscription
to Chicago Daily Defender. —
YOU CANNOT MISS whichever
you choose from above Santa
list. — HI Fl JOHNSON, city's
top platter spinner is tossing his
annual Holiday Music Fest New
Year's Eve night at Labor and
Civic Hall, 7415 Cottage Grove.
— AFFAIR FIGURES TO BE
a "goner" music wise. — THE
NEAR FATAL battling between
femme and her guy in street
near G2 and Cottage 'tother
night is talk of neighborhood. —
BOTH HAD LONG blade knives
and only hand of fate prevented
one or the other from being
slashed fatally. — WHEN YOUR
READ TF#IS Ernestine Heywood
and little daughter, Thelma will
be on other end of plane trip to
West Coast. — JOHN CURTIS,
DEFENDER discorvery, a n d
one of the most promising sing-
ers-actorr, to hit scene past sea-
son, will be spotlighted on THE
JIM LOUNSBERRY television
program, "Record Hop" early
in January. — IN MEANTIME
Curtis is preparing for record
session on Cobb label.—ONE OF
NUMBERS he'll disc is "Never
Say Goodbye."
S'S
'TWAS OLD HOME A N D
friends galore time -at "swear-
ing-in-ceremonies" for recently
elected Judge James B. Parsons
at County building, last Monday.
"DEAR NOSEY," says mail
bag: "Your Aritcle hitting
young athletes for drinking dur
ing off period was okay, but
what about reminding the older
persons who take bottles to Chi-
cago Stadium when hockey
games and basketball tilts are
the attraction. — THEY G E T
HIGH and make all manner of
disturbing noises to the disgust
Georgia Louis Rated
Tops 'Gospel' Singer
Once again comes the story voice of the year by the State
of a rising star. That kind of a Baptist Congress in New York
story that happens often in our City.
country, but has all kinds of
different twists.
Georgia Louis, now called
the "Princess of Spirituals" was
born in a small log town in
Alabama, Bellamy. Her father
and mother, Sam and Anna
were farm laborers and had
many children. Twelve to be
exact and Georgia was the
eleventh child of that brood.
At the age of seven little
Georgia Mae was already select-
ed to follow a course that would
later make her what she rep-
resents today. Gifted with a
powerful voice, even as a child,
she would sit in the front bench
of the little country church and
longingly listen to the choir —
hoping that she too could be
among them.. .so she sang out.
The local ministers encouraged
little Georgia to sing on.
Georgia Louis has been sign-
ed to do a special Saturday
Radio show "Folklore in Music"
every week over WSTC Stant-
ford. She has cut 3 records and
she is presently being sought
is predicted for 1961. This we after by major labels. She was
will have to wait and see. selected the most promising
0
.
at the top level. Even better or
at least, increased spotlighting
GEORGIA LEWIS, called
"Princess Of Opiritaih Is-
Bellamy, Alabama's gift to
folklore and gospel music d.a,
singing who rates with tieing,
best. She recently recorded
several spiritual numbers that
bid fair to become internation•
al favorites..
_ s
_
•
SOCIETY
• Merry
• Go-Round
•
▪ BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
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'Tis time for reflection to is spending the holidays with
bring you up to date on social
peregrinations about tf.r.vn in
this, the gayest season of the
year. Though Santa brings glow
to the hearts and minds of
young folk adults are imbued
with the spirit of giving and the
sharing of warmth in family
and friendship ties. . The Holi-
day Season has no peer in mak-
ing one forget the cares of the
world momentarily, while
meeting and greeting new and
wsleknown faces on the circuit
of lovely parties which abound
the season.
CLARA BARTON HEALTH
CLUB
her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Ratcliffe and her grand-
father, Mr. Harry Ratcliffe,
coming from Atlanta Universi-
ty where she is a graduate stu-
dent . . . Also from Atlanta at
Spelman College — MISS BIL-
LYE MACK, MISS ANGELA
OWENS, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Owens . . . and
MISS ROSE MARIE WHALUM,
daughter of Mrs. H. D. Whalum,
Sr.
From the University of
Southern Illinois, MISS
CAROLE LATTING IS at home
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
A. A. Letting . . . CHRIS
Clara Barton Health club met 
BOOTH, son of Mr. and Mrs.
recently in the lovely home of 
Phillip Booth . . . and WILLIE
Mrs. Bernice Howard on Quinn 
who
w0WNl, from the same school
ave., to set the stage for their 
h 
l receive both the
annual Christmas party whichiBachelor and Masters Degrees
was held on December 27 at the in June'
home of Mips Harry Mac Si- Memphians attending Lin-
mon, and their Annual Tea slat- coin University at Jefferson
ed for the second Sunday in City, Mo. who are here include
February. At the meeting MARKHAM STANSBURY, son
Mesdames Inez Johnson, Eleanl of Mrs. Eliza Stansbury, MISS
nor SaM and Juanita Turner BARBARA JEANS. daughter
were joint hostesses. Attending of Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Rob-
the interesting party-meeting insee. MISS PATRICIP JOHN-
were Mesdames Scott, Rebecca SON MISS HATTIE SMITH,
Tate, Etta Page, Pearline Saun- MISS LILLIAN FISHER, MISS
ders, LaBlanche Jackson,
Elizabeth Hollingsworth, Franc.
es Tharpe, Willa Briscoe, Beau-
lah M. Williams, E. T. Johnson,
Alberta Samples, Juanita,- R.
Turner, and the Misses Harry
Mae Simon, Marie Brooks.
Cornelia Sanders and Beulah
Thompson.
• •
Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight,
jr., and grandson of Dr. and
Mrs. W. 0. Speight, sr., is
home from Worchester Prep
school in Connecticu` . Glide
Lee, daughter of Lt. George W.
Lee, is in town, on vacation
from Palmer Memorial Insti-
tute at Sedalia, N. C.
HOMER TURNER, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Turner, sr., is
vacationing from Massachusetts
Institute of Technology at Bos-
ton, Mass. . . . MISS EDNA
MADISON is home from Mich-
igan Stall. Univ. . . . MISS
MARILYN POLK has come
home from State University of
Iowa, and became the bride of
James Holmes last Sunday at
Ebenezer Baptist church • Napolean Williams, sr. who is
MISS ROBERTA RATCLIFFE attending Harvard University
HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
Here are some of the colleg- Among the students home where he will join his brother
tans and former Memehians from Tennessee State Univer- CAFFREY BARTHOLOMEW,
home for the holidays. Yale sity are: CARLA THOMAS, JR., who is also here, on leave
from his stint in the Armed
Forces.
Other servicemen visiting
their relatives are SPIKE
CAMPBELL, son of Mr. and
Mrs. F. M. Campbell, and
ARVIS LATTING, son of Atty.
and Mrs. Latting and husband
of MRS. JUNE B. LATTING.
LEON BERMAN, who at-
tends St. Emma's Military
Academy in Virginia, is visit-
ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Leon German, arrived home
last week with PAUL RICE of
the same school. JAMES
SPENCER BYAS, JR., son of
Dr. and Mrs. James S. Byas
is home from Milford Prepara-
tory school at Milford, Conn.
MISS LILY PATRICIA
WALKER, a graduate student
at the University of Chicago,
is visiting her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. A. Maceo Walker,
We could go on and on —
and we will continue in our
next column, so be sure to drop
us a note letting us know where
others ara. attending sch As
around the country.
The presences of so many col-
al legians harkens back to thedays of own college days,when we felt we had 'the world
1111 in a jug and the stopper in ourhands!' . . . and we're hoping
MO they'll enjoy the most gala
Christmas season of their lives.I
JEANNETTF: WALLACE,
MISS PEGGY THOMPSON,
MISS CHARLOTTE HINES
the MISSES ROBBY and
PEARLINE BANKS and ULYS-
SES KILGORE.
Home from Marquette Uni-
versity, visiting his mother
Mrs. Dorothy Greene, is James
E. Greene an electrical engine-
er major.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ru-
fus Thomas, MISS ROSA
WILKS and WILLIAM WILKS,
man, Art Gilliam son of Mr.
and Mrs. H. A. Gilliam flew
down from New Naven . .
William 0. Speight, III, son of son and daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Wilks, MISS ANN KIRK,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Kirk, sr. ROGERS LEWIS,
WALTER PLUMMER and
WILLIAM SHINNAULT.
Holidaying from Langston
University in Oklahoma are
MISS GWENDOLYN ED-
WARDS and RUDOLPH WIL-
LIAMS . . . and from Missis-
sippi Vocational College at It-
ta Bena, Miss. are MISS EAR-
LINE WHITE and MISS
JOYCE GATLIN.
More from up Massachusetts
way include MARVIN TARP-
LEY, jr. from Boston Univer-
sity School of Law . • and
Erudite NAPOLEAN WIL-
LIAMS son of Mr. and Mre.
gay haw
Serving Breakfast
Open 7:00 A.M. Every Morning
--e—
Dinner Served Daili
—*—
Delicious Plate Lunches
—*—
Desserts
Plenty of Parking Space
685 So, Wellington JA 6-9258
E.
New
Park
Cemetery
Th. South's Most Beautiful Cemetery
10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis
4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-5811
MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE
ona ;10,000 scholarship.
Brilliant ALBERT RUSSELL
THOMPSON, son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. B. Thompson, an $8,000
scholarship winner to Case
University at Cleveland, Ohio,
also arrived home last week.
Home from Tougaloo college
are BLANCHA HARRIS, ROB-
ERT HONEYSUCKER, RUBLE
STIENE CLARK, BOBBIE
JEAN GRAY and ETHEL
SAWYER.
Medical students home for
the season are BUDDY DAN-
CY, son of Mr. and Mrs An-
drew Daney, WALTER GIB-
SON, son of Dr. and Mrs. W.
W. Gibson, both attending Me-
harry Medical College . . . and
LAWRENCE SEYMOUR, a
senior .led student at Howard
University at Washington, D.C.,
who is visiting his wife, Mrs.
Janet Seymour . . . lied AU-
GUSTUS WHITE, son of Mrs.
Vivian White of Cleveland and
nephew of Dr. and Mrs. C. S.
Jones, who is a senior med stu-
dent at Stanford University at
Palo Alto, Calif.
FLSKITES
Among the Fiskites home are
MISS CRYSTAL TARPLEY,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mar-
vir Tarpley, MISS MAGGIE
GIBBS, CLINTON TAYLOR,
SURETHA BROWN, MONA
BROOKS, WILLIAM TER-
RELL, LOIS PATRICK and
MISS CLARA TWIGG, daught-
er of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Twigg.
Lovely MISS DANESE HAN-
COCK, daughter of Mrs. Vic-
toria Hancock and Dan Han-
cock, sr., is here from Xavier
University in New Orleans .
MISS LYNDA JOHNSON
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. H.
H. Johnson is spend inc. the
holiday period away from Our
Lady of Angeles preparatory
school at Clinton, Iowa.
MISS JEAN LATTING and
A. MACE() (Tony) WALKER,
flew in from Poughkeepsie,
N.Y., where they attend Oak-
wood Preparatory school, to
spend the holiday with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. Ma-
ce° Walker and Atty. and Mrs.
A. A. Letting.
WILLIAM BARTHOLOMEW,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Caffrey
Bartholomew, Arrived home
from Rangers Univ., at New
Brunswick, N. J. last week,
• • •
The welcome mate have
been becked for Mrs. Vivian
White of Cleveland, Ohio, whol
with her son, Augustus Whitel
who attends Stanford U's Medi-
cal School, will ee the house,
guests of Mrs. White's sister,:
Mrs. C. S. Jones and Dr.j
Jones.
Mrs. Esther Washington De
Monde of New York is visiting
her mother and sister, Mrs.
Effie ‘Sashington and Mrs.
Ruth W. White and her hus-
band, Clifford White.
Dr. and Mrs. Hubert De
Costa, .sarents of Mrs. Russell
Sugarmon, Jr., of Baltimore.
Md., are the gui..as of Atty.
and Mrs. Sugarmon, and Mr.
and Mrs. Russell Sugarmon
Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Spear-
man of Pine Bluff, Ark., and
the houseguests of Mrs. Spear-
man's brother, James E. Hern-
don and Mrs. Herndon, and
visiting Mrs. Spearman's other
sisters, Mrs. Leon Foster and
Mr. .ster, and Mrs. Robert
Ratcliffe and Mr. Ratcliffe.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Hobson
of Baltimore, Md., are visiting
from Baltimore, Md.
WHERE THEY WENT
Mrs. Rubye H. Gadison has
gone to New York City to be;
the houseguest of Mr. and Mrs.!
Weyer 0. Handy.
Mrs. Harry Cash left last
week to spend Christmas with
Mr. and Mrs. A. Prestwood of
Dallas, Texas.
The Emerson Able Jr.'s are ,
spending Christmas in Knox-
ville, Tenn., while Mrs. Emer-
son AlA, Sr., and Whitman are
spending the holiday in Cleve-
land, Ohio, with relatives and
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Johnson
and family have as their guests
Mrs. Artimese Garrett, of
Vicksburg, Miss., sister of Mrs.
Johnson, and Aaron "odd If
Washington, D. C.
HOLIDAY MERRIMENT
Mr. and Mrs. Fleming Polk
were hosts at a gala Christmas
morning breakfast party at
their home at 1022 Woodlawn.
where Miss Marydella Reeves.
Miss Gertrude Walkei, Mr. and
Mrs. Donny Shaw, Mr. and
Mrs. James Gordon, Mrs. Nel-
lie Humes, Mrs. Willa Monroe,
Mr. and Mrs. William Roberts.
Mrs. Jewel Brawner and her
daughters — Dr. Clara Brawn-
er and Miss Alpha Brawner,
brilliant concert singer who is
living in New York — Mr.
and Mrs. Theodore Jackson.
and Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Dancy relished the martinis,
manhattans, chicken giblets
and rice, preserves and hot,
rolls and coffee . . . to say
nothing of the lovely Christ-
mas tokens given each of the
feminine guests.
Last Thursday night at the
lovely Nicholas Street home of
Mrs. Ozie Hodge, several of
Mrs. Hodge's co-workers at
Manassas High School were
guests at a soignee Pre-Christ-
mas Dinner. Assisted by Mrs.
Fro d g e 's charming "Aunt
Mary" and with a beautiful
buffet table gleaming with its
silver appointments, the buffet
a scene of beauty with branch-
ed candelabra holding green
tapers, logs burning in the fire-
place, guests thoroughly enjoy-
ed the smart dinner party. At-
tending were Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Turner, Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Turner, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Perkins, Mr. and Mrs.
George Harvey, Mrs. Katheryn
P. Thomas, Noble Owens, Mr.
and- Mrs. H. Amos, George W.
Cox and 'your scribe' who de-
lighted in the conviviality of
the whole evening which ended
on a pink champagne note to
'finish off thc smart dinner and
cocktails which preceded.
—
MONDAY,
JANUARY 2nd
New Year's Day
will be
BANK HOLIDAY
Banks, Members of this Asso-
ciation. will not be open for
transaction of business.
sA,F_54PHI5 CLEARING
HOUSE ASSOCIATION
HAPPY
NEW
YEAR
rom
Mr. Jessie James
KLONDYKE
FOOD CENTER
—•—
Old Customers and New Friends
We Invite You To Start
The NEW YEAR With Us.
—0—
COMPLETE LINE OF
Meats & Groceries
DELIVERY SERVICE — OPEN 6:30 A.M.
TO 11:00 P.M. DAILY
1287 Vollentine
Phone: BR. 6.9509
BAXTER'S CLOTHES FACTORY
PRICED TO YOU!
Start the
NEW YEAR RIGHT!
—
Make Baxter's your first stop for the men and young men in your
family. Choose from our large selection of top quality clothes at
factory-to-you prices!
$1.00 will put any suit in lay-away.
7.-,-
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SLACKS
Start at $399 to Sel 295 I
ENTIRE STOCK OF ;
LONG SLEEVE :
SPORT SHIRTS
= SOLID COLORS 
2 98
PLAIDS, STRIPES
& A WIDE ARRAY
• OF SPARKLING
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E CHOOSE FROM OUR LARGE SELECTION 2-F_
$ 3 9 5 T 0 IS 
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SPORT
AIS
If you could read your man's mind,
you'd find a new sports coat loom-
ing large in his dreams. Why not
reward his wishful thinking with
o n e of t h e handsome numbers
we're showing?
S 1 895
and S2495
411-411•••••
WHEREVER YOU GO
WHATEVER YOU DO
YOU'LL LOOK YOUR
"HOLIDAY BEST" in a
HANDSOME
NEW SUIT
10(Y1 All Wool .. Flannels and hard worsted
cravenette .. Super silicone finish repels rain
and stains, also durably moth proof.
'2995 to S3895
Alterations Free
3 , Locations -3
LAMAR-AIRWAYS SHOPPING CENTER
2272 LAMAR AYE.
SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
1911 SOUTH THIRD ST.
Across From Sears
544 North Watkins
All Three Baxter Stores Open Until 9 P.M.
For Customer's Convenience
•
10 DEFENDER
WEEK OF
Dec. 31, '60 -Jan. 6, '61
March 01 Dimes Helps
Medical Research
The deepest secrets of man's
health and heredity may soon
revealed through medical
'research — much of which has
,beet financed by the American
people through the March of
Dimes. That prediction was
'snide in a year-end scientific
'report from The National Foun-
dation.
The National Foundation, to
'Its. fight to prevent crippling
"birth defects, arthritis and polio,
tits allocated March of Dimes
-funds to a wide range of re-
search projects that may con-
tfIBUte to many significant
ittliik-throughs. We may see
control of biological problems
lintrtnitil recently were believ-
,efifripossible to solve, thanks
leritarting progress in the last
IVwc-years resulting from fun-
bedict
Living
Cost Rise
By EDWARD COWAN
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A
key government economist pre-
dicted yesterday that the cost
of goods and services bought
by the average city family will
rise one to two percent in 11.
2wan Clague, commissionertabor statistics, said the con-
I Minter price index would go up
lthat much next year because of
ithe 2persistent" rise in the cost
i of services.
cost of services — rent,
the- homeowner's taxes, repair
MI, medical-care costs, auto
insurance and the like — rises
ractically every month," Cie-
lope said in a copyrighted inter-
oview in U.S. News and World
ifteer.t.
1,1 Arfor other consumer prices,
ilClague foresaw a mixture of
markups and reductions, partly
tin response to seasonal shifts
In supply and demand.
A professional economist,
lague heads the Labor Depart-
rment's Bureau of Labor Statis-
ttics, which compiles the month-
ly consumer price index. The
Udex reflects changes in the
'Vices of 300 goods and serv
Ices bought by middle-income
city families.
•
damental research work in nu-
cleic aid which The National
Foundation has been support-
ing for some time.
Dr. Albert B. Sabin has de-
veloped his jive-virus polio vac-
cine under National Foundation
grants. The National Founda-
tion for many years has sup-
ported, through the March of
Dimes, the largest virus re-
search program of its kind in
the world. The value of this
program is emphasized by a re-
cent statement made before a
Congressional committee by
Dr. James A. Shannon, direc-
tor, National Institutes of
Health:
"We are glad that our own
laboratories have been respon-
sible for certain striking ad-
vances in understanding of vi-
ral agents causing cancers of
different types and in differ-
ent organs in animals. But I
particularly want to point out
that in large measure this ad-
vance has been made possible
through the broad development
of virology which was the re-
sult of the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis pro-
gram of research. The field of
cancer research is benefiting
both directly and indirectly
from The National Founda-
tion's intensive activity against
polio."
BIG HELP in last Sunday's
Christmas plans for the Good-
will Home was this check
for $25 presented to the home
by the Mapika Home Makers
club, just oiganized last Oc-
tober. The present member-
ship of the club stands at
eight members but expansion
plans are underway. In all
the club has presented $200
to the home. Officers of the
club are Mrs. Thelma James,
president; Mrs. Lula Mae
Willis, vice president; Mrs.
Eddie Pearl Tucker, secre-
tary; Mrs. Virginia McKay,
assistant secretary; Mrs. Ad-
die Mary Johnson, treasurer;
Mrs. Janice Winfrey, devo-
tional leader aed Mrs. Al-
creasea Green and Mrs. Lil-
lian Mae Watkins, historian
and member :espectively.
(Withers photo)
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'Friendly' Pythons
Give Warm Welcome
To Tavern Thieves
CHINGFORD, England —
(UPI) — Leonard Underwood
disclosed last week that he
keeps two six-foot pythons in
his tavern cellar to ward off
thieves.
"They are friendly," real-
ly," Underwood added. "They
wrap themselves around all
strangers."
• AtITHRITIS POLIO
StorkStops
BORN AT E. H. CRUMP
HOSPITAL DEC. 9, me
Born at E. H. Crump Hospital
December 9, 1960
Son, Frederick. to Mr. and
Andrew Burns of 311 Lucy.
Lucy.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Collins of 227 W. Utah.
Daughter, Anita, to Mr. and
Mrs. James D. Garner of 579
Fisher.
Daughter. Helen, to Mr. and
Matthew Montgomery of 164
Cedar.
Daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. and
Mrs. James C. Staurt jr. 01 907
S. Lauderdale.
December 10
Soo, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs.
ilerman Byrant of 707 N. Third,
Att. 3.
-Daughter. Laquita. to Mr. and
-Airs. Eddie James Walker of
'3347 Sax rd.
-'Son, Joseph, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Andrews of 142 Bickford.
December 11
-.Son. Kenneth. to Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Martin of 3520 Mill-
.rd.
Kenneth. to Mr. and Mrs.
Jassis Walls of 1761 Bismark.
lillssmber 12
"-Thiughter. Sylvia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Thomas of 1524 Nor-
ris.
Son, Herman. to Mr. and Mrs.
Eugent Bates Jr. of 849 Mosby.
Son, Derrick, to Mr. and Mrs.
Cleveland Martin of 710 Farris
December 13
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs
Doyle Frye of 876 Estival, Apt
Daughter, Kris, to Mr.
Mrs Herman Waller of
Tupelo
Son, Michael. to Mr and
Casel Jones of 1055 Tupel
Daughter. Patricia, to
and Mrs. Harvey Garver of 696
• M arechalneil.
Son. Charles, to Mr. and Mrs
• Charlie Ayers of 1726 E. Silver
and Mrs. James Turner of 398'
Lauderdale.
Son. Kevin. to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Winbush of 189 Cedar.
Son. Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Billie Hudson of 1847 Hicks.
Son, Frederick, to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur McKinney of 1620
Ca sta lia .
Son, Andrew. to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Hobbs of 410 S. Lauder-
dale. •
Daughter. Jacquelyn. to Mr.
and Mrs. Neal Blaine of 379
Walker.
Daughter. to Mr. and Mrs
Clemmie Bachus of 3395 Alta.
December 18
Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
James White of 1923 Benford.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Larkin Jones of 244 Greenlaw.
Daughter. Yvette. to Mr. and
Mrs. Frederick Jones of 1337
Adelaide.
Daughter, Patricia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmie Robinson of
1105 Tully.
Daughter. Rosanne, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Davis of 1439
Woodward.
Son, Ellis. to Mr. and Mrs.
Tony Campbell of 167 Silverage.
and
1037
Mrs.
o.
Mr.
5.
December 14
Si, Terry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Jones of 5744 Rust rd.
Born at John Gaston
December 17
Son, George. to Mr. and Mrs.
George McNeary of 1100 Lath-
December 19
Son. John, to Mr. a
John Banks of 1302 Et
Son, Alf, to Mr. a
Coddle Wallace of
Seventh
Son, Randy, to Mr.
Robert Scott of 1791
son.
nd Mrs.
hel.
nd Mrs.
1005 N.
and Mrs.
Edmond-
1L71'
GUIDEPOST
life.
Dear Mrs. Watson: I have a!
standing agreement with my
parents never to take more than
one drink per date. Don't you
think it is okay to violate that
agreement at o friend's party on
New Year's Eve to keep up with
the rest of the crowd? Worried.
Dear Worried: It is a nfistake
at any age to do something
against your code. If you have
parental permission to toast the
New Year with one drink, pour
the contents of the other glasses
behind the potted plants. Your
friends will think you're drink-
ing up a storm. But when the
evening's over, only the plants
will be potted.
Dear Mrs. Watson: All year
long, mom and dad insist that
I come home at 12:30 even on
Saturday night dates. On New
Year's Eve they want me to
come home at the same time ..
but we all want to stay up to
see the sunrise. We live on a
farm and it is a long distance
between parties. I can't possibly
Musing: Know thyself . . .
Miss So-and-So may I present
yourself. You have probably
heard a good bit about this
person, but if I am not mistak-
en, you have never been formal-
ly introduced. I hope very much
that you two will become good
friends. As you become better
acquainted with yourself, you
will learn much. Some of them
will be quite pleasant, but oth-
ers may not be, for no one is
perfect. But yourself is a per-
son worth knowing. You will
never regret knowing yourself.
I venture to say that the two
of you will remain inseparable, ties . . and having you back in
throughout • the rest of your; the fold at a decent hour is an
obligation they owe to you and
themselves.
Brown.
Daughter. Starlet, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Ward of 788 Walnut.
Daughter, Bonnie, to Nr. and
Mrs. Oscar Barner of 1100 W.
Holmes rd.
Daughter. Yvonne, to Mr. and
Mrs. T. Herbert King of 1444
N. McNeil.
December 22
Hyde Park.
Daughter. to Mr. and Mrs
Clyde Jones of 372 High.
Daughter, Rhonda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sam E. Powers of 949 Le-
Moyne.
Son, Dave, to Mr. and Mrs.
George Ross of 1540 S. Third.
Son, Vernon, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Hunter of 1887 Corry.
Son, Lee, to Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Tells of 1216 Effie.
Son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs.
Nemiah Davis of 378 Hollowell.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. David
Carroll of 1429 James.
Daughter, Malinad. to Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Johnson of
1680 Kansas.
Son. Dominic, to Mr. and Mrs.
Moses Wilson of 1635 Pennsyl-
vania.
Son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Conway of 596 Brown
Mall.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. B.
Ellis Alston of 221 Oklahoma.
December 21
Son, Timothy. to Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Reed of 1077 C. N. Man-
assas at.
Daughter, Sandra. to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Mitchell of 1365
Texas.
Soa, Terry. to Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Thomas of 542 Lyceum.
Daughter, Audrey. to Mr. and
Ministers
Wives Club
Plans Party
be home before 4 a.m. Can you
say something to pacify my
folk.
Regular
Dear Regular: Nope, I can't.
In no century, in no generation,
in no country, has there ever Due to illness of the Presi-
been a God-given or parent. dent of the CME Ministers'
granted right for a 15 year old .Wives Social club. Mrs. L. A.
daughter to come waltzing home Story, the recent meeting of
at four in the morning. I think the club was presided over by
your parents are a little strict the vice president, Mrs, E. L.
in insisting on 12:30 on such a Strong. The session was held
special occasion. Perhaps you at the home of Mrs. R. E.
,could compromise on 1:30. You Honeysuckle 1477 Doris.
shouldn't expect your parents Mrs. D. S. Cunningham, wife
to disregard their responsibill- of the well known pastor, led
the devotion. The revealing of
secret pals was held with sur-
prises for all.
Members present were Mrs.
L. B. Runigan, secretary; Mes-
dames: J. C. Martin, J. L. Tol-
bert: E. E. Dunigan, J. At-
waters, G. Stewart, H. L. Ola-
ker, W. A. Johnson, W. H. Tay-
kir, D. W. Browning, E. L.
Strong, R. E. Honeysuckle C. D.
Coleman Willie Smith, T. M.
Davis, D. S. Cunningham, A.
T. Turner, M. Johnson, L. A.
Slaughter, H. Massey, and
Revs. R. E. Honeysuckle and
Mose Johnson.
The January meeting will be
held with Mrs. W. D. Johnson
at 541 Buntyn ave. There will
be a dinner party Jan. 6 at the
home of Rev. and Mrs. J. L.
Tolbert, 4909 Hornlake rd,
and later the maintenance diet
must be carefully selected.
Foods such as, candy, pastries,
gravy, may come in small
quantities but carry extra
calories. Their chief contribu-
tion to the diet is calories,
which you are trying to limit.
Milk, fruit, vegetables, bread,
meat and eggs contain calories,
too, but these calories keep
company with protein, minerals
and vitamins — nutrients that
are vital to good health.
So our aim when selecting
food for the reduction diet is
to choose foods which have
other nutrients accompanying
one extra hour every day at the calorie s. Nutritionists
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. housework that keeps her mo-lhave developed a food plan
Leroy Evans of 1636 Carpenter. derately active ,and moving' which will guide us in choosing
these foods. When followed,
this guide insures a well
balanced diet, ntade up of pro-
tective foods containing enough
protein, vitamins, and minerals
to meet the daily rdequirement.
For your copy of this leaflet,
"A Guide to Good Eating,"
send a card or phone the Mem-
phis Dairy Council, 135 North
Pauline, Memphis, Tennessee.
JA. 6-7303.
"A Guide To Good Eating" is
a service provided for the read-
ers of the Tri-State Defender
through the cooperation of the
Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs.
Williams is a teacher of Rome
Economics at Manassas High
School.
Mrs. Timoth Sellers of 758
Speed.
Son. Cleophas, to Mr. and
Mrs. Cleophas Davis of 30 W.
Fields No. 15,
Daughter, Yolanda, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lamar Talley of 309
W. Dison.
Son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Mack of 973 S. Mason.
December 23
A GUIDE TO GOOD
EATING
By
GRACE WILLIAMS
.Resolve: In 1961 to get rid of
all bulges—no pills, no magic
formula, no fad foods—just a
careful selection of good, whole-
some, tasty food and regular
exercise.
Nutritionists say that regular
exercise can be a big help in
controlling weight. More acti-
vity in the daily routine can
further the course of a reducing
diet, or with no change in diet
at all it can bring about a
gradual loss of excess weight.
Long hours of strenuous exer-
cise are not necessary to keep
weight in check and, for many
people, are not recommended.
But regular, less strenuous
exercise can be surprisingly ef-
fective for people who need to
take it easier and at the same
time need to either los or main-
tain weight while eating the
same amount of food as before.
Nutritionists give this exam-
ple: An overweight woman,
who gets just enough calories
to maintain her weight, spends
Son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Cooper of 2240 Howell:
Son, Donald, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Brown of 854 Mason.
Son, Eugene, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Moore of 593 Handy
mall.
Son. to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Lee of 1931 Blair Hunt dr.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Brown of 1782 Marble.
Daughter. Malesia. to Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Owens of 1372
Gaither.
Daughter, Cherie. to Mr. and
Mrs. James Robinson of 3164
Alta.
Son, Norman, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Shannon of 1081 Arnold.
Son, Elmore, to Mr. and Mrs.
Elmore Eddings of 5e02 Trusa.
Daughter. to Mr. and Mrs.
Travis Lowery of 2454 Carnes.
Son, Adrian, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Rhodes of 2430 Zanoni.
Son. Greg-ofy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. L. V. Madison of 2189 Donzer Bradley of 748 Saxon.
Daughter, Kathy, o . ano around instead of sitting, uses
ninety more calories a day. In
a year if her diet remains the
same, she can lose nine pounds.
Then if she can change a second
"sitting hour" to some type of
daily active recreation, without
changing diet, she can use an
additional one hundred and
seventy calories a day, and in
a year shed another fifteen
pounds, or a total of twenty-
four pounds.
Of course, the important
thing to remember when los-
ing weight by an increase in
activities is to be sure that
there is no increase in your
caloric intake. This requires
rigid self-discipline, because
exercise stimulates the appetite
and the dieter is tempted to eat
more.
Foods
am. Son. Walter, to Mr. and Mrs.
r" Daughter. Gloria, to Mr. and Earnest Ellis of 761 Fleet.
M,ra. Handel Durham of 1375 Daughter, Carolyn. to Mr. and
"Waehington. Mrs. Aaron Robinson of 826
Daughter, Peggy, to Mr. and A lma.
Robert Webb of 1.814 Mas- Daughter, Tempest, to Mr.
sey. and Mrs. Jesse Gardner of Sze
Son. Marvin. to Mr. and Mrs Dallas.
Willie Cowan of 1597 Barton. Daughter, Gloria, to Mr. and
, Daughter;; Marietta, to Mr. Mrs. PhiLip Burnett of 1415
QUEEN
ANNE
Clean, Convenient
Hotel
Horn• Cooked Meals
228 Vance at Third
Telephone JA 6-1481
for the reduction diet
The  
Gee, its cold outside but not
too cold for me to wish you the
most wonderful New Year ever.
I'm sure a lot of resolutions are
In order, but be careful now
and not make any you don't
expect to keep.
Jackson has been the scene
of a lot of social doings during
the Christmas season. The CME
Ministers' wives held their an-
nual Christmas social Dec. 9,
1960, at 7 p.m. in the home of
Hit). Carrie Carter. The devo-
tion was led by Mrs. Rosie P.
Harper and Mrs. Maggie Fin-
ger which was very beautiful.
Others appearing on the pro-
gram were: Mrs. Lula Mosley,
Mrs. Cecil Cage and Mrs. Willie
Mae Anderson. The program
was very educational and in-
spiring. Other visitors were:
Mesdames hIaucie Trotter,
Eunice Robinson and Rev. J. S.
Williams.
Remarks were made by Mrs.
Williams, the president; Rev.
Williams, Mrs. Trotter, Mrs.
Cage, Mrs. Anderson and oth-
ers.
An appetizing menu was ser
ved by the social committee
which everyone seemed to have
enjoyed. Mrs. J. S. Green, re-
porter for the council said a
nice contribution was raised
for the freedom movement.
After a most enjoyable time,
members and guests were dis-
missed until the regular month-
ly meeting the second Friday
in Jan.
CHRISTMAS THEME
The Christmas theme was
carried out at the Dec. meeting
of the Athenian Art and Liter-
ary club on last Saturday at
the home of Mrs. L. Sects Avant
on Middleton St. Members pres-
ent at the meeting, conducted
by the president, Mrs. Rena
Hay were: Mesdames V. Pul-
liana, Cloud Neal, Ira McBride,
Emma Pearson, C. B. Hunt,
Daisy Shaw, Frances Stone and
Ellease Hutson. Guests were:
Mesdames McLamore and J.
Shcegof. Game prizes were won
by Mesdames Stone and Hay.
A delicious menu climaxed the
meeting.
Beginning the parties of the
season was the Striver Fidelis
council on last Saturday night
at the Jackson Recreation Cen-
ter. Members of the council
really saw to it that everybody
was happily engaged in the
game of his choice which con-
sisted of a large variety f-o r
the many guests present.
In the midst of all the fun,
guests were invited to the love-
ly table which was filled with
Get Complete
Pictorial
Coverage
In The
TRI-STATE
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fr Anna C. 
by 
Cooke A •
sandwiches, hors d'oeuvres,
pickles, olives, cake squares,
punch, coffee and egg nog. An
, announcement was made of
new members of the Council.
They are Mesdames Frances
Stone, Jaunette Beasley, Faye
Green and Maxine Stewart
The home of Mrs. M. M.
Hughes was the setting for the
annual Christmas dinner and
social affair of the Criterion
Bridge club. Guests "resent
were Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Bill,
Mrs. L. Sangster, Mrs. Jtiltie
White Jones of Calif., and hus-
bands of the members and
subs who included P. Martin,
W. E. McKissack, P. Stewart,
J. F. Hughes, J. A. Cooke and
R. J. Cole, brother of Mrs.
Lucas. An absest feature was
the many gifts which are usual- Aik
ly seen around the Christmas W
tree, but the huge tree was hire
this year with the money going
for a much better cause. Much
fun was had after everybody
pleased his appetite on roast
turkey and ham as the main
course.
Several college students are
home for the holidays. Those
I've seen are Albert S. Johnson,
Robert Bowman, Harold Berry
and Reginald Green (Tenn.
State) an d Ross B. Chairs
and Sandra Neilson from _risk.
Both Cheairs and Mies Neilson
were proudly wearing fraternity
and sorority pins, Alpha and
Delta respectively. They croas-
ed the burning sands during tle
fall initiation.
Will have more Christmas
happenings next week.
$9.00 Pin MONTH
'155.
Buys You A FM,
HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)
• ••••
Of All Now Petniture
HUD/ SELECTIONS
COMPLETE — STYLISH
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
VALUES
Open 9 'Til 9
Free D•liv•ry
FURNITURE IY
FLEMING
3574 PARK FA 4.3
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To our many good friends,
patrons and neighbors we
extend our most sincere
greetings and best wishes
for a happy New Year en-
dowed with joy and song
and good fellowship.
1141.
Coma to th• Store where you are
treated with courtesy end dignity.
MANNE'S LADIES SHOP
1727 Lamar Ave.
BR 4-5140
Greetings and Best Wishes
to you who have been so considerate of us in the past and whose friendshlie-
we treasurc immeasurably, we send these greetings. It is our sincere wish-
that we may be of service to you.
MANAGER
Geo. W. Lee
ASST. MANAGERS
S. S. Sartin
A. J. Lewis
James Cahoots
Johnnie Cahoon
Mn. Alma Bowen
CASHIER
Miss B. M. Rhodes
CLERKS
Mrs. Iva Mae Buck 
Mrs. Annie E. Turner
Mn. Arline Patton
AGENTS
Mrs. Dorothy Anderson
Rey. 0. B. Booth
Mrs. Vera Bridges
Mr. P. J. Britt
Mr. Geo. Brown
Mr. Dewitt Davis
Mr. Frank Delk
Mr. Donald Freent^u
Mr. Jackson Gales
Mr. Postelt Irving
Mrs Margaret Johr.Aon
Mrs. Bulls Overton
Mn, Myrtle Owsley
Mr William Phillips
Mrs. Annie Rhodes
Mr Eugene Rhodes
Mrs Edith Smith
Mr. Maurice Smith
Mr Charlie Thome.
Mrs Willie Mae Washington
Mrs. Rosa Ills West
Mt. W. C. Whitney
MIM Vermin Williams
Mr S. L. Gaston
ATLANTA LIFE INSURANCE CIL
Lt. Geer,* W. Lee, Marlow
526 Beetle St. JA 4-102/
Emphasis Increased
On Civil Rights
=CASHINGTON — U. S Sena-
tor Hugh Scott (R.-Pa.) is urg-
tag increased emphasis on civil
eights progress and warned
against "ominous rumors" that
'the new Presideut may back
-off from civil right..! legisla-
tion."
—The Pennsylvania Republican
Senator, long a leader in the
difense of human rights, said
in a newsletter to his consti-
tuents this week:
"There were ominous rumors
circulating around Washington
.40 week that the new Presi-
dent may back off from civil
'fights legislation because-of the
insistent opposition of some
-Senators in the majority party.
"We will be able to determine
the probable course of events
:early in January because Sena-
tor Lyndon Johnson was elected
to two offices last month. Let
-itte explain.
"The first order of business
of the Senate is the adoption of
tie rules. This gives us the one
„real opportunity wL get every
two years to make amendments
tO the rules. Rule 22 which
tl-eals with limitation on debates,
Is known informally as the 'fili-
buster rule.' It is in need lf
'amendment to enable the Sen-
ate more effectively to work its
will.
Beachgrove
"The people in Texas re-elect-
ed Lyndon Johnson to the Seri-
ate at the same that the whole
country was electing him to the
Vice Presidency. We under-
stand that he will take his seat
in the Senate, which convenes
on January 3, and retain his
powerful position of Senate Ma-jority Leader until about Janu-
ary 20th, when he will resign
to be sworn in as Vice Presi-
dent. In the intervening 17 days
he will be able to exert very
great influence on the organiza-
tion of the Senate and on re-
lated matters like amendments
to the rules.
"Let us hope that the new
Administration starts out by
keeping its promises on civil
rights."
Regular preaching services„ „
were held at Beachgrove MB
"dhbrch last Sunday. The mes-
sage was delivered by the pas-
tor, Rev. J. D. Thomas and a
large number was present.
Christmas program was
held at the Church on Dec. 27.
SICK
Mary Ann Jennings is im-
proving rapidly and all are
wishing her a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. David Ball have
moved to a new location. They
now live in the Mt. Zion com-
munity. We are extending our
sympathy to the Woods family.
Mrs. Everdine Woods passed
recently.
Luther Joe Jenkins spent Sun-
day with the Arnolds. Johnny
Bailey was dinner guest Sun-
day at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. J. L. Arnold.
See you next week with a
nice long column, in the mean-
time, Happy New Year!
Fashion Show,
• Party For
Miss Aldridge
•
A Christmas Birthday party
was held for Carol Elaine Al-
dridge recently by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Flenoid Aldridge,
Sr.
Miss Aldridge, who passed
her ninth birthday cele brat-
ed the gay occasion with
the guests, Karen Lynn Chan-
dler, also celebrated her ninth
birthday.
Carol received many wonder-
ful gifts. To conclude the party
fun, a fashion show was given
by the BYKOTA club.
Guests were: Karen Chan-
dler Marsha Chandler Madelyne
Greene, Cheryl Greene, Jacque-
line Davis, Debra Brown, Bren-
da B. Crenshaw, Jennie of,
Martha Scales, Vanes., West-
brook, Valerie Crockett, Dian-
ne Tennill, Carl Aldridge and
Flenoid Aldridge, Jr.
NOW YOU KNOW
The earliest adhesive post-
age stamps in the world are
the "Penny Blacks" of Great
Britain which were placed on
eerie Ma s 1, 1840. (UPI)
Restaurant Recipe
For Homemakers
One of the most popular salad
dressings served in quality rest-
aurants is a tangy blue cheese
dressing, which also can be
made in the home quickly and
inexpensively.
Known as a gourmet cheese
until several years ago, Ameri-
can blue cheese today is rea-
sonably priced at supermarkets
and other stores that sell cheese
The mellow flavor of the
creamy subtly sharp cheese
transforms an ordinary tossed
into a tasty treat.
Here's a simple recipe for a
blue cheese dressing that is
suitable for family meals or
entertaining.
American Blue Cheese Dressing
cup crumbled American
blue cheese (about 3 ounces)
5 tablespoons mayonnaise
8 ounces sour cream
1 tablespoon woreestershlre
Sallee
Mix the crumbled blue cheese
and mayonnaise until nearly
smooth. Add sour cream and
worcestershire sauce. Use as
topping fer your favorite salad.
Although delicious blue cheese
is used primarily for salad
dressing it also can be included
in casseroles, skillet dishes in
conjunction with meat and poul-
try, sauces in combination with
eggs and vegetables, and in all
types of sandwiches.
Blue cheese is widely known
as a dessert cheese. Many peo-
ple serve it with fresh fruit to
top off a big meal with a touch
of elegance.
Leftover blue cheese should
be wrapped in foil and kept in
the refrigerator. It can be kept
several months if properly
wrapped and stored.
SUBPOENAED—Dr. Ralph M.
Wimbush, president of the St.
Petersburg NAACP, was sub-
poenaed last week on charge
that NAACP "No Christmas
Gift Buying" campaign was
costing one local merchant
815,000 daily. NAACP units in
southeastern part of the coun-
try have refused to buy from
merchants who fail to hire Ne-
groes or refuse to treat them
with "human dignity."
Color No Bar In
Top D.C. Firm To
Publicize Bahamas
NASSAU, Bahamas, L. W. I.
The Moss H. Kendrix Organi-
zation, well known Washington
D. C., public relations firm, has
been retained by the Bahamas
Development Board, through
Hill and Knowlton, Inc., New
York City, to help further this
British Colony's efforts to at-
tract more Negro travellers, it
was announced last week by
the Honorable Stafford Sands,
C. B. E., M. H. A., Develop-
ment Board chairman.
The decision to retain this
highly regarded public relations
firm was made after Moss H.
Kendrix, MKHO director, out-
lined for the Development
Board a program desig,-...d to
increase the flow of Negro tra-
vellers from the United States
to Nassau. The Kendrix firm's
minican Election
FIVE POLITICAL PARTIES CAMPAIGN IN FREE DOMINICAN ELECTIONS
For the first time in Dominican history, free elections had various parties in competition on December 15. (1) Generalissimo Rafael Trujillo, victorious candidate for Governor
of Santiago Province, prepares to mark his ballot (he voted against himself, incidentally) while precinct president Francisco Porfirio Yet-as watches over his shoulder. (2) TrujiBo'sballot goes in the box in La Herradura, Santiago. (3) Washington Guarego Mane, Labor Party candidate for Mayor of Atenaa. (4) President of the Central Board of the LaborParty, Julio Char Ballester. (5) Dominican citizens of African ancestry played key roles in the first free and democratic election held in Dominican history. And not only did theyvote, but many were elected to top positions, including ail of twenty-six pr-.vincia! governors.
Icini=grsi=Ws
FRANK'S
WINES
LIQUORS
SEE FRANK FOR
GIFT LIQUORS IN BEAUTIFUL
DECANTER BOTTLES
'MIXED CASES AT CASE PRICES!
Special Invitation to Ladies
FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 South Main Street at Vance
INDEPENDENT RETAIL LIQUOR DEALER
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
Magnavox
Symphonetto
Mahogany $139.50
Win A MAGNAVOX!
Stereophonic High Fidelity
NOTHING TO BUY!
JUST COME IN
AND REGISTER!
FEATURES:
• Stereo Amplifiers
• Tone Control
• Balance Control
• 2-8" Speakers with
• Coaxial Tweeters
• Diamond Sapphire Stylus
Maple, American Walnut
or Danish Walnut erins
a/leze&
W
Available also in
$149.50
on
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
We Have Two Stereo Listening Rcoms
Bring Your Favorite Records Or Hear Ours
160 Union Ave., JA 7-2631— 2268 Park Ave., FA 34501
Order
By
Phone
initial appointment is for a
period of 12 months, and the
Organization will work under
the supervision and in coopera-
tion with Hill and Knowlton,
Inc., general public relations
counsellors to the Board
In laying the foundation for
this program. the Kendrix firm
will direct its fforts towards
the building of good will for
the Bahamas in the key Negro
market areas of the United
States. According to the an-
nouncement, MHKO will work
in the fields of publicity, public
relations and marketing re-
search in this first major pro-
gram to interest Negro travel-
lers in the merits of the Baha-
mas as a vacation center.
TRIPS TO NASSAU
Mr. Kendrix has made two
trips to Nassau in recent weeks
to study the Colony's potential
for Negro tourism. During his
visits he met with a broad
cross-section of the Island's po-
pulation, including leaders in
all segments of the community,
who are interested in the de-
velopment of a sound Negro
tourist program.
Mr. Kendrix has been asso-
ciated with Hill and Knowlton
over a period of years as a
consultant to several of that
firm's nationally known ac-
counts. For eleven years, his
firm has served The Coca-Cola
Company, Atlanta, Ga., while
during the past five years
MHKO has represented Carna-
tion Company, Los Angeles,
California. The Kendrix Organi-
zation is recognized throughout
the United States as one of that
counry's outstanding Negro pub-
lic relations and marketingl
agencies.
Mr. Kendrix served as a U.
S. Army publicity specialist in
the late years of World War II.
During the Sixth U. S. War Loan
Drive, the highly qualified PR-
man represented ths: National
Newspaper Publishers Associa-
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tion on assignment with
War Finance Division, U. S
Treasury Department. As) cok
lege student, he originated Na
tional Negro Newspaper Week
now an annual project at the
NNPA, while ten years ago he
organized National Asset-Wiwi
of Market Developers.
From 1945 to 1947, Mr. Ken,
drix held an important polAte
relations post with the Centen-
nial Commission of the Repub
tic of Liberia. His chief jo
there was to help the Commis-
sion create a World's Fair and
an educational center in Mon-
rovia, the Liberian capital. In
the Kendrix Organization are
several highly skilled specialist,
with experience in the fields of
marketing, hotel management,
promotion and publicity. The
Washington, D. C., PR firm WAII
organized in 1948,.
Words of the Wise
The mark of the tmmatuna
man is that he wants to dl.
nobly for a. cause, while the
mark of a mature man is
that he wants to live humbly
for one.
—(Wilhelm Stoke
Buy Your 1961
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HULL-DOBBS,
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Southern U. Honors 3 Top Farm Families
"Co0 r
Orangeburg Old
Timer Buried
ORANGEBURG, S. C. — Vine
E Sheffield died here last Wed-
nesday morning at Orangeburg
Regional Hospital after a brief
illness.
A Requiem Eucharist was
held for him at 10:30 a.m. on
Thursday morning in St. Paul's
Episcopal church Watson street,
Orangeburg, with Father Thom-
as S. Tisdale as celebrant. The
Eucharist was followed by the
burial Office at 11 a.m. with
Mississippi
By MRS. FANNIE MOORS
The Excelsis Literary and
Art Club gave its annual Christ-
mas party Tuesday December
13th in the home of Mrs. Al-
berta Rogers.
The Socialites held their an-
nual Christmas party in the
home of Mrs. Fannie Louise
Rogers Wednesday evening De-
cember 21st.
Mrs. Mary Green left Tues-
day December 12th for Detroit,
Mich. to spend an extensive
visit with her children.
The Funeral of Mr. John
Adam Gillespie was held Mon-
day December 12th at Griffin
Chapel Methodist Church with
the pastor, Rev. W. G. Prueitt,
officiating. He is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Augusta Gilles-
pie three daughters, Mrs.
Rosie Dell Powers, Mrs. Bertha
Hampton of the city, Mrs. Ethel
Lee Hampton of the city, Mrs.
Ethel Lee Sims of Los Angeles,
Calif. and a son Mr. John Gil-
lespie, Jr. of Chicago, seven-
teen grandchildren, and three
great grandchildren, one broth-
er, two nephews, Mr. Edd
Hunter of the city and Mr.
Hughy Neely of Gilmore. Ark.,
and a host of other relatives
and friends.
HOLLY SPRINGS
Elder W. C. Armstrong de-
livered a wonderful sermon
last Sunday at Anderson Chap-
el This was Elder Armstrong's
first sermon in the new con-
ference year.
Marshall County teachers met
Friday at Sims high school.
The program was as follows.
"How Can We as Teachers
Create More Interest in the
Classroom?" was led by Prof.
H. S. Boyd, Rev. Armstrong,
Mrs. Gibson, Prof. L. Autry,
Prof. Homer Byers. Consul-
tants were Prof. S. C. Torrence
of Rust, Mrs. Walls of M. I.
College and Mrs. Lindsey of
Sims high school.
The Alumni baby contest of
M. I. was a great success. Mr.
and Mrs. Douglas Burton's
baby, $11.25: Prof and Mrs. S.
Dawsing's baby. $115.25; Mr.'
and Mrs. Taylor's baby, $28.60;
Mr. and Mrs. McAdam's baby,'
$13.35 and Mr. and Mrs. James
Adam's baby, $20.50
Sims high school Choir wishes
to express thanks to the people
who came to their Christmas
Cantata Thursday December 15,
1960. Through your many gifts
they will be able to give Christ-
mas baskets to the needy fam-
ilies, and fruit bags to the
people at the county home.
where they sang carols. Mrs.'
Doris Daley, music director.
Illinois
COLP
By ANNA BILLINGSLEY
Mr and Mrs. Harrison Baker
motored to Marion last Sunday
to attend thc. celebration of their
grandson's second birthday.
Royal King Lodge No. 83. FA
&M, held installation of officers
last Saturday night.
Rev. Carl McKay, Roland
Tharp and Rev. W. R. Thomp-
son motored to meet the Bishop
at the meeting called by Bishop
Gomez.
Mrs. Carl McKay visited her
son in Sioux City, Iowa, recent-
.
The Untouchables Club gave a
dance at the Laymen building
last Saturday night. A good time
was had by all.
HEIRESS Ellen Steinberg of
St. Louis, flashes big smile
after depositing $500,000 in a
New York bank in an effort
to keep the New Orleans
schools open in the city's cur-
rent school integration fight.
Economic pressures brought
by whites have threatened to
crumble the New Orleans
school system by Christmas.
(UPI Telephoto)
Father Tisdale and Father Wil-
liam Weaver officiating.
He was a native of Ellicott-
ville, New York, the only son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sheffield
but was a resident of Orange-
burg for the past thirty-two
years.
He graduated from South
Carolina State College in 1930
and returned two years later as
assistant manager of the Board-
ing Department of the College,
which post he held until the
time of his death.
He was an original member
of St. Paul's Church and served
as Junior Warden and vestry-
man since its beginning. He was
acting treasurer and secretary
for many years.
He was a Shriner and former
basileus and keeper of Records
and Seal for Epsilon Omega
Chapter of the Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc. In community
work he was closely associated
with the Sunlight Club, the
Orangeburg Country TB As-
sociation, the Orangeburg Coun-
ty and City Welfare Depart-
ments, the Boy Scouts of
America, and the Red Cross.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Charliese P. Sheffield, a
daughter, Angea S. Reid, a son-
in-law, Norman Reid, two sis-
ters. Mrs. Theodore Williams,
Buffalo N. Y., and Mrs. Fred
Morton, Ellicottville, N. Y. and
several relatives among whom
is Fred M. Sheffield, a cousin,
of Orangeburg, S. C.
Interment was in the Orange-
burg Cemetery.
THE SIGUE BROTHERS and
their families of New Iberia
are shown here with their
mother and two sisters. The
family won first place in the
commercial category for
farm families at a Farmers
Lincoln Gets
Commerce Club
T h e Business Education de- mercial club. Elected officers
partment of Lincoln Institute of the club were:
here recently organized a corn-
'Good Colleges Not
All Ivy': Coronet
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Not all
fine American colleges sprout
ivy. Many of the natien's excel-
lent schools Wave vacant desks
and below-capacity enrollment.
If you're trying to get into col-
lege, why concentrate your ef-
forts on the Ivy League schools,
where your chance of accept-
ance is about one in four?
Coronet Magazine develops
this point in its 24-page study,
"Getting Into College," in the
January issue.
Alarmists are saying today's
(college entrance situation is
hopeless. But according to Coro-
net, even when seven out of ten'
American families are planning
to send their children to college,
it is still possible for almost
any student to find a place to
enter out of the nation's 2,233
colleges.
Despite the fact that Harvard
has five thousand applicants for
its 1100-member freshman class
in 1960, one-third of all the col-
leges and universities in the
country were operating at less
than capacity during the past
academic year,
What the Ivy League pileup
means is that there are simply
not enough big-name colleges
to go around. But many lesser
known schools have excellent
teachers and high academic
standards.
Coronet advises the student
that his problem is not so much
a choice between good and bad
schools, es it is an attempt to
find the right college for him.
Words of the Wise
The wife of a careless man
is it/most a widow.
—(Hungarian proverb)
Joyce Shelby, president; Bil-
lye Jones, vice president; Jo-
Ann Martin, secretary; Norsia
Sanders, assistant secretary;
Yvonne Read, treasurer; Caro-
lyn Martin, chaplain, and Em-
ma Chambers, reporter.
The organization set up the
following objectives:
1. To create s fellowship
among students in commercial
subjects.
2. To create more under-
standing and interest in choos-
ing a business occupation.
3. To encourage members to
improve their homes and com-
munities.
4. To develop character and
train for useful citizenship.
5. To participate in co-opera-
tive efforts.
6. To encourage and foster
high ethical standards in busi-
ness and professional life.
7. To encourage and practice
thrift.
8. To enccurage improve-
ment in scholarship and pro-
mote school loyalty.
9. To establish and improve
standards for entrance upon
store and office occupations.
10. To teach the ideal of serv-
ice as the basis of all worthy
enterprise.
GI Unsung Hero In
Selassie's Return
WASHINGTON, (UPI) — An
American plane in Liberia, an
Emperor racing to save his
throne, a GI from Portsmouth,
Va., a patched-together radio-
telephone call.
The chance combination of
these unrelated elements at the
rtght time in the right place
may have changed the course
of history.
The throne belongs to Haile
Selassie, Emperor of Ethiopia.
It was jeopardized by a revolt
that broke out while Selassie
was on a state visit to Brazil
eslier this month.
The emperor flew back to Af-
rica as soon as he learned of the
revolt, and landed Dec. 15 at
Monrovia, the capital of Liberia.
Before going on to Ethiopia,
the Lion of Judah had to find
out exactly what the situation
was in his ancient kingdom—
whether he would he welcomed
home by loyal troops, or taken
prisoner by the rebels.
He was unable to establish
communication with his support-
ers through normal commer-
ical of government channels.
But the U.S. Embassy in Mon-
rovia offered him a long-shot
alternative.
the other side of Africa,
LAST CHANCE
Morris tried to set up a direct
call, but couldn't get through.
Then he tried a relay-call via
Europe, but bad atmospheric
conditions prevented that. Fin-
ally he tried a last-ditch expedi-
ent.
He established radio-telephone
Alpha Yule Program
Held At Fla. Normal
ST. AUGUSTINE — Stephen
B. Dorn. Administrative assist-
ant of the Brewster Methodist
hospital in Jacksonville, was the
main speaker for a special
Christmas program at Florida
Normal and Industrial Memorial
college.
The program was sponsored
and presented by the Delta Psi
chapter of the Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity at Florida Normal
and Industrial Memorial col-
lege and held in the Anderson
Hall Chapel.
Mr. Dorn, an Alpha man. dis-
cussed "The Yuletide Season
and Brotherhood."
"The Yuletide Season, the na-
tivity scene and all that they
By chance, an American signify strip or should strip the
transport plane happened to be ignorance, jealousy, superstition
on the ground at Roberts Field,
in Monrovia, when Selassie ar-
rived. It was one of the planes
flown by the "Special Missions
Group" of the Military Air
Transpoik Service — the outfit
that flies the Preesident, Vice
President and other VIP's on
their official travels.
Special mission planes are
loaded with modern, long-dis-
tance radii equipment. The U.S.
Embassy asked the plane's ra-
dio operator, S-Sgt. Kenneth W.
Morris of 112 Byers ave.. Ports-
mouth, Va., if he could place
a radio-telephone call for the
Emperor to his supporters on
contact with Andrews Air Force
Base in far-off Washington, D.
C., which set up an intricate
"patch-net" circuit via Europe
to Eritrea in East Africa.
Over this globe-girdling cir-
cuit, the Emperor talked for 30
minutes to a General com-
manding Loyalist forces.
On the basis of this telephone
conference, Selassie returned to
Ethiopia, the revolt collapsed,
and he held his throne.
"Perhaps it's stretching a
point," said an Air Force of-
ficer who told the story,"But
you eould say that Sgt. Morris,
by his imagination and skill
at communications, saved an
empire.
and self interest of man; re-
placing it with a burning desire
for understanding, good will
and service," Mr. Dorn said.
Presiding over the final chapel
program of the year was Cecil
Clark. Special guests included
the forty member chorus from
the local Richard J. Murray
High school under the direction
of Mrs. Nellie P. Brown, music
speCialist for St. John's County.
Other participants from Delta
Psi chapter were Roy McKay.
who read the Holy Scripture and
delivered the prayer: Sam W.
Lewis, who introduced the guest
speaker, and Rev. Ottie T. West.
Honor Day Program at South-
ern University. In addition to
producing over 5,0110 tons of
cane this year the
operate a family dairy on
their 460 acre farm.
Gives Land, Sells..
Sons $40,000 Gear
BATON ROUGE, La. — South-
ern university named three
farm families "Farmers of the
Year," in its annual Honors'
Day Program. The families
were tops in three categories;
4 part-time farming, family farm-
ing and family - type commer-
cial farming.
In the new category of pert
time farming, first place' went
to the Izear Long family in Ca-
tahoula Parish. The Longs own
15 acres, rent an additional 20,
and Long works part-time as a
carpenter. His principal orops
are cotton and corn.
The Robert Ford, sr., family,
Ouachita Parish, was given 1st
place in the family farming
class.
14 CHILDREN
The Fords and their 14 chil-
dren own 86 acres of rich farm
land, 14 miles south of Monroe
and rent an additional 235 acres
to gross an income of nearly
$15,000. The family lives in a,
brothers modest farm cottage which fea-.,
tures the latest in modern con-
Veniences and home appliances.
The Fords have three late
MR. AND MRS. IZCAR Long, first In the part - time family tured with their parish farm
Catahoula Parish, La. placed category. The Longs are pie- agent, D. C. Mitchell (left).
THE ROBERT FORD, sr. ly in the family farm class at
family, Oucchita Parish, La. a special convocation held at
was named first place faml- Southern university this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ford are pic-
tured with their graddaughter
and three of their fourteen
children.
One American Slightly
Injured In Ethiopia
By DAVID DliGAS
ADDIS ARABIA, Ethiopia —
(UPI) — Seven foreigners were
killed and nine injured — in-
cluding an American woman —
during last week's abortive re-
volt against Emperor Haile
Selassie, a check of foreign Em
hassles showed.
The injured American was
Mrs. Eleanor Marsh, 61, Tope-
ka, Kan., who suffered superfi-
cial cuts when a mortar shell
exploded in the yard of her
home, blowing in its windows.
Her husband, Leslie Marsh, Is
a civil engineer here for the
Imperial Highway Authority.
The seven killed were one
Frenchman, one German and
CHICAGO CHAPTER of the
Frontiers of America holds
9th Installation Banquet at
the Meadows (lab, 2211 So.
Ellis ave. Among *ow pres-
ent were (left to right) Dr.
Edward Broomes, retiring
president of the East (Ara
go Gary Chapter; Vernon B.
Williams, Jr, James E. Par-
geson, Randall Mirgan, na-
tional president and princi
pal speaker;
president of
Robert L. Neal,
Chicago Chapter
and Ted Hawes, Mid-nest de-
puty director, who installed
the officers.
five Arab British subjects from
Aden. One American, one Ger-
man, one Frenchman and six
British subjects from Aden were
injured in the fighting between
the rebellious Imperial Guard
and the army.
2 REBELS MISSING
Officials said two top ringlea-
ders of the unsuccessful revolu-
tion remained in hiding. They
were Gen. Mengestu Newaye,
commander of the Imperial
Enjoins NAACP
In Yule Drive
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. —
A white merchant this week
charged that he has been 1°3-
;15,000 daily since the local
NAACP launched its "No
Chrismas Gift Buying" drive
here.
J. E. Webb. owner of Webb's
City, a mamoth retail out-
let, served Dr. Ralph M. Wim-
bish, NAACP president, his wife
and the local NAACP chapter
with a temporary injunction.
This prevents them from con-
tinuing the NAACP's withhold-
ing campaign in the vicinity of
Webb's City.
The NAACP has been asked
to show cause why it should
continue to picket and display
signs and literature asking the
publie not to patronize Webb's
City.
Imodel tractors, a cotton picker,
a corn picker, two different
type cultivators and a plowing
machine. The principle crops
are cotton, corn, cattle and
swine.
The children range in age
from 17 years, the baby, up.
Currently five children are in
high school and college.
FATHER SOLD THEM
EQUIPMENT
Tops in the commercial family
clan is Lloyd .1. Sigue and his
brothers Clayton and Gabriel
Lee, who have formed a Sigue
brothers farm corporation.
Probably the greatest lesson
from these successful farmers
lies in the story of their acquisi-
tion of *0 acres of sugar cane
and a thriving dairy business.
In 1948, their father, convinc-
ed that his three young sons
were interested in becoming
farmers, sold his farm equip-
ment to them and allowed the
use of the 100 acre family farm
land The father carried them
to the bank and assisted each in
borrowing $1,000 in his own
.name, to establish good credit,
and took the money as a down
payment, as they now owed
him nearly $40,000.
As a team, The Sigue Brothers
have been able ,to purchase an
additional 360 acres of land and
rent an additional thirty acres
to swell the farm to nearly 500
acres.
As cane farmers working on a
cane quota a year or two ago,
the brothers decided that they
needed an additional cash crop.
They chose a dairy, as t h e
equipment and by-products in-
volved in cane production could
easily support the establishment
of a dairy.
The dairy unit and production
of over 5,000 tons of cane place
the brothers in the category of
commercial farmers.
PLACE FOR BROTHERS
Each of the brothers is mar-
ried. Lloyd has five children.
Clayton has three and Gabriel
Lee has four. Each has his own,
well constructed farm cottage
with the latest in modern con-
veniences.
There are two other brothers,
one in high school, who aye yet
to make up their minds to join
the corporation. A position is
left open for each of the two, a
stipulation made by the father
before his death. The younger
two must "buy-in" as the other
brothers had to do before they
can take part in the business.
Each of the honored families
was given plaques and certi-
ficates of achievement by South-
ern university and the Baton
Rouge Chamber of Commerce.
It is a program sponsored by
the college of agriculture and
the division of home economics
at Southern university which,
sensing its responsibilities to the
farmers of the state, feels it
fitting to hold a special honors
day for the outstanding farm
families of the year.
It is a State-wide cooperative
program that includes, the Agri-
culture Extension Service and
other agricultural agencies
throughout the State.
Bodyguard, and his brother,
Germane Newaye, a provincial
governor.
Other of the "Top Ten" plot-
ters' were captured Wednesday
night during a 90-minute out-
burst of shooting by army units
in various parts of the capital.
Since then army patrols have
been ordered intensified and
Addis Ababa placed under a
curfew. Troops were told to
shoot only in self-defense and
that if any enemy approached
they were to consult a superior
officer.
A government spokesman said
Ethiopia's only Olympic gold
medalist, marathon runner Bi-
kele Abebe, was not involved
in any way in the revolt al-
though technically he was at-
tached to the Imperial Body-
guard unit, he denied reports
Abebe had been arrested.
Santa Made It,
Teachers Paid
NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) —
Teachers in New Orleans' two
integrated schools got a sur-
prise Christmas gift—they got
paid.
School Superintendent Dr.
James F, Redmond announced
that New Orleans banks, at the
orders of a federal court, have
begun honoring checks on the
school board's deposit.
Thus the 55 employes in
liam Frantz and McDcniogh 19
got a reprieve from a bleak
Christmas rhey hadn't hews
paid since integratior began,
although they managed to get
a loan for their November
cliecks.
•
•
•
•
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Nigerian Scores U.S. Hate Mongers OFFENDERWEEK OFDoc. 31, '60 - Jan. 6, '61
orld Image Of
egro Hurts U.S.
By OLADELE BIBILARI
PART II
In my first installment, I quoted a release
to the colored members of the United Nations in
York by Ku Klux Klan, asking the dark skinned
"from the jungles and swamps
of Africa and Asia" to stick to
the United Nations building on
the East River or Harlem and
not "pollute White Christian
White America."
Some people may like to
pooh-pooh the release, saying
it is in essence, from an ignor-
ant Klan which, for all practi-
1 purposes is extinct. I won't.
Klan is very much alive
I.
LADELE BIBLAR1
1960 America, aided and
abetted by men who still be-
lieve in the doctrine of the
white man's race superiority.
The Klan's wings may have
been clipped by the many laws
which have now been repealed
In many States in America
which formerly emboldened
their "fiery crosses" to burn
over the Negroes.
Lynchings may now have be-
come a thing of the pest, not
sanctioned "by law. Negroes
znay now be tolerated to walk
on most streets without insults,
beatings or being cast in Jail.
Their kids may now leave their
arents' segregated areas to
ttend school with Klan babies
many States, but how many
mericans today, unlike the
ly ignorant members of the
an, know that Africans don't
e in tree tops or roam flak-
' the jungle swamps?
IN TREE-TOPS
Not only once but many times
ave I been asked In this coun-
ry, in as polite a language as
you pleate, by white Americans
whether I learned to speak Eng-
lish in Nigeria and whether it
Is true that we live on tree-
tops!
To many whits Americans,
the American Negro is the bet-
ter specimen, the Westernized
Zoo material from black Afri-
ca. And if to white Americans
and their way of life. Ameri-
can Negroes presumably are
incapable of being educated be-
yond the nasal drawl, or ac-
quiring enough knowledge to
raise him above a street sweep-
er, how surprised he appears
to learn that a Negro from Afri-
sipannot only speak good Eng-but speak it with good
sense!
sent
New
men
Negro has been sold so short
in America, I invariably get
the 41 comment: the British
have 4one very well in your
country, unlike Belgians in the
Congo. Or, but my! what quick
progress you have made in just
60 years, learning democracy
and everything and now ruling
yourselves!
Could it be of any avail to
try to tell people, who, after
over a hundred years of co
habitation with the Negro in
America a hundred years-of-op
pression and suppression—that
democracy, the real democracy
has had its roots and founda-
tion in Africa, not just before
the white man came, but ages
before the white race came out
of its nakedness and commun-
al wifery with due thanks to
Rome?
NO WRITTEN RECORDS
That Africa's bane is its lack
of authentic written records to
prove its civilization and cul-
ture which archeologists have
now proved are more than
three thousand years old?
That in Nigeria in particular,
Britain, even after 60 years of
struggle, had to admit defeat
in the incessant attempt to
sabotage our democratic local
governments in order to insti-
tute a white oligarchy on the
people?
That Britain sustained its
colonial power over Nigeria
through a system of indirect
government, which did nothing
to improve our democracy at
the local level but rather tend-
ed to weaken and worsen it by
exiles and deposition of demo-
cratic rulers who did not aid
them in the heydays of Empire
building?
NEVER DEMOCRATIC
That the national government
in Nigeria as instituted and op-
erated by the British was never
at any time democratic. That
Nigerians, democrats all of the
time fought for representation,
democratization, and finally in-
dependence every inch of the
way throughout the 60 years of
tutelage they served under the
British, and that up till October
this year when Nigeria became
free, the British overlord in the
country still retained the power
to veto any decision of parlia-
ment, however democratic?
Speaking personally, the Brit-
ish brand of democracy as
practiced in Nigeria had a
cure. Since, with due thanks to
the mosquito and the foresight
of our forefathers, the British
could not settle in Nigeria or
land permanently. We had no
settler problem as in East
Africa or as in the French
possessions of North or West
Africa.
Attempts at segregation by
the creation of little white col-
onies like European hospitals,
European clubs or hotels were
swiftly put down by the fiercely
democratic Nigerian spirit. Dit-
to with attempts at economicConsequently, because the segregation, when with boycotts
CONSULTANT AT B E N.
NETT—Dr. Donald Robinson,
specialist with the U.S. De-
partment of Education, Wash.
ington, D. C. (right) ponders
question raised by Van S. Al-
len during mid-winter faculty
conference at Bennett College
last week. Mr. Allen, biology
instructor, is also chairman
of the education core and of
the committee on comprehen-
sive examinations.
European firms or institutions
who were in the country to make
money, were soon persuaded
that Nigeria was no place to
feed on Negroes and still hate
the Negroes who sustained their
trade.
The question boils down then
to the type of democracy which
exists in America.
In many parts of the United
States today, farmland or other
properties are not sold to the
Negro, were he to be as rich,
even as Croesus, Because of
the colour of his skin, his mere
entry into a neighborhood is
regarded as enough to cause a
decline in property values, even I
though this has never been1
proved to be true.
A test of real estate values in
six cities of the Northern Unit-
ed States recently showed that
of the 10,000 real estate trans-
actions involving non-whites,
values are four times likely to
rise or remain constant than
are the prices in areas remain-
ing all-white.
Whereas the practice melt Is
today in the United States is
to try to preclude Negroes from
buying land or real estate. His
offer is considered least in the
list. He is required to furnish
larger deposit and usually his
credit is never good in any
white bank.
So he could not borrow in
order to furnish a larger de-
posit, and consequently not in-
frequently, he manages to pos-
sess only the poor houses, or
the near to barren lands,
NEGROES CAN'T VOTE
As in property buying, the
Negro. under American democ-
racy, has to furnish stiffer con-
ditions when he decides to ex-
ercise his voting rights at elec-
tions. Instances have been
known when the Negro is
called upon to recite whole pag-
es of Shakespeare in order to
prove he has satisfied the elec-
toral conditions of being able to
read and write.
Even then he is beaten up,
dispossessed of his home or
his job for no other reason
than that he has dared to exer-
cise his civic duty of voting at
the polls.
These are not things of the
past. Even in the last presiden-
Paine Students Push
Sit-Ins, Two Injured
AUGUSTA, Ga. — Virtually
all the 384 students at Paine
college here are involsted in a
campaign of public demonstra-
tions to end lunch counter seg-
regation.
Sit-ins at dime stores are
continuing, although two of the
Negro students have been in-
jured in attacks by hoodlums,
and city policemen have refus-
Alto provide protection.
Wtie students are asking that
citizens of good will every-
where join them in urging the
City Police Department to pro-
vide equal protection for all
people.
Stores where sit-ins have tak-
en place include Woolworth, H.
L. Green, and McUlellan. The
latter has closed its lunch coun-
ter.
The first sit in occurred Dec.
9, and William Didley, a Paine
student from Cordele, Ga , was
injured when white hoodlums
roaming the store pushed him
into a what-not counter.
Didley was hurt again dur-
ing a sit-in at Woolworth on
Dec. 13, when he reached out
to try to deflect a knife aimed
at another student, James Stev-
I" Brunswick, Ga.evens was walking along
on aisle war the lunch aounter
when about nine young white
men closed in on him and be-
gan beating him. Stabbed in the
head with the knife, Didley's
hand was cut also, and both
he and Stevens had to have
stitches. Neither retaliated in
any way.
Silas Norman, chairman of
the student steering committee
which is coordinating the demo-
nstrations, and Miss Sylvia
Ryce, another committee
spokesman, said the students
saw the hoodlums with knives
before the attack and reported
it to police but that no police
protection was forthcoming
either before or during the At-
tack. In fact, they said, police-
men who had been in the area
disappeared when the attack
began.
On Dec. 14, a student com-
mittee met with Augusta Ma-
yor Millard Beckum. They said
he claimed he was unaware of
what had been happening
downtown but said his policy
was to provide equal protec-
tion. However, he told the stu-
dents they would have to go
through "channels" — taking
their protest first to the po-
lice chief and, if unsuccessful
there to the Civil Service Com-
mission.
Meantime, some of the same
students had picketed President
Eisenhower as he played golf
in Augusta, Saturday, Dec. 10.
Miss Ryce said they first sent
the President a telegram ask-
ing to see him without publicity
since it was Human Rights
Day. However, they were told
by presidential aides that they
could not see the President.
"We then conducted an ord-
erly demonstration from 3:15
until 5 p.m. near the golf
course," Miss Ryce said. "We
were protesting the fact that
Eisenhower chose to play golf
instead of considering the ques-
tion of civil rights on Human
Rights Day." One of the picket
signs carried by the students
said "Golf vs. Civil Rights."
The recent demonstrations
are the first lunch counter sit-
ing in Augusta. However, last
May Paine college students
rode the city buses integrated
and 11 were arrested. These
cases are still pending in the
courts.
The students ask that pro-
tests against the lack of po-
lice protection he sent to Po-
lice Chief Green, Police Head-
quarters, Augusta, Ga., and to
Mayor Millard Beckum, Au-
gusta.
tial elections, Negroes were
so badly treated in many areas
as to discourage their voting
or to punish them for daring to
partake of American democ-
racy.
There are over 20 million
non-whites in this country, rep-
resenting more than ten per-
cent of the population. By sim-
ple arithmetic, one would ex-
pect them to be represented in
every walk of life in that per-
centage. But if you were to ask
a white American why, from
White House to the little execu-
tive in the State controlled in-
stitutions and white owned in-
dustry, there is not a single 1Cloyd Wells
'Tenn., aNegro in a top position, you are nd ai 
relatives.promptly told it is the Negro's
own fault.
You are not told that the law,
now slowly dying out in demo-
cratic America, had not only
prevented the Negro from
walking with his head erect
along white streets, had pre-
vented him from eating in the
same hotel or restaurant pa-
tronized by white folks, but
also that his children could not
attend superior schools reserv-
ed for the white children, that
University education was not
meant for him.
UNDERMINE EGO
In short, you are not informed
that the law in democratic
America had been designed to
not only prevent the Negro from
enjoying life more abundantly
in this country, hut also to
undermine his ego as a hu-
man being.
Also to show him the futility
existence and to keep him and
his offsprings in the position of
their forebears—the slave the
beast of burden for the com-
munity, the the guttersweeper,
the dishwasher, 'the street men-
der and the general menial.
I agree the laws are being
repealed in many parts of the
country, now that the damage
has been done. White House
may now frown on desegrega-
tion. Voluntary workers may
now be striving to improve re-
lationships between white and
black now that the outside
world would not allow America
to continue the way it has for
more than a hundred years it
it would lead the world,
But has segregation, like a
two-edged sword, not done
damage too on the mental out-
look of the young white Ameri-
can who has been taught early
to regard the Negro as an in-
ferior being.
Consequently, if his family
were to own a business and
he were to hire men to work
for him, he just does not think
of employing a Negro in a posi-
tion of responsibility.
To him all male Negroes are
rogues and their women pros-
titutes. To carry the crates or
roll the barrels, yes. Till today,
the law in America, even if it
does not empower him to dis-
criminate, does not prevent him
either from discrimipating as
to whom he could employ.
Consequently, of the 1,700
white-owned daily newspapers
in the United States today, you
could not find more than 25 Ne-
groes in editorial capacities. To
every white editor, the Negro
does not make news, were he
to be married or to become
something of note. Re is only
news when he is to be hanged
or is jailed—all along the usual
line that he is no good and that
nothing good could ever come
out of him.
The Negroes, it is true have
contrived to found their own
newspapers to present their
own good sides, to show they
too are equal in all human en-
deavors, but many of these
papers soon floundered or con-
tinue a shaky existence. First
of all they are not patronized
by the white advertisers nor
are they read by the wihe popu-
lace because It is "low grade."
Of the 36,000 post offices
TENNESSEE
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JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND RHEA
306 E. *idle Ave.
Hoping that you have enjoy-
ed a Merry Christmas, may
the New Year be a path of
happiness for you,
Mr. Samuel H. Ellis, a form-
er resident of this city, died
in Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 11.
He was an employee of the
Pennsylvania Railroad Co. He
is survived by a wife, Mrs.
Camille K. Ellis. one sister,
Miss Mildred Ellis,
The Bethesda Presbyterian
Church. sponsored a carnival
night at the Photo Lounge 6n
Dec. 9,
The Langston High School
boy's basketball team of this
city, defeated the Arty Lee
Cage team of Dante, Va., by
the score of 113-29, in a game
played here in the school gym,
on the night of Dec. 9.
Mollie Jean Hamilton was
born in Green County. the 7th
day of April 1943. She departed
this. life the 7th day of Dec.
1960. At the age of 11 she came
to Johnson City, with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Hamilton, where they made
their home. At the time of her
death, she was a junior in
Langston High School. Mollie
was an active member of the
basketball team and the cheer
leading squad. She was well
liked by everyone and will
never be forgotten. She was
a member of the Friendship
Baptist Church, She is surviv-
ed by her parents, 'Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Hamilton, four
sisters, Miss Shirley Hamilton
and Mrs. Elizabeth Fields, of
this city, Mrs. Lucy Berner of
Greenville, Tenn. and Mrs.
Gwendolyn Parks of Hickory,
N. C., two brothers, Frank A.
Hamilton of this city, and Rich-
ard Hamilton of the U. S. Navy,
Grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
of Greenville,
host of other
MISSISSIPPI
GOODMAN
By Pearleane Billingslea I
Funeral services for the late ,
Mrs. Mare M. Taylor were held
at St. Mark Baptist Church last
Sunday. Eulogy by Rev. M. C.!
Billingslea. Burial at the church'
cemetery. She leaves to mourn
her passing her husband, six
children, her mother, six 54-
iers, twb brothers and a host
of other relatives and friends.
Those home from college for
Christmas are Miss Daisy and
Jennie Mae Redd, Miss Mattis
L. McGee and George F. Pep-
pers.
Raleigh Redd who is in the
,Army and stationed in Wash-
ington, is 'tome for Christmas.
Mrs. Katie Stitts and family
of 338 First at., returned borne
recently from Chicago, Ill.,
where she attended the funeral
JACKSON
By A. C. AGNEW
Mrs. Dorothy Holderness and
two daughters, Debra and San-
dra, all of Chicago, Ill., were
recent visitors in the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
D. Hearnton, owners of Jeff's
Tea Room at 414 S. Church at.
Dr. W. H. Calhoun and fam-
ily of Seattle, Wash., were in
Jackson over the Christmas
holidays to visit his brother, Mr.
Frank Calhoun and two sisters,
Mrs. Katie Maxwell and Mrs.
Leine Johnson and other rela-
tives and friends. The family
attended worship services at
Mother Liberty on Christmas
morn.
The Rev. Ruben Davis, pastor
of First Church of the Nazar-
ene, New Orleans, La., is in
the city to spend a few days
with his family at 236 Meadow
st.
dleburg, Tenn., with the Rev.
L. R. Swinney officiating.
Burial was in the church ceme-
tery with Ford funeral home
of her son, Joe Winfred Stilts at in charge.
St Paul CME church, with the • • •
BOLIVAR
By ELLA DAVIS
pastor, the Rev. Ford officiat-
ing. Joe W. Stilts, a young fel-
low about 10 or 12 years of age
had been in failing health for, The County Council of Home
several months. Survivors are Demonstration Clubs met at the.1
his mother, Mrs. Katie Stitts of lovely home of Mrs. Emma P
Jackson, seven sisters, four Davis. In the absence of Ow
brothers and other relatives president, Mrs. E. R. Shockley
Mrs. Ophelia Wilkes presided
ton gave the devotion on Christ
Mrs. Mary E. Buy of Middle- W•I I H id
mas, which was very impres•
sive. After roll call and a short 
•business session, officers for .
the New Year were elected.' nstituteThey are: Mrs. Mary E. Gay,
president: Mrs. Ophelia Wilkes,
vice president; Mrs Ruby Bol-
den, secretary; Mrs Edna
Woods. assistant secretary;
Mrs. Dora Wooden, treasurer;
Mrs. Lucille Lamber, devotional
leader; Mrs. Ella P. Davis,
reporter.
Mrs. Lambert presented a
beautiful Christmas program of
songs, poems and nativity scene.
All in keeping with the Xmas
season.
Mrs. Horton sang a Yeti ap-
Christmas play entitled: "No propriate song entitled, "Work"l
Miss Joe Ann Merry is at
home from school to spend the
holidays with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Merry at 412 S.
Church st.
Mr. Ross Cheairs, sr., of
Milwaukee, Wis., and Mr. Ross
Cheairs, jr., of Fisk university,
Nashville, Tenn., were in Jack-
son to visit wife and mother
respectively during the holiday
sea son.
Prof. and Mrs. 0. C. Cole
and family spent the holidays
in Mississippi with relatives
and friends.
Anniversary services were
held at Mt . Olive Baptist
church on last Sunday. The
Rev. Maben was guest speaker.
The Youth department of the
of the church presented its
maintained by the Post Office
Department in the United Sta-
tes today, not one Negro of its
500,000 employees has been ap-
pointed to head a post office of
importance, nor has any Negro
been employed as a telegraph-
ist in the more than 21,000 tele-
graph offices owned and oper-
ated by private companies
under regulation of the Feder-
al Communications Commis-
sion.
Of the 4,000 radio and 700
television stations in the United
States, not one it headed by
a Negro.
In this country, there are 1,-
900 civil air crafts, with near-
ly twice that number of reg-
istered pilots. Only one Negro
is on record as a pilot, and
even then, he would not he al-
lowed to pilot a passenger
plane. He should carry freight
in order not to annoy the white
passengers aboard.
I have travelled nearly 10,000
Ryles in this country by air
through one or the other of the
more than 50 scheduled airlines
operating in the United States.
Not once have I met a Negro
hostess on any of the planes.
They don't exist.
GIBBS Junior College, St. Pe-
tersburg Fla., came under
close scrutiny by a team of
Iranian educators last week
and received erimmendations
troth them. Shown with GIC
Kansas
OSAWATOMIE
Rev, F. R. Guilfoed of Ebene-
zer Baptist Church delivered
an inspiring message last Sun-
day morning.
Mrs. Charlott Moore and
children of Chicago are house
guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Grant Moore.
Funeral for Charlie West was
held at Brown Chapel AME
church. Rev. C. J. Prince de-
livered ...the eulogy. The choir
furnished the music. Mrs.
Esther Woods, pianist; Mn,
Ruth Guilford, soloist.
The sick are: Toni Smith and
wife; Rev. H. Williams, Sam
Reed and E. Hawkins.
Room in the Inn" sponsored by
Mrs. W. P. Whitlow and Mrs.
B. M. Cousin.
The Grove General Board of
the Hickory Baptist association
of which Abe Campbell is
president, convened at the Mt.
Moriah Baptist church of which
the Rev. Felix Jarman is pas-
tor, on Daugherty at, here in
Jackson, last week. The meet-
ing consisted of business ses-
sions and good preaching.
Home Baptist church gave ap-
preciation day for their pastor,
the Rev. T. Grimes on Sunday,
Dec. 18, at 3 p.m. The Rev.
B. H. Taylor of Greater Bethel
AME church and his congrega-
tion were guests of the hour.
The Rev. G. H. Carter of the
CME publishing house was
guest speaker for the morning
worship service at Blairs Chap-
el CME church on last Sun-
day. The 2:30 p.m. message was
delivered by the Rev. U. D.
Lewis of Walnut Grove Bap-
tist church. The Rev N. Davis
Is pastor.
Funeral services for Mr.
Fynora Anderson Mallory were
held last Tuesday afternoon at
3 p.m. at Mother Liberty CME
church where he was a mem-
ber with the Rev. C. F. Odom
officiating. Burial was in Elm-
wood cemetery with Stevenson
& Shaw funeral home in
charge Mr. Mallory was a
student at Lane college at the
time of his illness and death.
He was a Mason, a member of
Pogues Lodge No. 358. Surviv-
ors are his wife, Mrs. Char-
lene Slacks Mallory; of Jack
Larry; his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Miller Mallory of Jack-
son; one brother, Martellous;
a step-son and daughter and
other relatives and friends.
Mrs. Willie Mae Morris of 321
Hale st., was entertained with
a birthday party at her home
recently. Red roses and carna-
tions added much color to the
occasion. Among those who at-
tended were Mrs. Catherine
Mulgray, Mrs. Louise Hunt and
Mrs, Josephine Jones. A de-
lightful menu was served to the
delight of every person pres-
ent.
Funeral rites for Mrs. Katie
Luter were held recently at
First Baptist church on Madi-
son it where she was a mem-
ber with the Rev. W. G. Terry
officiating. Burial was in Net-
tleton, Miss., with Bledsoe fu-
neral home in charge.
Funeral for Mrs. Mittie B.
Sain was held last Sunday at
Bethel Baptist church at Mid-
which expressed our motto for
the year. Mr. Buchanan, Co.
agent spoke briefly on plans
for the New Year and wished
each a Merry Xmas.
Arkansas
BATESVILLE
By MATT1E WATKINS
Benny Earls and Misses Wil-
lie C. Ramsey, Minerva Earls
and Althea Kennard, students
of AM&N college arrived Mon-
day to spend the holidays with
their parents.
Misses Ardeen Smith, Stella
and Jean Barris, students of
Arkansas Baptist college will
spend the holidays with their
parents.
Students of Ethel 0. Miller
school presented the Christmas Virginia State College has re-
illotson
Dr. J. J Seabrook, president
of Huston
-Tillotson College an-
nounced the award of a grant
of $47,000 from the National
Science Foundation to conduct
a summer institute for second.
ary teachers in science and
mathematics. He stated that
the Institute will be conducted
on the campus of Huston-Tillot.
son beginning June 12 and end-
ing July 21.
The Institute will be open to
all qualified teachers of math-
ematics and science of the high
schools who have had, at least
three years of teaching expert.
ence and will be teaching at
least one course of science or
mathematics at the time of
making application.
The Institute will be under
the direction of J. H. Morton,
professor of Chemistry at Hus-
ton-Tillotson.
Participants will be drawn
largely from a six state area
of: Texas, Oklahoma, Louisi-
ana, New Mexico, Arkansas
and Mississippi.
Persons interested may apply
to: Mr. J. H. Morton, Director
Huston-Tillotson College
Austin, Texas
Story in narration, pantomime
and song.
The Missionary Society met
Friday evening.at Bethel AME
church with the president, Mrs.
Minnie Alexander.
Rev. and Mrs. Scribner at.
tended services at New Ark
last Sunday morning.
The Bible band met Thursday
evening.-- -
The KSD club met Friday
night.
Rev. and Mrs. St. Clair at-
tended services at Friendship
church last Sunday. Rev. St.
Clair is pastor.
Prayer meeting .s held every
Wednesday night at the AME
church.
Alabama
ADAMSV1LLE
Mrs. Arthur Manuel under-
went surgery recently and is
getting along nicely.
Mrs. Mary Sommerville pas-
sed away at the age of 89. She
leaves one son, one daughter,
one sister and other relatives
and friends.
Mrs. Pratt is ill.
• • •
EMPIRE
By DONALD E, PENDLTON
Rev. E. G. Finnly preached
his first sermon at Bethlehem
AME since he was sent back
here. Everyone was glad to have
him bac kand all enjoyed
themselves.
Little Miss Linda has return-
ed home from a visit with her
mother.
Mrs. Harris' sister of Besse-
mer visited here.
!ern LU
ceived a grant of $96,800 from
the National School Teachers
of General Science during the
summer of 1961. This will be
the fourth consecutive National
Science Foundation Summer
Institute held on' the campus
of Virginia State College.
Virginia State college has re-
cently introduced a program
where the credit earned in the
institute can be used in the
pursuit of a Master of Science
degree with a major in gener.
al science. Teachers who are
successfully pursuing a pro-
gram leading to the Master's
in General Science may part-A.
cipate in several institutes.
The institute is scheduled to
begin on June 19, and termin-
ate on August 11, 1961. Each
participant will have his tui-
tion paid by the National Set.
ence Foundation and may re-
ceive a stipend of $600.00 for
the eight-week institute, plus
allowances for dependencies
and travel.
Inquiries concerning the in-
stitute at Virginia State College
should be addressed to Dr. R.
FL Dunn, Director, Summer In.
stitute for High School Teach-
ers of General Science, Vir-
ginia State College, Peters.
burg, Virginia.
Words of the Wise
The mark of the immature
man is that he wants to die
notes, for a cause, while the
mark of a mature man is
that he wants to live humbly
for one.
--(Wrthelm Stekel)
Dean 3. Ruth Clarke (extreme
left) Fred Stuart, research-
er from Pinellas County
School Board (second from
left) Joseph Smith, Student
government president (center)
and Lowell Hawking of the
Pinellae School Board (third
from right) they are, from
left, Abass•All Khosrowan,
Shojaddln Majeedl, Mehdi Ra-
tami, Nasser-Gholi Baba-Sad-
ri, Boyuk llionitL-,1•441. and
Pierre Legal, interpreter. The
educators are touring the Unit-
ed States under the sponsor-
ship of the internadonal Ca-
operaton Administration.
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Patterson 7-5 To Retain Crown
SURE-FIRE ALL-AMERICAN PICK
Stith Sparks Bonnies
OLEAN, N. Y. — (UPI) —
In the fall of 1957, a rangy lad
from Brooklyn arrived on the
St. Bonaventure University
campus heralded as a prolific
scorer and potential All-Amer-
ica basketball player.
Shy Tom Stith proved the
rave notices were genuine and
two years later became St.
Bonaventure's first All-Amer-
ican in any sport.
Today, the lithe 6-5 Brook-
lynite is something more.
"He has become a reliable
leader and runs our ball
club with an authority he
never showed before," en-
thused Eddie Donovan, Stith's
coach and most loyal booster.
Warming up to his favorite
subject, Donovan explained that
Stith has accepted the respons-
ibility of being St. Bonaven-
ture's captain in a manner rem-
iniscent of his older brother
Sam, who graduated last June
after leading St. Bonaventure to
its greatest basketball heights.
The left-handed stab, cast
in the role of successor to the
graduated Oscar Robertson as
the national scoring leader this
year, brings out the best in his
teammates, notably a six-foot-
nine junior center, Bob McCul-
ly, and a promising sophomore,
Fred Crawford.
"Tom has given Crawford
confidence by complimenting
the youngster and steadying him
,under pressure," Donovan said.
i The St. Bonaventure coach,
convinced he could uncover
other qualities in his scoring
star, appointed Stith captain
along with senior Guard Ron-
nie Martin, the backcourt star
on the 1960-61 Bona quintet.
The 210-pound Stith already
has justified Donovan's faith.
He's been "Mr. Clutch" while
the unbeaten Brown Indians
disposed of seven opponents.
During this span, Stith ac-
counted for 190 points for a
31.7 game average.
A typical effort occurred in
Buffalo's Memorial Auditorium
on Dec. 10. Stith connected for
EDDIE MACHEN connects
with a left hook to the chest
of Wayne Bethea in their
Portland, Oregon 10 round
battle. Machen (left) NBA's
ranked heavyweight contend-
er, scored a unanimous de-
cision over &thee. (UPI
Telephoto)
Jim Brown 1st
In NFL Gaining
NEW YORK, — (UM) league's top 10. ground gain-
Cleveland's Jimmy Brown, de- era, ran for 1,101 yards.
spite his toughest opposition
since he began his professional
career in 1957, has been declar-
ed the National Football Lea-
gue's rushing champion for a
record fourth consecutive sea-
son-
Brown, only the second man
to win the ground gaining
title four times and the first
to do it consecutively, rolled
up 1,257 yards to outdo the
league's other "thousand yard
men," Jimmy Taylor of the
Green Bay Packers and John
Crow of the St. Louis Cardin-
als.
Brown has now rushed for a
total of 5.055 yards with the
Browns, making him thc third
greatest all-time ground gainer
in NFL history. Still ahead of
him on the career list are full-
back Joe Perry of the San
Francisco 49ers, who gained 95
yards this year and has an 11-
season total of 7,246 yards, and
the no-longer active Steve Van
Buren, who picked up 5.860 in
eight seasons with the Philadel-
phia Eagles and is the other
man to be the No. 1 rusher
four different times.
Brown carried the ball 215
times this season and had an
average gain of 5.8 yards.
Taylor, who plunged for the
Packers 230 times, had a to-
tal of 1,101 yards and Crow, Pietrosante
toting the ball only 183 times Smith
foe a Si average, best of the 10. Hagan
Other individual champions of
the 12-week NFL endurance
grind were:
Passing—Milt Plum, Cleve-
land, first in percentage com-
pleted and average gain, and
with the fewest interceptions.
Pass Receiving—Ray Berry,
who caught 74 for 1,298 yards
and 10- touchdowns with Balti-
more.
Scoring—Paul Hornung. Green
Bay, with a record 176 points
on 15 touchdowns, 41 extra
points and 15 field goals.
Punting--Jerry Norton. St.
Louis, who kicked 39 times for
an average of 45.6 yards.
Field Goals—Tom Davis, San
Francisco, with 19 successful
out of 32 attempts.
Punt Returns—Abe Woodson,
San Francisco, 13 for an aver-
age of 13.4 yards.
Kickoff Returns—Rookie Tom
Moore, Green Bay, 12 for an
average of 33.1 yards.
Interceptions—Dave Baker,
San Francisco, and Jerry Nor-
ton. St. Louis, tied with 10
each, and, coincidentally, both
returned their interceptions for
a total of exactly 96 yards.
GROUND GAINING
Att, Yds. Avg.
Brown 215 1,257 5.8
Taylor 230 1,101 4.8
Crow 183 1,071 5.9
161 872 5.4
174 780 4.5
29 623 21.5
28 points, 20 in the second half,
to lift St. Bonaventure to a
78-69 victory over classy East-
eth Kentucky after the visitors
had led by 10 points early in
the second half.
"As the game got tougher,
Stith got tougher," his coach
commented after the contest.
"Tom goes the way the ball
game goes."
The Stith story began in New
York City almost 22 years ago,,
on Jan. 21, 1939. Tom was the
second son born to a modest
Negro couple. With older broth-
er Sam and two sisters, Tom
was orphaned when the last
of his parents died.
The boys were taken in by
the brothers at St. Francis
Prep in Brooklyn, where both
excelled as basketball players.
Sam chose St. Bonaventure,
located near this western New
York city, for his higher edu-
cation in 1956, and Tom fol-
lowed the next year. They
formed the most dangerous
brother combination in the
nation during the 1959-60 cam-
paign, averaging 52 points
a game.
Tom, an equal thteat in-
side or outside, produced 819
points last season to rank
second only to Robertson in
the national scoring race. He
averaged 31.5 points a game.
The output set a St. Bona-
venture season scoring record
and brought Tom's two-year
varsity total to 1,222, anothei
school mark.
Occasionally despite his great
ability, Tom has been criti-
cised for so-called defensive
lapses. Donovan strongly de-
fends his senior star's actions,
explaining that the St. Bona-
venture defensive setup calls
for Stith to converge on the
man with the ball.
"This leaves Tom's man
open and he often gets loose
for easy shots," Donovan ex-
plained. "But Tom is doing
only what I have told him to
do. It is my responsibility
alone."
TWO FOR NORTH—Detroit
University's Charlie North
(dark uniform) Just gets his
shot away before John Hayti-
cek can interfere in the De-
treit-Ohio State game at Col-
umbus. Dave DeBusschere
(23) of Detroit and Ohio
State's Jerry Lucas (11) and
Richie Hoyt are also shown
in the action. Ohio State ralli-
ed to top Detroit, 84-73. (UPI
Telephoto)
Tennessee Top Choke
Heads Small
College List
NEW YORK — (UPI) —Ten-
nessee State A Ss I, winner in
seven of its first eight games,
retained first place in the Unit-
ed Press International small
college basketball ratings, while
Hofstra (N. Y.) moved into the
runnerup spot.
Hofstra, undefeated in seven
games this season and riding a
29-game winning streak dating
back to last season, jumped two
notches to second place in the
second weekly ratings of the
UPI small college board of
coaches.
Seventeen of the 33 coaches
who voted this week picked Ten-
nessee State tops. Hofstra was
the No. 1 choice of three coachd
es. In points, Tennessee State
led the Long Island school, 270
to 212,
There was only one new team
in this week's top 10, Prairie
View A & M replacing Wheaton
(Ill.) in 10th place.
Wittenberg was third for the
second week in a row, follow-
ed in order by Mississippi South-
ern, Evansville, Southwest Tex-
as, Grambling (La.), Los An-
geles State, Kentucky Wesleyan
and Prarie View A & M.
Fourth ranked Mississippi
Southern received four first-
place votes; Wittenberg and
Evansville, like Hofstra, each
attracted three: Prarie View
was the top choice of two coach-
es, while the University of Cal-
ifornia at Santa Barbara (tied
for 17th) had one first-place
vote.
Tennessee A & I, which won
the national small college cham-
pionship two years ago and fin-
ished second to Evansville last
season, defeated Kentucky State
60-55, and Bellartnine of Louis-
ville 79.54, last week.
Mississippi Southern, which
extended its two-season unde-
feated string to 21 games last
week, climbed three notches to
the No. 4 ranking. Grambling,
which has won nine of 10 games
advanced two places to No. 7.
Southern Illinois headed the
second 10, followed in order by
South Dakota State, American
University and Westminister
(Pa.), Wheaton and Southwest
Louisiana were tied for 15th
place; Maine and Santa Bar-
bara were tied for 19th, and
Buffalo and Arkansas State
were tied for 20th place.
A total of 44 schools received
points in this week's voting.
TEAM POINTS
Tennessee A k I (1'7) (7-1)
notstra (3) (7-0)
Wittenberg (3) (5-1)
Mississippi Southern (4) (8-0)
Evansville (3) (2-5)
Southwest Texas (5-1)
()rambling (8-1)
Los Angeles State (5-12i
Kentucky Wesleyan. (3-3)
Pratt. View (3) (7-0)
270
212
193
Ike
158
132
123
121
77
48
Second ten — 11, Southern Il-
linois, 41; 12, South Dakota
State, 31; 13, American U., 20;
14, Westminister (Pa.), 17; 15
(tie), Southwest Louisiana and
Wheaton, 14 each; 17 (tie),
Maine and University of Cali-
fornia at Santa Barbara (1), 13
each; 19 (tie), Arkansas State
and Buffalo, 13 each.
Others (six or more points) —
Calvin, Southwest Missouri and
West Virginia Tech, 10 each;
Iowa State Teachers, Northwest
Louisiana and Westminister
(Utah), 8 each; Austin Peay,
Chapman Gustavus Adolphus
and Northeast Missouri, 7 each;
Pacific Lutheran and West Vir-
ginia Wesleyan, 6 each.
Gophers' Bell
Switches Jobs
MINNEAPOLIS — (UPI) —
Minnesota tackle Bobby Lee
Bell, a young giant for the
southland, has an advantage
few other linemen possess.
Bell was a high school back,
and thus obtained an extra
sense on defense which often
enables him to spot a play even
before the ball is snapped.
"A lot of halfbacks shift
their feet and tip off which
direction a play is coming,"
Bell erplained. o u can
spot a dive play coming be-
cause sometimes the guy
who's going to get the ball
tees himself up a little.
"There's a lot of little habits
that backs have that help you
smell out what's coming."
Bell knows a lot about back-
field men. He played all over
the backfield in high school in
Shelby, N. C., and was a quart-
erback on the Minnesota fresh-
men team last year.
Before the season started,
coach Murray Warmath faced
a manpower shortage in the
tackle department. He could
man every other position with
lettermen, but graduation had
thinned the tackle ranks seri-
ously.
Warm ath decided to convert
Bell, a natural athlete, to tackle
despite the fact that the 6-foot
4-inch 220-pounder had no ex-
perience at the post.
Bell took to the new job 'ike
he was born for it and won a
starting assignment.
The 20-year-old sophomore
did so well that he won an
honorable mention on the
United Press International
All-American team, and is
considered a good bet for first
team All-American honors be-
fore he graduates.
"It took a while, but I got
used to playing tackle," Bell
said. "At first the hardest part
was keeping my hands off the
ball when we're on offense."
Bell had bids for several ma-
jor colleges before he made
up his mind to attend Minne-
sota. He was all set to go to
Notre Dame, but thought he'd
take a trip north to look over
the Minnesota campus. He
liked it so well that he stayed.
"I couldn't have made a bet-
ter choice," he said.
Edict From Archie Gets N.Y. Comm.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The'
New York State Athletic
Commission reaffirmed a di-
rective toward light heavy-
weight champion Archie Moore
that he defend his title within
Zb days or face suspension of
his license.
Commission Chairman Gen.
Melvin L. Krulewitch had sent
a letter earlier in the day to
Moore, who is recognized as the
champion in New York, Flori-
da and Europe, that "pursuant
to the rules of this commission
you are directed within 20 days
to enter into articles of agree-
ment to defend your champion-
ship against challengers Erich
Schoeppner or Doug Jonel."
Moore, reached at his San
Diego, Calif., home, said he
was prepared to defend his
title, but that it s•asn't his
fault that the bout with Sch-
oeppner hasn't come off.
The aging champion wired
the commission that if Feature
Sports, Inc., promoter of the
proposed Moore - Schoeppner
fight, did not set a date for the
bout immediately, he would go
to Italy to fight champion Gull°
Rinaldi.
The commission said that
both Schoeppner of Germany,
and Jones, of New York, have
posted $2,500 as forefeits in
challenges for Moore's title.
However, the commission in-
dicated that Moore did not
have to defend either of these
challenges. Moore can put up
his title against another con-
tender, as long as the new chal-
leger is suitable to the corn-
mission.
When notified of the con-
tents of Moore's telegram,
which the commission had
not yet received, Krulewitch
said "I reaffirm my letter
that Moore must enter in arti-
cles of agreement to defend
his title within 20 days."
In the letter, the commission
chairman had directed Moore's
attention to rule H-2 (page 42)
as amended which states the
articles of agreement about title
defenses.
"In the event the champion
does not enter into such
articles of agreement as speci-
fied. "the letter said "or ca-
priciously refuses promptly to
defend his title against such
contender, his license shall be
suspended by the commission
HOBBS, BRAXTON 'MOST OUTSTANDING'
Maryland Dominates All-WA Grid Choices
By JOHN A. HOLLEY
DURHAM, N. C. (CIAA
News Service) — Maryland
State college, the 1960 CIAA
football champs, dominated the
1960 All-Central Intercollegiate
Athletic Association team an-
nounced by the CIAA News
Service_
Vernon "S k i p" McCain's
Hawks, finishing the season
with an unblemished 5-0-1 con-
ference slate, placed four men
on the all-conference first elev-
en, three of them on the line
and one in the backfield. Ada
college, runnerup . to the
Hawks in the CIAA grid race,
placed two gridders on the my-
thical eleven, both linemen.
Shaw university, Virginia State,
Virginia Union, Winston-Salem,
and Hampton Institute, each
placing one man, filled the re-
maining berths on the first
team.
The uteita was selected by the
conference's news service as a
result of a thorough poll of the
league's 17 football coaches, in
addition to three sports editors.
Of the 17 coaches sent ballots
in the final balloting, only 12
returned ballots to the news
service.
Maryland State placed Co.
Captains Harold Gray and
John Hobbs at the guard posi-
tions along with tackle Rob-
ert Taylor in the first-team
line. Charles Holmes, the
Hawks' terrorizing 220-pound
junior fullback, was select-
ed as the All-CIAA choice at
fullback. Both Gray and
Hobbs are seniors, while Tay-
lor is the lone sophomore of
a predominately senior elev-
en.
Bert Piggott's Aggies placed
tackle Lorenzo Stanford and
center Jimmy Black, both sen-
iors, on thn all-league first
team.
Shaw's Glen Knight, a senior
end, and Hampton's Charles
Bey, a junior end, were named
to the flanks completing the
mythical forward wall.
In the number one backfield
along with Holmes are Nelson
Guthrie, a lightning fast jun-
ior halfback from Winston-Sa-
lem's Rams, and Hezekiah
Braxton, a barreling 225-pound-
er from Virginia Union who
was an All-American choice
last year. DeWayne Jeter, a
senior triple-threater at Virgin-
ia State, got the nod over Mor-
gan's Jack Dennis and Smith's
Jimmy Walker in a tight race
for the No. i quarterback spot.
The first team line averages
211 pounds from end to end,
Stanford anchoring the mid-
dle as a 261-pounder. The
backfield, featuring both
speed and power with two
20epounders in Braxton and
&Amite, averages Oh with
Braxton at 223 the heaviest of
the foursome.
Hobbs, rated an outstanding
lineman by most coachgs, poll-
ed the most first place votes
for the conference guard spot
and was also voted the most
outstanding lineman of the All-
league squad.
Braxton heralded since his
All-American nomination in his
junior year, polled the most
votes as the league's most out-
standing back,
Tight voting was the feature
of this year's all-conference
selections. No more than one
or two votes separated most
of the first and second team
choices, The stiffest battles
of all were waged at the
tackle, guard, center and the
quarterback spots.
Black polled the largest
amount of total points with 20,
edging Virginia State's narold
Sayler for the first teeth
berth. The balloting at quarter-
back provided Jeter with a
squeaker, winning over Dennis
and Walker with 12 points.
Both Dennis and Walker polled
11 points.
CLEVELAND, Ohlo—(UPI)—
Pat O'Connor of St. Louis, rec-
ognized as the world's heavy-
weight wrestling champion by
the National Wrestling Associa-
tion, will defend his title
against Antonio Rocco, Argen-
tine mat idol, at Philadelphia's
Convention Hall.
DETROIT—(UPI) — The De-
troit Tigers announced another
step in the expansion of their
scouting system with the sign-
ing of Emmett J. Mueller of St.
Louis. Tiger vice president
lames A. Campbell said Muel-
ler will cover the Missouri Val-
ley regiotjac the Were.
Champ Favored
In Miami Beach
'Rubber Match'
NEW YORK — (UPI) 
—
Champion Floyd Patterson was
installed a prohibitive 17-5 fav-
orite to beat Swedish Ingemar
Johansson again in their third
heavyweight title fight at the
Miami Beach Convention Hall,
March 20.
Because of the upsets that
occurred in their two previous
title bouts, the movement of
that early wagering price —
lengthening or shortening —
will command much attention
before Floyd, 25, and Ingemar,
28, climb into the ring for
their "rubber match."
Patterson was favored at
5-1 for their first fight at
Yankee Stadium, June 26, 1959.
But explosive Ingo floored
him seven times in the third
round for a knockout and the
crown.
Johansson was an 8-5
choice for their return en-
gagement at the Polo Grounds
last June 20. But Floyd gave
him a thorough battering and
floored him twice in the
fifth ronud for a kayo that
made Patterson the first man
to win back the heavyweight
championship.
No matter who triumphs this
time, it's "even money" that
the fight doesn't last seven
rounds — that they don't come
out of their corners for the
eight. Champion and challeng-
er are unusually dangerous
punchers.
Promoter Humbert (Jack)
Fugazy of Feature Sports Inc.
said the Miami Beach Conven--
tion hall will be scaled for a
$1,000,000 gate, with its 13,000
seats ranging from $100 ring-
side down to $20.
He added, however, he would
be satisfied if the gate reached
$750,000. That statement indi-
cated that Feature Sports has
prevailed upon Patterson and
Johansson to give the promot-
ers at a small portion of the
fighters' cuts of money from
theatre-TV, movies, radio, etc.
Fugal's, refused to confirm
such concessions during the
site announcement and he
also declined to disclose what
percentages Floyd a n d Ingo
are getting from TV, movies,
etc., although be did state
that each would receive n
per cent of the live net gate
at Miami Beach.
The prob able concessions,
plus a gate guarantee of
$400,000 from wealthy sports-
man William MacDonald of
Miami Beach, were largely re-
sponsible for the selection of
the Florida resort as the fight
site, instead of the Los An-
geles Coliseum or New York's
Madison Square Garden.
Fighting at Miami Beach,
with a theater-TV blackout in
that section, will leave the
large population areas of New
York and Los Angeles open
for theater-TV. And fighting
indoors will eliminate the wea-
ther gamble for the TV pro-
ducers.
until he either defends his title
against the challenger or
against some other contender
considered suitable by the com-
mission, or until his title is
otherwise vacated, unless he is
prevented by circumstances be-
yond his control, in which case
the time may be extended."
Moore was stripped of the
Nation Boxing Association
version of his title in October
It's the first indoor hes
weight title fight since .
1, 1959, when Patterson kno
ed out Brian London of Eng-
land in the 11th round at the
Fairgrounds Coliseum in Indi-
anapolis, Ind.
And it's Florida's first heavy-
weight title bout in 27 years,
since champion Primo Camera
outpointed Tommy Loughran in
the old Madison Square Garden
Stadium at Miami, March 1
1934.
Fugazy said there was no re-
turn-bout contract for a fourth
title fight in case Johansson
becomes the second man to
FLOYD PATTERSON
recapture the crown. At least
that's what he said.
Patterson has been train-
Ing at the Spring Rock Couns
try club, Spring Valley, N. Y.
Johansson plans to come to
the United States from his
home in Switzerland in mid- .
January.
The records indicate th
bout will be Florida's thir
heavyweight title fight. Jim •
Corbett kept the crown on a
third-round kayo over Eng.
land's Charley Mitchell at
Jacksonville, Fla., on Jan. 25,
1894, and Hugh Camera out'
pointed Loughran in 1934.
A non-title heavyweight bout
between Jack Sharkey and the
late Young Stribling drew Flor-
ida's largest fight-gate of
$405,000 at Flamingo Park,
Miami Beach, Feb. 27, 1929.
Wilbert McClure
Picked Toledo's
Athlete Of Year
TOLEDO, 0. — (ANP) — Wit.:
bert McClure, who brought To. '
ledo its first gold medal from •
the Olympics, has been acclailok,
ed Toledo's athlete of the yeti.
marking the first time that the
same athlete has won that hon-
or twice.
The 21-year-old Universitiy of
Toledo senior previously won
the distinction in 1958.
He was signaled this year for
his effort in winning the 156-
pound title in theOlympics in
Rome last summer. Winner of
every major amateur title,Mc-
(lure was named the "out-
standing fighter in the nation"
by the Amateur Athletic Union
before the Olympics.
An English major, McClure,
who will be graduated in June,
speaks- French and Spanish flu'
ently and served as an inters
preter at the Pan-American
games in Chicago in 1959.
The much-honored McClure
received a $500 check and
new car from Toledo citizeIMPF
for failing to defend within the I
prescribed limit. September.
upon his return from Rome last
•
COACH • CAPTAIN COM-
BINATION — Between the
rounds of a busy, 18-game
schedule, Fayetteville's Head
Beelketball Coach, T. P.
Saunders, takes time out
pose with his elonrated, six-
foot cage Captain, Percy Ar-
rington, a Junior f rpm Rortg
Mount, North Carolina.
•
•
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BRIGG'S FLORIST
Let it Tell Your flower Story
Corsages, Floral Design & Spear
Wit 6-2200 1626 Arkansas
Expert Sewing Mocking.
Repair
Pickup end Deliver
Phone SR 5-6972
4TH STREET
REPAIR SHOP
Wrecker Service Iledv Revelr
8:00 £1.4 until 242 So fourth
JA 74703
KOEN'S CLEANERS
Cleaning, Pressing,
Alterations
Expert Shoe Repairing
Phone JA 7-8471
363 Boole Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.
WAYNE'S
SHOE
STORE
LATEST STYLES
re---Women & Children
.ouglass & Johnny Walker
Styles
160 Beale Street
Memphis, Tenn.
I MIKE & ZOLLIE WORE
Used Furniture—Bought
A Sold
269 Vence Ave. JA 5.7935
.I
r
GORINE COLLEGE OF
COSMETOLOGY
PHYSIOTHERAPY, INC.
449 Beale Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
Telephone JA 5-9111
fall Term Seginnieg Sept I 1960 A
Non profiteering institution. R lateterms Competent instructor Call 01
write Madan+ Gold 3 OA Young Pees
Compliments of Cohen's
LOAN OFFICE
Telephone JA 5-31 7 5
144 Beale Aye.
Memphis, Tenn.
PAUL'S—FASHION
SHOP
Featuring Nationally Adver-
tised Brands of Shoes
For The Family
153 Beale Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.
ELMOR SALES STORE
Latest Styles
MEN'S WEAR AT LOW
PRICES
Telephone JA 6-6914
146 Beale Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.
COLETTA TAILORS
TUXEDO RENTALS
Telephone JA 3-9395
129 Beale Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.
1 BLUE LIGHT STUDIOS
IDENTIFICATION WORK
QUICK SEVICE —
§ 130 Beale Ave. JA 5-9527
H&R GARAGE SERVICE
Specialities In Methinks Bilittr Feeshit
and Paint Work.
547 Linden Aye IA 6-4440
5 'BEDROOM house In nice neighbor-
hood. Or will buy time Call
hickson 64397
CHARMEL'S
Illeauty Salon
324 Hernando
Operators Needed—
Work dons with or without ap-
pointment -1-1066
SISTER SANDRA
Phone Phone
RE 5-9192 RE 54112
LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS, ARR.
1403 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT CORNEh OF 14TH ST
• God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days,
your lucky cumber- advice about Health, Business. Marriage
and love affairs. If yon have any marriage problems please
bring them to me. I an, sure I can help you.
If you are Sint, worried and run down please come to me.
I can help, money is no object If you seem to be carrying an
evil condition that's holding you down; If your Inch never
seems to Just reach you; Li your loved onec learn to be
drifting away from you; If you hays any of these problems,
I can most certainly help you.
Just 10 minutes from dowz town Memphis. Get the West
Memphis, Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner
of 3rd and Union St.
Ask the Buti Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of
14th street open every Lay,
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
+ 4 +
Night Si Day Glasses
Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
LW Linden Ave. JA s-4756
.70
Germans Welcome
Negro GIs To Home
For Yule Dinner
BERLIN — (UPI) — Some SO
families invited Niegru sere-
Icemen to be guests in their
homes on Christmas Day.
The eoloree. men were among
some 220 soldiers who cele-
brated Christmas with Ger-
man families who Invited
them — sight unseen — by
writing to U. S Army head-
quarters here. The 30 families
specifically asked for Negroes.
Many other soldiers had their
Christmas dinner with Berlin
friends.
• Accounting
' Secretarial
• Office Machine
• Refresher Course
* Modern Eguipmpnt
Day & Evening
Classes
ENROLL GRIGGS
NOW
COMPLETE Business Practical
EPSTEIN'S LOAN
OFFICE
A FRIENDLY SERVICE
166 Beale Aye. JA 6-1450
IONIA'S PORO SkALITT SHOP AND
School. Competent Operators and in-
structors Advancod damn In Hair Sty?-
ins, 745 Williams Ave. — WH 6-9130
MEN, AT LAST ITS HERE
Take New RUMTOREX And Enjoy Lite.
A dietary preparation RUMTOREX takes
up where nature loam off A PHYSI-
CIANS FORMULA, Only $5 00 tor a 2-
week supply Monery-back If not satis-
fied after 3 bottles. Send COD ChockSi Money Order NOW
THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 E. 1 1 5th SE.. BO. 17
NEW YORK 29, N. Y.
NEED CASH?
—Quick Loans
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is o reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like out cour-
teous treatment and desire to
help vow.
-Open Thursday end Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
Olalt FielANU LO
Horne awrurd - Home cogitated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
-yr. ilk, to say yes to your
Man request"
Isaulnod and Supervised sy the
State Department of Insuronoo and
airflows
2 !OrCATIONS
ISI S. Mane JA. 1-1153
151 Madison 111 5-7511
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45e 90c
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2116 SOUTH WELLINGTON I MEMPHIS, TEI‘NESSEE
Art College
192 Vance Ave.- JA 7-4917
Men, Women, 18--55
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs
No eapvrienite c•cei•sary 41 AM roar
achooi enuoAtton usually ourncient
Permanent lobs, no iityciffs. stiOrt
notate nigh bay advancements, Ser.rj
name. address. phone number end
time nom*. Tri-State Defend. P 0
Bog 311.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
(-ROUND I1.0011 
STERICK BUILDING
WHIR* 10.5$ LIKE YOU
&II PotElIRINIIM
SERVICE
FLORA'S FLOWER SHOP
Phone Address
JA 7-0870 733 Vance
By Flora Cr S G Cochrane
City Wide Delivery
SHOP AT MeSHANNS
793 MISSISSIPPI
Your Neighborhood Sundry - Groceries
Notions - Drugs
SKILLED BEAUTICIANS
Stream Line Beauty Shop. 1214 Voile's-
tine Scalp Treatments - Sanitation •
Courtesy Mns Eunice Bruce and Mrs
Mary Taylors, Owners
Make Big Money
Selling Negro Christmas
Cards in your spare-time.
Send for free samples and
selling kit. No experience
necessary. Costs you notning
to try.
Write to -
Fashion Greeting Cards
6651 Michigan Avenue
Chicago 37, Illinois
HIGH
QUALITY
LOW PRICE
BERT'S
Dept. Store
125 Beale Ave.
1221 Thomas
•
Offer Money For New Industries
CHICAGO — (UPI i — There's scarcely
Illinois that doesn't want new industry, but 39
pared to offer financial inducements to get it,
Chamber of Commerce said.
The organization conducted a statewide survey of commun-
ity industrial development programs. Of 76 responses, 39 indi-
cated financial assistance would be offered prospective in-
dustry.
The state chamber said supplemental financing ranges
from small loans to outright gifts to cover part or all of the
cost of such items as land, buildings, machinery or moving
expenses.
Airline Chief Rebukes Quesada
President W. A. Patterson of United Air Lines said in Chi-
cago tnat FAA Chief Elwood R. Quesada had left an "impres-
sion" that the UAL plane involved in Friday's New York air
collision was carelessly operated, and called Quesada's state.
ments "out of order."
"We cannot permit such an impression to exist," said Pat-
terson.
Patterson, in Chicago, issued a statement through the UAL
office.
Israel Qualifies Inspection Stand
JERUSALEM, Israel, — (UPI) — Israel will oppose any
proposal for international inspection of its atomic research if
research by other countries is not subject to similar inspection,
it was reported.
Informed sources said thi sview was crystallizing in politi-
cal circles he..e in reaction to American atomic inspection pro-
posals.
At the recent Vienna conference of the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA), Israel supported international inspec-
tion of atomic reactors, but feels she shouldn't be the only
country inspected.
YOU WILLGET RESULTS
a community in
of them are pre-
the Illinois State
Offers Sympathy In Carrier Deaths
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Adm. Arleigh A. Burke. chief
of Naval operations, expressed sympathy for families of men
lost in the tragic fire aboard the Carrier Constellation. He said
the Navy will do all it can to ease their sorrow.
Burke said the rutting of the huge carrier by fire was a
"severe blow to the nation and to the Navy," He added that
the physical damage could be repaired but there was "ab-
solutely nothing that can replace the dedicated men who gave
their lives."
Ile said their names will be placed on an honor roll to be
carried in the ship for the duration of its service.
Clear Officer In Cl Deaths
FRANKFURT, Germany — (UPI) — A court martial board
yesterday acquitted a young West Point lieutenant of charges
of negligent homicide in the deaths of 17 soldiers killed by a
shell that overshot its mark during a training exercise.
The fi-e-man court deliberated only 20 minutes before free-
ing 1st Lt. George O'Grady, jr., 28, Arlington, Va., a 1957
graduate of the military academy. O'Grady was executive of-
ficer in charge of a Howitzer that fired an overloaded shell into
an infantry tent camp near Grafenwoehr, Germany, Sept. 2.
Ask $85 Million For UN Fund
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. — (UPI) — The director of the
United Nations special fund has said the fund -cannot keep up
with the demands for its help.
Paul G. Hoffman, in a report to the Governing Council,
recommended a new $85.4 million program involving 41 proj-
ects and a supplementary allocation to a previously approved
project.
The special fund's allocation to these projects would be
$36.2 million. Tee rest would be contributed in counterpart
funds by governments concerned.
U.S. Lifts Ban On Scientists
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The State department has de-
cided to le' federally-employed scientists participate in inter.
national conferences at which Red China and other "unrecog-
nized regi nes" are represented if it is made clear they do not
speak for the U. S. government.
This was disclosed yesterday by Daniel M. Singer, general
counsel for the Federation of American Scientists. He released
a letter on the subject from Walter G. Whitman, science advis-
er to Secretary of State Christian A. Herter.
Laurgch Discoverer Satellite
VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. — (UPI) — A
Discoverer satellite, equipped to help perfect a method of in-
stantly detecting an attack by nuclear armed missiles, blast-
ed aloft yesterday. Unlike its predecessors, Discoverer XIX
was not supposed to return a capsule to earth.
Instead of the capsule, the 25-foot long satellite carried sci-
entific instruments to measure the amount of infrared radia-
tion given off by the earth.
Find Way to Alexander's Tomb
ALEXANDRIA, Egypt — (UPI) — The entrance to the tomb
of Alexander the Great has been found by a Polish archeolog-
ical mission at work on the outskirts of this city, it was reported.
The mission said in a statement it had uncovered a series
of massive domed walls, four and one-half feet thick, close to
the old walls of Alexandria. The area has been sealed off.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL la back after a
long time at being away and at last she is
back to stay he her sew bons*
Are vow Oteershafled with marriage? Ray.
you lost rate in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are Tee
in bad health? Are you discouraged? it any of these are yews
problems, come let MADAM BILLI advise you at owes. else
will read tite to you lust as she would read as epee book
Tell you why your lob or business le not a oversee Li yes bare
failed le this rest come toe MADAM BELL at sae*.
Located 1111 Highway 51 See*, bist ever MIssts11991 Rots
Line, Go the way Se Hernando. Her home is a blocks below
where she time, to stay right aside the DeSote Motel Bo ogre
to look for the RED BRICK HOLSK and you'll find bar there
at all times She never nod an Ones in West Memphis )
Catch yellow One marked ffhltehayen Mate Line one get
off at Sta... Lille and walk I blocks and see MADAM BELL',
RAND SIGN
COME TODAY' FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Sours 5 ass se t p.m
Reading. Halle one, em 4roulay•
I don't maki any home mita or answer an• 'eters Be sure
to look kg the right signiand the tight name.
HANDY HOUSE
995 vs Mississippi At Walker
Sandwiches - Juices - Regular Dinner
IREAKFAST SPECIALS
Not Ibecilts - Syrup • Salt Port
H. 'CHASE FIXTURE CO.
Equipment Installed & Flaed
256 Vance Ave. JA 6-1833
NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Your News
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Office los 3 1 1
__TODAY
Get Jail For Pro-Jazz Stand
BERLIN — (UPI) — A c o us munist court in Dres-
den has sentenced a group of youths to 18 months imprison-
ment for breaking up an anti-jazz lecture with shouts of "we
want Presley."
The Dresden newspaper "Die Union" said the youths in-
vaded a youth club where a communist lecturer was pointing
out the dangers of Western music.
The youths turned on their portable radios to Western
music programs and shouted "we want Presley," "we want
rock 'n roll."
Congo Tribesmen Turn To Guns
LEOPOLDVILLE, The Congo — (UPI) — Warrior Baluba
tribesmen rising in revolt in secessionist Katanga province
have started using firearms on a large scale rather than native
weapons in attacks on police detachments, it was announced.
A spokesman for the Gendarme Corps in Elisabethville,
capital of Katanga, said the Balubas opened fire with rifles in
a pitched battle Saturday at Kongolo, 500 miles north of the
provincial capital.
Fear Arab Nations May Turn to Russia
portsWoAfSlIjsirNa(elli's'°pNos—sible nuclear weapons efforts may frighten
(UPI) — American officials fear that re.
the Arab countries into the arms of the Russians.
There is deep concern in official quarters here that tht
Arab states, in panic at the prospect of their arch enemy de-
veloping atomic weapons, might move into the soviet political
orbit in return for a Kremlin pledge to defend them *pink
Israel.
In any event, officials said, the mere possibility that Israel
is developing an A-bomb is bound to have a disturbing effect
on the precarious peace of the Middle East.
Ban Playing Radios in Airplanes
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Mainliner magazine dis-
ntroitbeuted to passengers on United Airlines planes carries thia
"Portabl: radios: It you carry a portable radio with you
on your flight, we have a favor to ask. Please do not operate
the radio while the aircraft is airborne. The reason: Many por-
table (and other) radios have circuits which radiate signals, in
some cases strong enough to interfere with the aircraft's
electronic system."
Capt. John McDonald, veteran Capital Airlines pilot and
air crash investigator, suggested that stray signals from a
transistor radio might have interfered with navigation instru-
ments and sent a United DC-8 off course and into a collision
with a TWA Constellation over New York City last Friday.
Threaten to Renew Berlin Blockade
BERLIN — (UPI) — The Communists yesterday rejected
a western demand that Berlin travel restrictions be lifted as
the price for a new East-West German trade agreement and
renewed threats of a Berlin blockade after New Year's day. •
The rejection appeared to doom East-West German efforts
to break the deadlock. Trade officials met for more than two
hours in East Berlin Tuesday,
SS Officer Posed as Woodcutter
HAMBURG, Germany — (UPI) — Former S. S. Maj.
Richard Baer, last commandant of the Nazi death camp at
Auschwitz, was tracked down through his wife, it was reported
yesterday.
Until he was taken into custody Tuesday, Baer had posed
for 15 years a: a woodcutter on the Friedrichruhe estate of
Prince Otto Von Bismarck, a leading member of the West Ger.
man Parliament and Chancellor Konrad Adenauer's Christian
Democrats.
Baer, now 49, presided over the final days of Auschwitz.
Poland, and the death march when the camp was abandoned be-
fore the advancing Russians in 1945.
Fire Destroys Plane Engine
OTIS AIR FORCE BASE, Mass., — (UPI) — Fire burned
one of four engines off an Air Force Constellation early yester-
day just as the pilot was about to ditch the plane 400 miles at
sea. The plane carried 15 men.
Air Force officials reported Lt. Joseph T. Long was only
500 feet above the ocean when the burning engine plunged into
the sea.
Long gunned the remaining three engines and pulled out
of his glide in time to save the ship. All 15 persons aboard were
Air Force personnel.
The plane from this air base landed in Bermuda.
Judge Who Defied Castro Flees Cuba
MIAMI BEACH — (UPI) — Cuban Supreme Court Justice
Francisco Alabau Trelles, one of "nine ugly justices" who de-
fied Fidel Castro, has fled Cuba in a small boat and is living
here with his family it was learned yesterday.
Former Havana Appeals Court Justice Elio Alvarez Lopes
said Alabau Trelles arrived in Marathon, Fla. Dec. 12 in a
boat with four other Cubans He said the other four were electri- •
cal and telephone workers.
Alvarez Lopez, who is secretary of the Association of the
Cuban Judiciary in Exile. said Alabau Trelles' family had ar-
rived in Miami Beach three weeks ago. He said they stayed
with him until Alabau Trelles arrived, and then rented an
apartment here.
$1/2 Million Insurance on Plane Victim
NEWARK, N. J. — (UPI) — A victim of the Dec. 16 plane
collision over New York City carried $550,000 in life insurance,
the insuring conipany reported yesterday.
The Mutui. Benefit. Life Insurance co. refused to disclose
the identity of the policy holder. It said several policies on the -
victim's life contributed to the total.
A company spokesman said • that to date it knew of six
other other policy holders who were victims of the crash. As a
result, the company will pay more than $1 million in claims,
he said
It's The Cheese That Counts
MIAMI — (UPI) — A Miami restaurant owner Is in dutch
over some French cheese.
The community of Roquefort-Sur-Soulson. France. filed suit
in federal court, asking 11,000 damages from restaurateur
Mike Gordon.
The suit accused Gordon of listing "Roquefort dressing"
on his menu, although he sometimes makes the dressing with
plain old blue cheese instead of genuine Roquefort.
Roquefort isn't Roquefort, contends the French town, unless
it's made for ewe's milk and aged in limestone caves near
Roquefort.
Attorney Herbert R. Shapiro said, "the community owes
a U. S. patent on the name registered in 1953 and feels it's
been wronged by having the trademark infringed."
Yule Car Wreck Kills II, Injures 5
CHEBOYGAN, Mich. — (UPI) — Tragedy struck in the
lives of two men while they were on their way to visit friends
for Christmas.
The autos of the two men collided on the crest of a hill
on a rural road in Beugrand township of Cheyboygan county,
Mich., and botn men lost their lives.
Killed were Nellie Billiau, 83 , of Mendon. Mich.. and
Minnie Wood, 75, of' Charieviox, Mich.
The crash also injureilfive.perecns, including the husbands of
the two women killed. g
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world War His condensed into
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with a new emphasis on the hu-
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he basis of the main theme,;ing R. Levine, Mediterranean;
he relation of man to war. The'Cecil Brown, Far East; John
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Year's Eve at home alone. hutiand South stars for television.
get second thoughts about the Broadcast on radio WMC also,
idea. Danny Thomas and Jean with Bob Wolff and Art Gleeson
Hagen star, and sportscasters.
3:30 p. m. Here's Hollywood, 3:45 p. m. East-West Football
Jan Sterling chats with Dean The 36th annual Shrine game of
Miller about her late husband, East-West football stars is tele-
Paul Douglas, Richard Denning, cast at Kezar Stadium, San
star of "Michael Shayne," dis- Francisco, Cal., for the sixth
cusses his career and social consecutive year. Mel Allen and
isolation.
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Highligrts
Thurs. Dec. 29
1:30 p.m. Loretta Young Thea-
ter Loretta Young plays an ac-
tress who literally is allergic
to her leading man. Scott For-
bes plays the male lead in
"Gesundheit."
3 p.m. Make Room for Daddy,
The Williams family goes hack
to Margaret's home town in
Wisconsin for a vacation. Right
at first, Danny finds the towns-
people very dull. D a nny
Thomas and Jean Hagen are
the leads in "Trip to Wiscon-
am.
3:30 p.m. Here's Hollywood,
Actor, writer and comedian Carl
Reiner discloses his "other
gide" at his home,, in a talk
Dean Miller. Dennis Hopper, in
the cast of "Giant," explains
his non-conmormist attitude and
Its effect in Hollywood.
• 4 p. m., Big Beat.
6:30 p.m. Outlaws, Gene
Evans and Phyllis Thaxter are
guest stars in "The Quiet Kil-
ler." Evans plays the role of a
federal marshal who has lost
faith in justice by a jury, be-
cause he can't get a conviction
for the cattle thieves he has
brought to trial. Ridiculed for
being ineffective, disillusioned
in the law and scorned for his
homely appearance the marshal
gives up his badge and turns
to the Ranchers' Association as
a killer of rustlers. His unneces-
sary killings make him the tar-
get for the law he formerly has
defended.
The drama is based on facts.
7:30 p. m. Bat Masterson, An
Eastern gambler breaks t he
bank at Masterson's casino,
putting Bat out of business and
his dealer out of a job. Bat,
accepts the gambler's offer of
$20,000 loan to get back on
As feet — but regrets his de-
sision later. "The Lady Plays
ler Hand."
8:00 p.m. JIM BACKUS SHOW
When one of his subscribers
threatens to cancel the wire
service, O'Toole desperately
;ries to find a way to keep him.
de fakes a story about a Latin
emerican revolution, not realiz-
ing that actually such a plot,
s in the works. His scheme ofi
!seating a news story, with
short-wave broadcasts in faked;
tccents, is successful in can-,
selling the revolutionary plot
out unsuccessful in keeping his
subscriber happy. Jim Backus
slays the desperate O'Toole in
'The Patriots."
when she spends one of the
stolen $5 bills, bringing the po-
lice into the
7:30 p. m. Westerner, When
a confidence man sells a rather
indecent painting of a former
girlfriend, Carla hires several
several gunmen to help her re-
cover the picture of herself.
"The Painting" is unveil-
Frank Albert are sportscasters
6:30 p. m. Dan Raven, Singer for television. Broadcast by
Paul Anka makes his second WNW- also, with Curt Gowdy
guest appearance, portraying and Lee Giroux.
himself in tonight's story. He 6:30 p.m. Bonanza, color. Jan.
innocently becomes involved in Sterling is guest star in "The
an underworld attempt to Blood Line." Todd Grayson, a
smuggle stolen money out of 15-year-old boy raised in the
the country. A young girl up- East, refuses to believe his
sets the elaborate plan when father has been a dangerous
druno and that Ben Cartwright
had killed him in self-defense.
He goes West, set on revenge.
In Virginia City, he gets sup-
port for the idea from Jan
Sterling, as saloon girl, and
from Lee Van Cleef. as a small-
time gunman. David Macklin
plays the teenager with a dan-
gerous idea.
ed, but some surprising chang- 730 p. m. The Tall Man,
es have been made. Brian Marshal Pat Garret chases Bil-
Keith, John Dehner and Mad- iy the Kid out of town, because
lyn Rhue are the cast. the latter is tecesed of killing
8 p.m. Projection, '61 color, a gunsmith aid stealing a Win-
The personal evaluations and chester. The true facts come i
first-hand knowledge of 12 ve-'out on the trail. "One of One I
teran NBC newsmen stationed Thousand" stars Clu Gulager
all over the world bring into as Billy the Kid and Barry
focus the major development of Sullivan as Garrett.
1960 and the forecasts for the 8:00 p. m.Deputy When De-
New Year. With Frank McGee puty Clay McCord (played by
8:30-10:00 p. m. "Victory at as moderator, the 12 men en- Allen Case) arrests the son of
ea", The naval history of. gage in an informal exchange a wealthy cattleman, the busi-
of views of world events, is' nessmen In Silver City urge he
sues, trends and personalities, be impeached. "Judas Town."
Participating are Joseph Cl 9:30 p. m. Lock Up The body
Harsch, senior European corre- of a notorious gangster turns
spondent; E D W I N Newman, up In a gift shop run by' an ex-
convict. Lawyer Herbert Mans
follows every lead to solve the
apparent frame-up plot, but
runs into one brick wall after
another. The only person who
can break the case is a woman
who cannot testify. McDonald
Carey, as Mans, solves the im-
passe with an unexpected cli-
max.
.arration by Alexander Scour-1 This is the fourth year that 10:05 p. m. Gold Award Mea-
n/. 
. the year-end news report has tre "Abbot and Costello Meet
The original Project 20 ver. been telecast and the first year , "ersnicenstein" features Bud ,
eon was telecast by WMCT in in color. Abbott, Li Costello, Bela Lte
:6 installmests, covered 60,000 9.00 p. m. Michael Shayne, gosi and Lon Chaney. In a miir
feet of film and won every A vice syndicatc eocountant is ture of comedy and horror'
najor prize in television. Thei shot to death while telephoning techniques, the plot revolves
orchestral score by Richard Michael Shayne. The book, aroind the delivery of two
Rogers is re-recorded with "Alice in Wonderland," is found crates, containing the remains
Robert Russell Bennett conduct- in his brief case, but a tele- of Dracula and Frankenstein's
ng the symphonic orchestra.i Phone book proves a vital fac- Monster. The "corpses" escape.
Supervised by Doriald B. Hyatt,l tor in solving the mystery. Ric- kidnap Costello and prepare to
NBC Special Projects, wee' hard Denning plays Shayne in exchange his harmless little
considers it a "story of Amen- "Murder in Wonderland.'' brain for the Monster's.
a, what it is and what has 10:30 p. m. Jackpot Bowling, 11:30 p. m. New Year's Eve
nade it what it is, rather than Lou Campi of Dumont, N. J. in New York, (Joined in pro-
story of the events of war." ', and Therm Gibson of Detroit gress. Network telecast starts
10:30 p. m. Maid of Cotton, are paired in the preliminary at 10:15 p. m.) The throngs in
The final, exciting moments of match tonight. Chick Hero de- New York's Times Square, the
,he two-day selection for the scribe the bowling action, while music of Vincent Lopez and his
961 Maid of Cotton are tele- Milton Berle interviews t b e orchestra in the Taft Hotel, the
ised live tonight, by remote men. A mystery celebrity alr entertainment at the Hawaiian
!acilities from the Auditorium, pears to bowl one ball for his
Trent Wood, as master of cere- favorite charity. He starts with
monies, introduces all the 21.5500. and wins $.50 for each pin
enalists, before the judges knocked down.
nake their choice of first and Sat. Dec. 31.
second alternates and the Maid 11:30 a.m. Charlie Chan. (liar-
herself, lie Chan in Monte Carlo" star:if
Warner Oland as the OrientalThe 15-minute program is fol-
lowed by films of the world: detective' 
with Virginia Field
and Sidney Blackmer in the
wide tzur taken by the 1960 cast. While visiting the casino,Maid of Cotton.
Dec. 30. . a bank messenger, a chauffeur
and a bartender are killed in1:30 p. m. Loretta Young, rapid succession The prefect ofThere seems to be no purpose 
 Police5k as Chap.'s help in solv-in life for a young girl, until •
WREC-TV Highlights
THURSDAY, DEC. 25
7:00 to 8:00 a.m., GOOD
MORNING FROM MEMPHIS,
with Russ Bodges and Kitty
Kelly and guest: Mrs. Betsy
Blackwell, Chairman of the
Cotton Judges and Editor in
Chief- of Mademoiselle maga-
zine. Featured on the program
will be news, weather, music
and ALMANAC: "Texas Admit-
ted into the Union (1845)."
8:15 to 9:00, CAPTAIN KAN-
GAROO, with Bob Keeshen as
the Captain. Today's feature is
the story of chinaware and how
it is made. There will be a film
and an exhibit to show the place
where our dishes come from.
4:00 to 5:30 p.m., EARLY
MOVIE WITH KITTY KELLY,
"Love Is News" with Tyrone
Power, Loretta Young, Don
Aineche, Pauline Moore, George
Sanders. When a beaautiful heir
DESIGNER'S ADVICE
FOR A GOOD FIGURE
A superb figure like this young
beauty's is often the result of
skillful undercover work with
foundation garments. It is pos-
eible, for instance, to give extra.
firmness and fullness to the
hos= with contour shells (not
the same as regular padding)
thit look entirely natural. Bulges
at hip or waist can be smoothed
out without creating unwanted
rolls of flesh elsewhere if size and
style are chosen correctly for in-
dividual needs. Too small a girdle
distorts rather than smooths con-
tours just as too large a one does
nothing for you. Consider your
wardrobe as well as your own
particular figure problem. That
is the advice of Marion Lucas,
designer of Perma-lift and Magi-
cool foundation garments.
"But foundation gar m en t s
should be comfortable as well as
good figure-makers," Miss Lucas
adds. The set shown are new
Magicool garments, strapless bra
and brief pantie girdle, designed
as much for comfort as for con-
trol. These are the first rubber
foundation garments that are
two-way stretch, non-splitting,
porous, and cool on the skin.
Both bra and girdle come
In delicious shades of exactly
matching pink, blue and cham-
pagne 35 well as in white. Avail-
able at leading stores throughout
the country.
mg the cases.
the owner of a diner shows, 12:45 p m Blue-Gray Foot-
sympathetic friendship. Jack ; bail game, The 23rd annualMahoney and Loretta Young Blue-Gray all-star game atplay the leads In "No Help
Wanted." Cramton Bowl, Montgomery.Ala., is played today for the
3:00 p. in. Make Room for seventh consecutive year. Lind-Daddy, Danny and Margaret sey Nelson and Jim Simpson
Williams decide to spend New describe the action pf the North
mminimmmonnommiiiiminimmummummminiummilimmuitilimmilunitionnoim
Pay Your Defender Boy Promptly
If you buy your Defenders from a salesboy, please
pay him promptly.
He is a young merchant who owns and operates his
own business. As such he has his obligation ,c) moet. If
you don't have your money ready — if you ask him
wait for his cash — you place a great hardship on him.
Unless he pays promptly for his papers, he will lose
his opportunity to earn liberal profits, Valuable Prizes
and a real Business training. And the Defender's :egular
visits to your home would be interrupted.
PLEASE PAY HIM PROMPTLY
Room, Hotel Lexington
floor shows at other New
night spots are included
special New Year's Eve
cast.
and
York
in a
tele-
Tv's
TOWN KASTLE
SPECIAL
OH 1K. PAK
Golden Brown Chicken
French Fries, Slaw
Hot Biscuits
Honey Butter
Fried to Order
69c
2 for $1.25
Call: WH 6-0189
GOOD FOOD
for
GOOD PEOPLE
at
GOOD PRICES
Happy New Year
T-K's
FLORIDA at TRIGG
ess, constantly in the news,
decides to get even with a
handsome young reporter, look
out for the scheme to backfire.
8:3 to 7:00, THE ANN SOTH-
ERN SHOW, starring Ann Soth-
ern, Katy and her boss, Mr.
Devery, make seperate plans
for Olive's elopement with Dr.
Delbert Gray that result in
complete confusion.
7:00 to 7:30 ANGEL, starring
Annie Farge and Marshall
Thompson. When Angel shows
up at a pool hall in a sweat-
shirt and a pair of blue jeans,
the ensuing romantic entangle-
ment provides a dilemma.
7:00 to 8:00, DICK POWELL'S
ZANE GREY THEATRE, Mar-
tha Byer and Robert Culp co-
star in the story of a fanciful
girl who falls under the spell
of a smooth-talking young fugi-
tive in "Morning Incident."
Dick Powell is host.
9:00 to 10:00. YEARS OF
CRISIS, The traditional round-
table report by CBS News Cor-
respondents called home from
posts around the world at the
year's end will be seen. Sum-
maries of 1960's greatest news
stories, domestic and foreign,
and reports on 1961 events cast-
ing shadows before them will
be included in the program.
Edward R. Murrow will mo-
derate and seven correspon-
dents will report.
10:10 to ?1:45, LATE MOVIE,
"Magic Town," with Jimmy
Stewart, Jane Wyman, Kent
Smith. A man finds a town
that parallels all national poll
results and the town becomes
nationally famous.
FRIDAY, DEC. 30
7:00 to 8:00 a.m., GOOD
MOVNING FROM MEMPHIS,
with Russ Hodge and Kitty Kel-
ly and guests: new Maid of
Cotton. Also featured will be
news, weather, music and AL-
MANAC; 'Birthday of Al Smith
(1873)."
11:00 to 11:30, LOVE OF
LIFE, starring Audrey Peters.
With Tammy gone, Van is free
to rent her apartment, as Bar-
bara moves closer and closer
toward marriage with Rick, and
Bill Crandell finds that he is
beginning to think of Van in
serious terms.
11:30 to 11:45, SEARCH FOR,
TOMORROW, starring Mary
Stuart. The office party doesn't
go well for all, as Fred finds.
Jan's former husband's name
peps back into the marriage
as her marriage to Dan Walton
progresses, while her father
speaks to a lawyer about it.
12:30 to 1:00 p.m., AS THE
WORLD TURNS, with Rose-
mary Prinz. David Stewart's
association with Doug Cassen
begins to develop in the wrong
way.
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Happy New Year
Thanks. . .
To Our Many
Friends And
Neighbors For
Your Patronage
MIDWAY Lunn
STORE
355 BEALE ST.
Momphis, Tenn.
JA 6-9963
A notber Nero Year
ir at band May it
prove to be a happy
•ne for yon and
run
3:15 to 3:30, THE SECRET
STORM, starring Peter Hobbs. !-
Peter's son Jerry tries to alle
viate hii father's depression bs
taking a certain job . • .
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY Kiri  Y, "Mys-
terious Mr. Moto" with Peter
Lorre, Harold Huber, Mary
Maguire. This is a mystery c^n-
cerning the celebrated'Japanese
detective, as outlined in popu
lar fiction.
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, star-
ring Eric Fleming with Clint
Eastwood. "Incident of the,
Night Horse." Trail boss Gill
Favor meets an old enemy
when he discovers some of his
cattle snared in mustang traps.
7:30 to 8:30, ROUTE '66. star-
ring Martin Milner and George
Maharis, with Conrad Nagel
and Lesile Nielson. A noted
nuclear scientist, believing that
an atomic attack is imminent,
seeks sanctuary within the
Carlsbad Caverns with a survi-
val party, involving Tod and
Buz in world-wide publicity
that swirls about the project.
Actually filmed on location in
Carlsbad .Caverns.
9:00 to 9:30, THE TWILIGHT'
ZONE, James Daly stars in "A
Stop at Willoughby," the story
of an ulcer-ridden advertising
executive who finds escape from
the mounting pressures of busi-
ness when the fancies of his
mind carry him back to 1888
and a peaceful little village. (R)
10:10 to 11:45, LATE MOVIE,
"Tarzan and the Leopard Wo-
man," with Johnny Weismuller
and Brenda Joyce. Tarzan
wipes out a race of Leopard
people in which Cheeta plays
a big role when she rescues
Tarzan from the hands of the
killers.
SATURDAY, DEC. 31
11:00 to 11:30 a.m., SKY
KING, co-staring Kirby Grant
and Gloria Winters. "Show
Down" - four of Sky's horses
are stolen in a daring daylighs
raid and an aerial search is
used for a revelation.
1:00 to 4:00 p.m., THE GATOR
BOWL GAME, The 16th Gator
Bowl Game sees Florida Uni-
versity against Baylor Univer-
sity, from Jacksonville, Florida.
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE,
"Tarzan and the Leopard Wo-
man" with Johnny Weismuller
and Brenda Joyce. Tarzan frees
the world of the Leopard Wo-
men and Cheeta frees Tarzan
from them.
,6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON,
starring Raymond Burr, Bar-
bara Hale. "The Case of the
Dangerous Dowager." Perry
Mason fails to get possession of
$7,500 in gambling IOU's before
they can be used against his
client and a child custody hear-
ing becomes a murder trial. (R)
7:30 to 8:30, CHECKMATE,
starring Anthony George, Doug
McClure and Sebastian Cabot,
Festive Cranberry Dessert
gnash. of Festive Cranberry Dessert and hot coffee are the
Ingredients for a welcome pause in the pre-Christmas rush. .•
Cranberries are high on the list of food favorites this time of
year. These bright red berries give a lift to menus all *emir! long.
Festive Cranberry Dessert is just one of the many treats tobake with this cheerful berry. You can use canned whole cran-berries or cooked fresh cranberries.
The quick-fix batter for this cake-like dessert is extra speed
through the use of self-rising flour. Already containing a leav-
ening agent and salt, the flour cuts out three steps: measuring
the salt, measuring the baking powder, and sifting them wi
the •flour.
Use self-rising flour in making all your holiday trea.s tha
call for baking powder. Just remember to omit the baking powderi
and salt from your recipe. Enriched self-rising flour contains'
three B-vitamins, calcium and food iron — nutrients which help
maintain your family's good health. So desserts made this way
are good for you, too.
FESTIVE CRANBERRY DESSERT
th cup sifted enriched self-
rising flour
Vi cup sugar
tablespoons butter Or mar-
garine
1 egg, beaten
I/2 cup sugar
vt cup milk
2 tablespoons melted shoe-
timing
11/4 cups sifted enriched 
selfrising flour
1% cups canned whole cran-
berries (1-pound can)
Mix flour and sugar. Cut in butter or margarine until mix-
ture is crumbly. Set aside while preparing batter. Combine egg.
• sugar, milk and shortening. Add 114 cups flour to egg mixture.
Mix until well blended. Turn into greased 8-inch square pan.
Spoon cranberries evenly over batter. Sprinkle crumbly mixture
over cranberries. Bake in moderate oven (375°F.) 40 to 43
minutes. Serve warm or cool. Makes one 8-ineh cake.
_
with guest star Terry Moore. A
wealthy heiress becomes the
target of unknown killers whose
identification is desperately
sought by Jed Sills and his two
Checkmate, Inc., partners.
8:30 to 9:30, HAVE GUN
WILL TRAVEL, starring Rich-
ard Boone. Paladin seeks to
help a young man who is flee-
ing a murder charge to evade
an aroused posse by offering to
escort him safely to the sher-
iff's office.
9:00 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE.
starring James Arness. A fatal-
ly wounded Dodge City shop-
keeper identifies his murderer
with his last name only and
the mother of two brothers who
bear that name is determined
that the guilty son shall pay
the death penaltyt, but not at
the hand of an outsider.
9:30 to 10:00, THE BRO-
THERS BRANNAGAN, starring
Steve Dunne and Mark Roberts.
"Overexposed." A crime-bust-
ing senator finds that water
runs deep when ihs daughter
poses with racketeers for a
night-club photo which is lalk
used for blackmail.
10:10 to 12:45, MILLION DOL-
LAR PLAYHOUSE, "Four
Faces West" with Joel McCrea,
Francis Dee, Charles Bickford.
An outlaw and the girl he loves
manage to win -out against a
bank robbery, mortgage fore-
closure, a s,iege of diptheria
and snakebite.
Cubans Detain
NBC Reporter
HAVANA — (UPI) — Mili.
tary police Monday detained.
Wilson Hall, National Broad-
casting company Caribbean
correspondent, as he prepared
to board a New York-bound
plane at Rancho Boyeros air'
Port-
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